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Abstract
One of the foremost challenges in robotics is the development of muscle-like actua-
tors that have the capability to reproduce the smooth motions observed in animals.
Biological muscles have a unique cellular structure that departs from traditional elec-
tromechanical actuators in several ways. A muscle consists of a vast number of mus-
cle fibers and, more fundamentally, sarcomeres that act as cellular units or building
blocks. A muscle's output force and displacement are the aggregate effect of the indi-
vidual building blocks. Thus, without using gearing or transmissions, muscles can be
tailored to a range of loads, satisfying specific force and displacement requirements.
These natural actuators are desirable for biorobotic applications, but many of their
characteristics have been difficult to reproduce artificially.
This thesis develops and applies a new artificial muscle actuator based on piezo-
electric technology. The essential approach is to use a subdivided, cellular architecture
inspired by natural muscle. The primary contributions of this work stem from three
sequential aims. The first aim is to develop the operating principles and design of the
actuator cellular units. The basic operating principle of the actuator involves nested
flexural amplifiers applied to piezoelectric stacks thereby creating an output length
strain commensurate with natural muscle. The second aim is to further improve
performance of the actuator design by imparting tunable stiffness and resonance ca-
pabilities. This work demonstrates a previously unavailable level of tunability in both
stiffness and resonance. The final aim is to showcase the capabilities of the actuator
design by developing an underwater biorobotic fish system that utilizes the actuators
for resonance-based locomotion. Each aspect of this thesis is supported by rigorous
analysis and functional prototypes that augment broadly applicable design concepts.
Thesis Supervisor: H. Harry Asada
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis provides a unique approach to the challenge of artificial muscle develop-
ment. This chapter begins with a survey of the importance of actuator development
for the advancement of robotics and mechatronics. The motivating research chal-
lenges are addressed in Section 1.2, which provides the foundation for the research
objectives presented in Section 1.3. The chapter concludes with an overview of the
remaining thesis chapters.
1.1 The Importance of Actuators in Robotics and
Mechatronics
Actuators are fundamental building blocks for engineered systems that transform en-
ergy from one domain to another in order to impart motion within a system. This role
places actuators at the heart of many research challenges in robotics and mechatron-
ics. In robotics, actuators are applied to a variety of systems ranging from multi-link
arms to autonomous underwater vehicles. The range of mechatronic systems utiliz-
ing actuator technology is equally vast. In the majority of actuated systems, desired
motions are achieved through use of one or more feedback loops.
Fig. 1-1 illustrates a typical feedback loop consisting of a controller, actuator,
mechanism, and sensor. Within the context of such feedback systems, actuators
may be viewed as the crucial link between a controller and the mechanism to be
controlled. Each of the loop elements shown in Fig. 1-1 has received considerable
research attention, although actuators largely remain an "off-the-shelf' item. In par-
ticular, electromagnetic actuators (DC motors, AC motors, brushless motors, voice
coil actuators) are the most commonly employed class of actuators, while numerous
devices are employed for the other elements within the feedback loop. This lack of
diversity in actuator designs creates a performance gap, particularly for specialized
areas of robotics such as biorobotics as is discussed in the next section.
The consistent advancement of semiconductor technology and control theory have
propelled control algorithms, control hardware, and sensor technology to higher levels
of performance than those observed in actuator technology. The advancement of
semiconductors has been described by the well known Moore's law [76] while the
advancement of control theory is chronicled in the expansive handbooks such as [66].
Actuators, however, have no such analogous history. The trends of these areas are
Figure 1-1: A typical feedback loop and the role of actuators.
shown qualitatively in Fig. 1-2, which clearly illustrates the technological gap and
the importance of actuator research in the advancement of robotics and mechatronic
systems. The actuators of tomorrow must redefine performance boundaries in terms
of speed, efficiency, scalability, versatility, and safety. In the next section, the role
of actuators is examined within the scope of biorobotics. In biorobotics, the goal
of actuator research is the development of artificial muscle actuators that can retain
some of the characteristics of natural muscle and improve upon others.
Technology Gap
Performance Control
Sensing
Actuation
Time
Figure 1-2: The technological gap between actuators and other control loop elements.
1.2 Challenges in Developing Artificial Muscle Ac-
tuators
Biological muscles have a unique cellular structure that departs from traditional elec-
tromechanical actuators in several ways. A muscle consists of a vast number of
muscle fibers and, more fundamentally, sarcomeres that act as cellular units or build-
ing blocks. A muscle's output force and displacement are the aggregate effect of the
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individual building blocks. Moreover, the force and strain characteristics are tuned to
specific loads by combining cellular building blocks in series and parallel [68]. Rather
than using gearing and transmission for load matching, muscles can be tailored to
a range of loads, satisfying specific force and displacement requirements [23]. These
natural actuators are desirable for biorobotics applications, but many of their char-
acteristics have been difficult to reproduce artificially.
Electromechanical devices (DC motors, AC motors, brushless motors, etc.) form
the most common class of actuators that are used in biorobotics. Since their incep-
tion, motors have remained largely unchanged although higher energy densities are
continually being realized [97]. And despite their wide availability and ease of use,
traditional motors are not well suited to biorobotic systems because they produce
pure rotary motion, require bulky and inefficient gear trains, and exhibit high power
dissipation (especially during high torque stalls).
The first major step towards artificial muscle design came in the 1950's when
Joseph McKibben invented the pneumatic muscle actuator (PMA) [16]. Within the
last two decades, several companies such as Toshiba, Bridgestone, and Shadow Robot
have commercialized versions of the PMA (e.g. Rubbertuator) and feedback control
of these actuators is still an active area of research [62]. The major drawbacks of
McKibben artificial muscles are that they have pronounced nonlinearities and a lim-
ited bandwidth. Another major disadvantage of PMAs is that they require a source
of compressed air. Although the actuator membrane is extremely lightweight, these
actuators require several ancillary components in order to produce useful work as
an artificial muscle, which illustrates why actuator power density and muscle perfor-
mance mimicry are unsuitable as stand-alone metrics for design.
Most of the current research in artificial muscle actuators is centered on the ma-
terials science of polymeric materials and shape memory materials. Many of the cur-
rent artificial muscles are particle driven, meaning that these actuators have response
speeds that are often limited by the nature of the chemical, thermal, or intercalation
stimuli. One notable exception is the electric field driven dielectric elastomer actua-
tor, which has achieved some success in robotics [85], but has limited utility because
of high voltages, low fatigue life, and fragility. Convenient summaries of many novel
actuators have been compiled by the members of the Bio-Instrumentation group at
MIT [54], [73].
Despite the current research efforts in artificial muscle design, an actuator hav-
ing low power, large output strain, variable stiffness, high reliability, and a cellular
architecture has not yet been developed. This thesis addresses the need for such an
actuator by using a novel design based on piezoelectric stack actuators. The basic
actuator design approach is an extension of the flextensional approach first described
by Newnham [80] and later summarized in [82].
1.3 Research Objectives
The left portion of Fig. 1-3 shows three key performance issues associated with
applying traditional actuators to biorobotic systems. The right hand portion of the
figure shows the three corresponding performance goals for the actuators developed
in this thesis.
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Figure 1-3: Artificial muscle research challenges and the corresponding research goals.
Modularity and Scaling: The first issue in applying traditional actuators to
biorobotic systems involves the lack of modularity and scalability. For example, typi-
cal biorobotic systems have a single integrated actuator for each degree of freedom in
the system. If the force, torque, or displacement requirements of the joint are modi-
fied, then an entirely new actuator, transmission, and joint system may be required.
Alternatively, with muscle-like actuators based on a subdivided and hierarchical ar-
chitecture, a joint's force and displacement requirements can be addressed through
adjustment of the actuator subunit size or adjustment of the subunit arrangement.
Furthermore, traditional actuators are typically rotary devices that do not apply
linear tensile forces as required for muscle-based linear actuators.
The first aim of this research is to design a modular actuator that can be readily
scaled to meet the demands of biorobotic systems. This work addresses the scaling
and modularity through the use of a subdivided architecture inspired by the cellular
nature of natural muscles. In natural muscles, the most fundamental building block
within a muscle cell or muscle fiber is the sarcomere. The structure and size of muscle
sarcomeres is nearly identical in all animal species, which implies that animals rely on
a universal actuator solution that is readily scaled to meet the demands of individual
animal species [31]. The creation of a unified actuator building block has numerous
advantages that will be illustrated throughout this thesis. Each actuator building
block is referred to as an actuator cell. The parallels between natural muscles and
the artificial muscles developed in this thesis are illustrated in Fig. 1-4.
Tunable Stiffness and Dynamics: The second major issue in applying tra-
I No frictional losses; backdriveable I
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Figure 1-4: (a) Hierarchical structure of natural muscle and (b) its analog in the
cellular actuator design paradigm of this thesis.
ditional actuators to biorobotic systems is that traditional actuators cannot readily
tune their output stiffness or dynamic behavior. Although it is possible to modify
these properties in a closed loop scenario, the bandwidth of such tuning is typically
limited. Furthermore, standard motors do not have the inherent output stiffness that
is required in biorobotic systems that interact with the environment. Thus, addi-
tional mechanical elements such as torsion springs are required to achieve output
stiffness. In order to impart stiffness tunability, multiple actuators are often needed.
For example, the designs in [24], [91], [106] and [111] all require two electromechanical
actuators for a single degree-of-freedom: one motor allows for stiffness tunability and
another for angular motion.
This thesis will produce a new artificial muscle actuator that integrates not only
tunable stiffness but also tunable resonant frequencies into a single actuator design.
Tunable resonance is a relatively unexplored area of actuators research and repre-
sents one of the key research objectives for this thesis. Resonance represents a con-
dition that is highly favorable for increasing displacement at reduced energy costs in
biorobotic systems undergoing periodic motion. Thus, this work aims to obtain tun-
able stiffness and tunable dynamic properties as inherent features of the actuator's
construction.
Friction and Backdriveability: Most rotary motors used for biorobotic appli-
cations require gearing in order for the torque and speed characteristics of the motor
to be matched with those of the load. The impedance mismatch between the motor
and the load can commonly require large gear ratios. Thus, inertia and friction in the
armature are reflected to the output shaft according to the square of the gear ratio.
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This creates a high friction and non-backdriveable system. One unifying feature of
biorobotic systems is that they interact with the surrounding environment. For ex-
ample, a humanoid robot may interact with its environment by shaking the hand of a
human user. This interaction requires that each joint within the robotic arm sustain
backdrive conditions. Currently, high gear ratio motors make this interaction difficult
and potentially hazardous to both the robotic hardware and the environment.
This thesis proposes an actuator technology that exhibits an output stiffness
through which the actuator can be backdriven. Moreover, when the actuator is back-
driven, it can be used as a power generator or an energy harvesting device. This
objective, coupled with the previous aims, forms a complete set of desired outcomes
addressed within this thesis.
1.4 Thesis Structure
This thesis is broken down into three main categories: design, extension, and ap-
plication. The design phase of this thesis involves the ideation and realization of a
cellular artificial muscle actuator based on strain amplified piezoelectric stacks. The
extension phase of this thesis augments the capabilities of the base actuator design
to include tunable stiffness and tunable resonance. An additional extension to in-
clude energy harvesting capability is also provided. In the final stage of this thesis,
the newly developed actuator technology is applied to an underwater robotic system.
Each of the three research phases are discussed in detail in the remaining chapters as
shown in Fig. 1-5. Specific chapter descriptions are provided below.
Chapter 2
Desig Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Extend Chapter 5
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Figure 1-5: Categorical grouping of the thesis chapters.
Chapter 2
Chapter 2 provides an overview of actuator physics and its implications for the perfor-
mance in key actuator metrics, which are also discussed in this chapter. The chapter
then provides an overview of the piezoelectric material selection procedure for artifi-
cial muscle development. The physics of piezoelectric materials is discussed in detail
as a critical background for the remaining chapters.
Chapter 3
Chapter 3 begins with a discussion of the existing technology in strain amplification
for piezoelectric stacks. These existing techniques provide the framework for the novel
multilayer flexure amplification technique developed as a component of this thesis.
An idealized kinematic model is used to illustrate the basic properties of multilayer
systems while a pseudo-rigid body model provides the necessary degree of accuracy
and simplicity needed to perform a scaling analysis of the piezoelectric cell design.
The scaling analysis reveals that cellular architecture is the most effective way to
utilize the performance of strain amplified piezoelectric stacks.
Chapter 4
This chapter addresses the major components of the design phase of this thesis. The
chapter begins with a description of the unified flexure design procedure used to
synthesize the cellular actuators. Material selection for the flexure design is discussed
in detail, followed by a complete description of the solid mechanical model used for
rapid assessment of flexure designs. The candidate flexure designs are then assessed
based on a sensitivity analysis, which provides the basis for the final design revisions
made using finite element modeling (FEM). The final portion of the chapter discusses
the experimental techniques used to assess the blocking force and free displacement
of the individual cell designs. The chapter concludes with additional analysis of the
basic reliability properties of cellular systems as well as the power requirements for
individual cells operating at frequencies away from resonance.
Chapter 5
This chapter marks the beginning of the design extension portion of the research
shown in Fig. 1-5. Tunable stiffness cells are presented and the unique properties of
the cell are then exploited using cellular assemblies. The particular features of interest
are the resonant frequencies and mode shapes of the cellular assemblies. Models of
the dynamic behavior reveal that stiffness and resonance can be tuned discretely and
independently within a certain range. The upper and lower bounds of this tunability
are established theoretically and proved rigorously. Both loaded and unloaded strands
are considered and optimal activation selection criteria are provided. The remainder
of the chapter describes the experimental validation of the theoretical concepts.
Chapter 6
Chapter 6 describes the second major extension of the actuator design, which is to
provide a tunable resonance actuation and energy harvesting device. Modified tun-
able stiffness cells are introduced and used to create a system that can be used for
actuation, sensing, and energy harvesting. This unification of features in a single
package represents a major advantage over existing biorobotic systems that use sepa-
rate components for each of these functions. This chapter also discusses the optimal
actuation strategies that account for the bidirectional flow of energy between the
electrical and mechanical domains of the cellular systems. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of impedance matching as an additional optimization method for
tunable energy harvesting systems. As in previous chapters, experiments illustrate
the applicability and validity of theoretical concepts.
Chapter 7
This chapter applies the techniques and technology developed in the previous chapters
to create an underwater biorobotic system. The advantages of piezoelectric technology
are discussed in the context of underwater robotics with an emphasis on locomotion
using periodic flapping of fin structures. In particular, the first portion of the chapter
discusses the modifications of resonance that are attendant with underwater operation
of flapping fins. The chapter describes the theoretical modeling of a custom designed
carangiform swimming robot that utilizes the piezoelectric cellular actuators. The
design paradigm presented in this chapter utilizes distributed actuators to achieve
desired swimming kinematics. Both simulation and experiments are provided to il-
lustrate methods of input synthesis for systems using distributed cellular actuators.
Chapter 8
Chapter 8 provides a summary of the major contributions of this work and discusses
the directions for further technological development of piezoelectric cellular actuators.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides an overview of key actuator metrics of performance and dis-
cusses how an actuator's underlying physics plays a critical role in determining such
performance. The chapter then provides an overview of the piezoelectric material
selection procedure for artificial muscle development. The physics of piezoelectric
materials and stack actuators is also discussed in detail as a requisite background for
the remaining chapters.
2.1 Actuator Physics
The goal of this section is to examine fundamental actuator physics and to introduce
how the physics affect actuator performance metrics. Specific actuator physics will not
be reviewed because many excellent references already exist (e.g. [40]). Fig. 2-1 shows
the classification of actuators based on their dominant method of energy transduction.
In this scheme, there are two main categories of actuators: field driven and diffusion
driven. These two categories are particularly relevant when broadly considering an
actuator's speed of response, maximum displacement, and maximum force or torque.
Generally, field driven actuators outperform diffusion driven actuators in all of these
categories. However, diffusion driven actuators are generally more physically pliable
and flexible than are field driven actuators. The field versus diffusion generalization
requires further classification into five primary sub-categories: electric, magnetic,
pressure, thermal, and ionic.
ACTUATORS
Field Driven Diffusion Driven
I I I
Electric Magnetic Pressure Thermal Ionic
- Piezoelectric ceramics -Lorentz force - Hydraulic - SMA Conducting polymers
- Electrostrictive polymers -Magnetostrictive - Pneumatic - SM polym.
Figure 2-1: Actuator taxonomy based on governing physics.
In the case of field driven actuators, the three most commonly employed fields are
electric, magnetic, and pressure. Examples of electric field driven actuators include
piezoelectric ceramics and electrostrictive polymers. Perhaps the most quintessen-
tial actuator, however, is the Lorentz-force driven motor, which is an example of
a magnetic field based actuator. Pressure driven actuators, such as hydraulic and
pneumatic cylinders, are also commonly employed in many areas of robotics.
In diffusion driven actuators, two of the most commonly employed diffusion phe-
nomenon include thermal diffusion and ionic diffusion. Shape memory alloys (SMAs),
most commonly NiTi wires, are examples of thermal diffusion driven actuators and
can provide large output forces at relatively small displacements. A common example
of ionic diffusion actuators is polypyrrole conducting polymer actuators. This class
of polymer actuators is still under extensive development and continues to improve in
both stress and strain performance [114]. Overall, the nature of the actuator physics
is crucial to determining the values of the performance metrics.
2.2 Actuator Performance Indices
This subsection defines a comprehensive collection of general actuator performance
indices. The index values are largely determined by actuator physics discussed pre-
viously and may be used as a basis for actuator material selection. The following list
of indices is an extension of the metrics provided in [73]. The metrics are grouped as
quantitative metrics (those that can be quantified with a measured value), qualita-
tive metrics (those that are not readily numerically quantified), and derived metrics
(metrics that are functions of other metrics). In most metrics, the description is in-
tentionally broad in order to encompass the definitions found in other sources (e.g.
[54], [53], [72]). In the following list of metrics, the definitions are most applicable to
linear actuators although the definitions may be readily adapted to rotary actuators
as well.
Quantitative Metrics:
Stress: This performance index is generally defined as the maximum force generated
by the actuator per unit area of the load bearing member.
Strain: A general definition of strain that applies to actuators is simply the active
change in length of an actuator, Af, divided by its relaxed length fo:
A (2.1)fo
Bandwidth: An actuator's bandwidth is related to its ability to respond to a time-
varying stimulus (e.g. an armature voltage). In this thesis, bandwidth will be defined
according to Fig. 2-2, which is consistent with the standard definition in linear system
frequency response. In Fig. 2-2, Go is static or DC gain and represents the ratio of
actuator output for a constant input stimulus. The bandwidth is the frequency of the
excitation input at which the actuator gain drops to 70.7% of the value of Go.
This metric is extremely sensitive to loading conditions and must therefore be com-
pared carefully among actuator materials and devices.
Output compliance: Output compliance is the inverse of stiffness (resisting force per
unit displacement) as viewed from the output of an actuator.
Actuator
Actuator Output Bandwidth
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Figure 2-2: Graphical definition of actuator bandwidth.
Reliability: Reliability is most conservatively defined as mean time to failure (MTTF)
of an actuator or actuator material under its most severe performance conditions
(maximum stress, strain, operation frequency). If the reliability of the actuator versus
time has been probabilistically defined as a continuous function R(t), then MTTF
may be computed from
MTTF = R(t)dt. (2.2)
Reliability may also be measured in cycle life under normal to severe loading. Note
that reliability can be correlated with the component count required for the fully
assembled actuator.
Linearity: Linear actuators are those for which for an increase or decrease in the input
excitation amplitude results in a proportional increase or decrease in the actuator
output amplitude in steady state. Linearity may be quantified as a percentage using
%Linearity = I - Amax) x 100% (2.3)Rmax
where Amax is the maximum deviation from a best fit line and Rmax is the maxi-
mum range of the device. The static linearity defined by (2.3) is often subject to
environmental factors.
Efficiency: The ratio of mechanical work output to energy input during one complete
cycle in cyclic operation. Note that this definition admits any variety of loading
conditions, which can be a major confounding factor in comparing different actuator
technologies. Furthermore, this definition does not account for the distinction between
reactive and dissipative power, which also must be considered for overall system
efficiency.
Electromechanical coupling: Proportion of input energy that is transformed into work,
including external work done by the actuator and stored internal mechanical energy
generated in the actuator itself. As with efficiency, this definition does not distinguish
between reactive or dissipative characteristics and must therefore be used cautiously.
Displacement resolution: The displacement resolution is quantified by the smallest
resolvable displicement of an actuator. As in sensor design, actuators may provide
continuous or discrete outputs. An example of an actuator with a discrete output,
and therefore a finite resolution, would be a conventional stepper motor.
Qualitative Metrics:
Controllability: Controllability is defined broadly as the ability to achieve desirable
closed loop properties (e.g. large bandwidth) through the application of mathemat-
ically linear integro-differential (e.g. PID) control laws. Actuators having linear
behavior generally exhibit greater controllability in this sense.
Mechanical pliability: Pliability is defined as an actuator's ability to conform to im-
posed structural curvature. For example, polymeric actuators often have high me-
chanical pliability.
Heating: An actuator's heating during normal operation may be a byproduct of para-
sitic power dissipation (e.g. a motor at low speed and high torque output) or may be
a requirement for actuation (e.g. Joule heated SMA wire). Both levels of heating may
be quantified as the maximum temperature observed at any point on the surface of
the actuator in normal operation. However, this temperature depends heavily upon
the boundary conditions of the actuator and is therefore considered only qualitatively.
Hysteresis: A non-hysteretic actuator is one whose output can follow changes in the
input regardless of which direction the change is made. Although there are vari-
ous way to quantify hysteresis, it is considered in this thesis insofar as its relative
dominance in the actuator operating characteristics.
Scalability: Scalability is defined as a materials ability to maintain or improve its other
performance metrics as the characteristic actuator length scales are changed.
Process Compatibility: Process compatibility broadly refers to the ease with which an
actuator can be manufactured. This also includes the process of actuator assembly.
Thus, actuators requiring extensive manual assembly would not be considered to have
high processes compatibility.
Derived Metrics:
Strain rate: Strain rate is the percentage length change defined by (2.1) normalized
by the time required to achieve this length change. Strain rate may be viewed as
a metric derived from bandwidth and strain. As with bandwidth, this metric is
highly dependent upon mechanical loading conditions. A standardized value may be
obtained, for example, under zero load conditions.
Work Density: This may also be referred to as volumetric work or energy density. This
metric is defined as the maximum work output in one cycle of operation normalized
by the volume of the actuator material only. This definition excludes electrodes and
power supplies although it does include transmissions in the volume calculation. Also,
this metric is highly dependent upon loading conditions, but is typically taken as the
maximum achievable value. This metric is derived from the stress, strain, and volume
properties.
Specific Work: Specific work is the maximum work output in one cycle of operation
normalized by the mass of the actuator material. As in the definition of work den-
sity, this definition excludes electrodes and power supplies although it does include
transmissions in the mass calculation and assumes the most optimistic value possible.
This metric is derived from the stress, strain, and mass properties.
Power Density: This metric may also be referred to as volumetric power or power
density. This metric is defined as the maximum power output in one cycle of operation
normalized by the volume of the actuator material only. This definition excludes
electrodes and power supplies although it does include transmissions in the volume
calculation. Also, this metric is highly dependent upon loading conditions, but is
typically taken as the maximum achievable value. This metric is derived from the
stress, strain, bandwidth, and volume properties.
Specific Power: Specific power is the maximum power output in one cycle of operation
normalized by the mass of the actuator material. As in the above definitions, this
definition excludes electrodes and power supplies although it does include transmis-
sions in the mass calculation and assumes the most optimistic value possible. This
metric is derived from the stress, strain, bandwidth, and mass properties.
In all of the above performance metrics, there are several assumptions that can
confound direct comparisons between actuators and actuator materials. First, the
size of the required power supply, magnitude of applied excitation (e.g. voltages
or pressures), and complexity of the drive hardware are all prominent confounding
factors. For example, a McKibben pneumatic artificial muscle actuator has a very
high stress and strain output, but requires an extremely cumbersome compressed air
source and attendant tubing that obviates its candidacy for many mobile biorobotics
applications. Another crucial, yet often overlooked, factor is the nature of the power
storage and power flow within a material. In particular, actuators can exhibit in-
ductive or capacitive energy storage or may be dominated by resistive effects. The
nature of the power flow in the system must be addressed when considering the full
system performance. The metrics above are also meant to include any transmission
elements. For example motor-based actuators are examined with respect to the out-
put of a particular motor-gearbox combination. By including transmission elements,
a more meaningful comparison can be made between the state of the art in actuators
systems rather than simply actuator materials alone. Other practical considerations
include the time required to manufacture the actuator, although this depends upon
technological developments within manufacturing that may not be correlated to a
true bottleneck in the actuator technology. Cost is another factor that can often be
misrepresented because it is driven by the economies of scale applied to the actuator
manufacturing process and other more complex economic factors. All metrics must
also be compared carefully due to the often ill-define nature of the imposed loading.
Furthermore, in all cases, it is important to know the environmental conditions (tem-
perature, humidity, vibration level, etc.) under which the specification was measured
and is valid. With these caveats disclosed, it is insightful to apply the performance
metrics to select and actuator material for artificial muscle development.
2.3 Actuator Material Selection
The primary goal of this work is to develop an artificial muscle material and therefore
the scope of actuator material candidates is focused on linear displacement devices
and smart materials. Fig. 2-3 shows a qualitative comparison of smart materials
for linear actuation applications. The figure illustrates the major metrics discussed
in Section 2.2. The figure plots the performance characteristics on a scale of 1 to
4 (with 1 being poor and 4 being excellent). Each metric is plotted on an oblique
axis for selected candidate artificial muscle materials: shape memory alloys (SMA),
thin film piezoelectric actuators (TF-PZT), conducting polymers (CP), and dielectric
elastomers (DE) on oblique axes. The figure also includes skeletal muscle (SM) as a
benchmark. In the figure, the greater the area enveloped by the actuator the higher
Table 2.1: Several performance metrics of biological skeletal muscle [54].
Performance Metric Value Units
Blocking Stress 300 kPa
Maximum Strain 20 %
Bandwidth 10 Hz
Strain Rate 50 %s-1
Work Density 8 kJ m3
Power Density 52 kWm 3
Specific Power 50 Wkg-1
its overall performance. Table 2.3 lists typical values of skeletal muscle for numerical
reference [54].
All of the candidate materials in Fig. 2-3 have specific strengths and weaknesses.
For example, shape memory alloys exhibit an extremely high output stress but per-
form poorly with regard to linearity, heating, bandwidth, and hysteresis performance
metrics. Similarly, dielectric elastomers perform very well with regard to bandwidth
and strain, but the current state of the art is highly sensitive to material membrane
puncture [85]. The shaded region in Fig. 2-3 represents thin film piezoelectric mate-
rials. This shaded region illustrates that one of the main drawbacks to piezoelectric
materials is very small inherent strain performance, which is on the order of 0.1%. Ad-
ditional drawbacks include a low pliability (as the ceramic materials are very stiff),
which is also manifested in the extremely high output stiffness of the piezoelectric
stacks. The basic stack actuator is shown in Fig. 2-4 (a). The primary hypothesis
of this thesis is that piezoelectric ceramics may be used for artificial muscles by over-
coming the low performance metrics, particularly the low strain output relative to
natural muscle.
The design developed in this thesis overcomes the small strain, low output com-
pliance, and low mechanical pliability associated with piezoelectric materials by ac-
cepting a tradeoff in response speed, stress, reliability, and scalability performance.
The tradeoff is accomplished by introducing a flexural transmission mechanism illus-
trated conceptually in Fig. 2-4 (b). The transmission is designed using compliant
mechanisms, or flexures, in order to achieve much larger output strains at reduced
levels of actuator stress. The basic transmission technique is introduced in the next
chapter and a rigorous design procedure is then established in Chapter 4. Overall,
using piezoelectric materials and flexural transmission mechanisms allows for a strain
amplified PZT (SA-PZT) performance envelope that still exceeds that of the other
candidate materials. This is denoted by the dashed line in Fig. 2-5. Although some
effects of flexure based transmissions are known (e.g. increased strain and reduced
stress), this thesis will also investigate the coupling between strain amplification and
the optimum scale and architecture for the artificial muscle actuator. Specifically,
this research shows that a subdivided, or cellular, architecture leads to many desir-
able actuator characteristics.
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2.4 Piezoelectric Materials and Actuator Overview
Piezoelectric stack actuators are the base technology that is used throughout this
thesis. Therefore, this subsection provides the relevant background on piezoelectric
stack physics. In a conventional text on piezoelectric devices, tensor notation often
obfuscates the practical equations required in engineering applications. On the other
hand, in vendor application notes, the level of detail is often insufficient to perform
rigorous engineering analysis. This section seeks to bridge the gap between a con-
ventional text on piezoelectric devices and the application notes provided on most
piezoelectric actuator vendor websites. A more detailed review of electrostatics and
piezoelectric constitutive behavior is contained in Appendix A.
2.4.1 Piezoelectric Materials
Piezoelectric materials generate strain in response to applied electric fields and gen-
erate charge in response to applied stress. An understanding the nature of piezoelec-
tricity is an important first step in the analysis of piezoelectric materials. This section
describes the basic elements of piezoelectric material science and draws primarily from
[102], [87], and [7].
Some crystals in which the centers of positive and negative charge do not coincide
are said to be spontaneously polarized. When this property of a dielectric can be
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Figure 2-4: (a) Piezoelectric stack actuator inherent characteristics. (b) Piezoelectric
actuator coupled with custom developed flexural amplification device.
modified by an electric field, the material is called ferroelectric. Crystals that do
no posses a center of symmetry and have charges that appear on the surfaces when
a stress is applied are piezoelectric. In short, some materials that are piezoelectric
are also ferroelectric. On the atomic scale, groups of unit cells that have the same
polarization orientation are called Weiss domains. After poling of a ferroelectric
ceramic, the domains remain largely aligned.
One common piezoelectric material structure is the Perovskite structure pictured
in Fig. 2-6. Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) has the Perovskite Structure and is the
most widely used piezoelectric ceramic to date and has the structure shown in Figure
2-6. When this material is compressed along the vertical axis of the figure, dipoles
are induced that point upwards along the vertical axis. The piezoelectric effect was
first discovered by Pierre and Jacques Curie in 1880 while PZT was first discovered
in the 1950s.
Piezoelectric materials exhibit a hysteresis between strain S and applied electric
field E. If the electric field is raised beyond a critical value, the piezoelectric domains
can begin switching and eventually the polarization direction can switch. This leads
to the "butterfly" loop shown in Figure 2-7. Note that the hysteresis in typical
operation results from the lossy nature of the piezoelectric media.
In solid state theory, the direct piezoelectric effect means that a piezoelectric ma-
terial becomes polarized when strained. This effect is especially of interest for sensor
design. The converse (also called the inverse) piezoelectric effect refers to the strain
generated when a piezoelectric material is placed in an electric field. This effect leads
to actuation capability, which is of primary interest for this thesis. Electrostriction
refers to a second order effect in which strain is proportional to the square of the
electric field. Thus, electrostriction is a second order property that is present in all
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of piezoelectric materials and strain amplified
materials when they are placed in an electric field.
Dielectrics can be defined as insulating materials. One class of dielectrics includes
ionically bonded crystals. In such ionic crystals, when an electric field is applied,
the positive charges are attracted to the negative terminal while the negative charges
are attracted to the positive terminal. This is known as electric polarization, which
can be quantified as the sum of electric dipoles per unit volume inside the dielectric.
There are three kinds of polarization: electronic, ionic, and dipole reorientation. In
electronic polarization, the electron clouds deform; in ionic polarization the bond
lengths change; and in dipole reorientation, dipoles align with the electric field. This
effect is shown for a parallel plate capacitor in Figure 2-8. The quantification of the
charge accumulation is described in Appendix A.
2.4.2 Piezoelectric Stack Actuators
There are several different form factors for PZT actuators. One common form is a
bimorph actuator that consists of two bonded piezoelectric elements that are acti-
vated differentially in order to achieve cantilever beam bending. These achieve large
displacements but only small force outputs. Another type of actuator, the bending
tube, is often used in scanning microscopes. Shear actuators are also used and utilize
the d15 constant (see Appendix A for a discussion of the piezoelectric constants). Al-
PbZro.5 2Ti. 48O3
Ti, Zr (B site)
Pb (A site)
Figure 2-6: Perovskite crystal structure.
S
Operation
Figure 2-7: "Butterfly" loop of hysteresis behavior between strain and applied electric
field at large applied electric fields. The smaller inset curve represents the typical
operating regime in practical PZT-based devices.
though these foregoing form factors have important applications, this thesis utilizes
stack actuators wherein the d33 constant of PZT is the source of the electromechanical
coupling.
Piezoelectric stack actuators are most commonly constructed from several thin
layers of PZT. A low voltage PZT actuator stack is typically constructed as a mono-
lithic unit wherein the electrode material and ceramic are cofired in a single step. The
resulting construction is shown in Fig. 2-9 (a). This following discussion will focus
on rectangular cross section stacks although circular and annular geometries cross
sections also common. The geometric parameters of a rectangular PZT stack are its
length (L,t), height (hp,2), width (wpt), and film thickness (tfilm). The number of
films in the stack is then L" .
In response to an applied voltage of Vzt, an electric field of strength "Zt is
tf ilm
generated in each layer of the stack. If the ends of the stack actuator are unconstrained
and the maximum voltage VP is applied, then the free displacement (Axz2e ) of the
stack is generated:
AXft" = Nfijjd 3 3VPt , (2.4)
E+
Figure 2-8: Charge accumulation on a capacitor.
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Figure 2-9: (a) Construction of a piezoelectric actuator stack (b) Linear model for
actuator electromechanical behavior.
where d33 is the piezoelectric strain constant for electric fields and actuation along
the axis of poling. Note that the maximum voltage is determined by the ability of the
ceramic and electrodes to avoid dielectric breakdown. For low voltage PZT stacks, a
maximum voltage of 150V is typical. If the ends of the stack are rigidly constrained
at zero voltage and then the maximum voltage is applied again, the blocking force(f block) is generated:
ppzt block __pzthpzpz va
J p'zt Lt filmd33pzt (2.5)
where E,2t is the elastic modulus of the PZT material. Below internal resonant
frequencies, the stack obeys the following linear relationship:
Vpz -y block Epzthztw ztx
_____ 
pz pzt AxP ~ 26
S z pLP ptPz)(26
Fig. 2-9 (b) shows a graphical representation of the linear force displacement behavior
of the PZT stacks.
For subsequent dimensionless analysis, notice from equations (2.4) and (2.5) that
a stack's two key parameters are its length and aspect ratio a,22, which are defined
respectively as L,2t and
-pz LztwI (2.7)
npzthpztwpzt,
Here it is assumed that np2t stacks are arranged atop one another to form a total
height of npzthrzt. For scaling purposes, the layer thickness tfilm is introduced as the
characteristic length scale. Using this characteristic length, the free displacement can
be rewritten as
AX f ree -(d 3 8tmxtim)L (2.8)
Pzt (dspzt,maxtrum) - Ipzt
where E zt,max is the maximum electrical field that the PZT can withstand before
dielectric breakdown and Lzt = = Nfim, which is the number of layers within
tf iim
the stack. Similarly, the blocking force can be expressed as
f'block (d 33 Ezt,max2jm Epzt) _pzt (2.9)pzt
where a,2t - Lflmt film In both (2.8) and (2.9), the terms in parentheses are approx-
imately constant for all low voltage stacks, which implies that Lpzt and izt are the
critical geometric parameters that determine a PZT stack's force and displacement
performance.
Chapter 3
Motion Amplified Piezoelectric
Stacks and Cellular Architecture
This chapter examines the basic approach used to convert small piezoelectric stack
motions into the larger motions required for artificial muscles. The pseudo-rigid body
model developed in this chapter is particularly useful for establishing the scaling prop-
erties of the motion amplified piezoelectric actuator. The scaling analysis reveals that
a subdivided architecture can yield the best overall performance with respect to ac-
tuator work output in an efficiently packed system. Cellular piezoelectric actuators
are then analyzed with respect to their reliability and power requirements. The cel-
lular architecture outlined in this chapter provides the foundation for the subsequent
developments in this thesis.
3.1 Introduction
Over the last several decades, there have been numerous proposed designs for gen-
erating PZT displacements large enough to drive robotic and mechatronic systems.
Some of the earliest examples include the first design by Toulis [2], and subsequent re-
finements by Newnham et al. [80] [33] [32], Haertling [44], Moskalik [78], and Uchino
[102]. More recent research has produced many patented devices (e.g. [4], [1],[3]),
commercially available devices [35] [43] [56], and designs tailored towards specific ap-
plications such as rotor blade active control [58] and MEMS scale devices [26]. A
comprehensive summary of motion amplified piezoelectric technology is provided in
[823.
Existing motion amplification designs can be classified into a) scissors motion or
inching drives, b) bimetal-type bending, and c) flextensional mechanisms. Inching
motion provides infinite stroke while bimetal-type mechanisms such as those in [94]
[37] can also produce large displacement and strain. Such inching and bending actu-
ators are applicable to various industrial applications when used as a single actuator
unit; however, the reconfigurability of these actuator types is limited due to the diffi-
culty in arbitrarily connecting a large number of actuator units in series or in parallel
to increase the total stroke and force respectively. In contrast, flextensional mecha-
nisms such as "Moonie" [80] [33], "Cymbal" [32], "Rainbow" [44], and others [58] are
considered suitable for the reconfigurable cellular actuator design. Using these types
of flextensional devices, an individual actuator can be stacked in series to increase
the total displacement. However, simple stacking increases the length of the overall
mechanism but does not improve the strain in actuation direction, which is known to
be only 2-3%. Thus, more amplification is needed.
This chapter presents a new approach to amplifying PZT displacement that can
achieve approximately 20% effective strain from the inherent 0.1% strain of piezo-
electric stack actuators. The key idea is hierarchical nested architecture. A large
amplification gain on the order of 100 can be obtained with this method. This struc-
ture is fundamentally different from traditional layered structures, such as telescoping
cylindrical units [82] or stacking multiple plates connected by actuator wires [6]. Un-
like these traditional stacking mechanisms, where the gain g is proportional to the
dimension of the lever or number of stacks, the amplification gain of the new mech-
anism increases exponentially as the number of layers increases. Suppose that strain
is amplified g times at each layer of the hierarchical structure. For N layers of hi-
erarchical mechanism, the resultant gain is given by gNi, the power of the number
of layers. This nesting method allows for a large strain in a compact body, which
is appropriate for artificial muscle actuators. Although this nesting approach is a
straightforward extension of existing amplification devices, it leads to several unique
properties that are discussed throughout this thesis. The following section provides
a detailed description of the amplification mechanism.
3.2 Idealized Kinematic Model of Multilayer Am-
plification
Many applications in biorobotics require strain substantially larger than what is avail-
able from piezoelectric stack actuators. Chapter 2 illustrated that the maximal straind3V"
of a PZT stack actuator, given by d 3 3 Ptx , is typically 0.1%. Natural muscles, however,
produce strains of approximately 20%. To amplify the inherent strain of piezoelectric
stack actuators, the proposed design utilizes kinematic amplification devices shown
in Fig. 3-1.
Fig. 3-1 shows the idealized kinematic behavior of two amplification mechanisms.
These mechanisms consist of perfectly rigid beams and ideal revolute joints. The
mechanisms in Fig. 3-1 (a) will be referred to as a non-inverting amplifier and the
mechanism in Fig. 3-1 (b) as an inverting amplifier. Each mechanism converts a small
input displacement, Axin, into a larger output motion Axzot based on the angle 0 of
the oblique beam elements. The basic device shown in the upper portion of the figure
has been studied extensively and representative results include [33], [58], [70], and [79].
This chapter describes both the inverting and non-inverting schemes as well as the
nesting combinations of these two elements. The non-inverting mechanism converts
outward displacements into outward displacements while the inverting mechanism
converts outward displacements into inward displacements. The instantaneous gain
of these mechanisms is defined as
g = AX = cot(00), (3.1)
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Figure 3-1: (a) Non-inverting kinematic amplifier (b) Inverting kinematic amplifier.
where g includes the sign. For amplification, the beam angle must reside in the range
of 0 < 0o < 450. The key tradeoff is between displacement amplification and force
reduction. Because PZT has very high inherent force, but very small displacement,
the amplification gain is typically chosen to be as high as possible such that the
device still exhibits linear behavior. The largest value of g under those conditions
is approximately 10, which corresponds to 0 = 5.710. For g = 10 the mean gain
error over a +1i range is 10%. Although certain benefits can be realized by designing
nonlinear amplifications mechanisms ([5]), such devices are outside the scope of the
present discussion.
One of the fundamental design goals in this thesis is to create an actuator that can
produce approximately 20% strain output under free conditions, thereby matching the
strain performance of skeletal muscle. Thus, a substantial amplification mechanism
is needed. Rather than design a single stage amplifier to achieve this output, an
amplification using two layers of nested mechanisms is used. This method was first
described in [103] and is illustrated in Fig. 3-2. Fig. 3-2 shows a generic combination
of N, layers of inverting and non-inverting amplifiers wherein the output of one layer
is used as the input to the next. The cascading of these devices will ideally produce
an overall free displacement that is the product of the individual layer gains:
Ni
AXfree =f gi) AX free (3.2)
where the input displacement has been taken as the piezoelectric stack free displace-
ment Ax f*re. The blocking force of the same arrangement is the reciprocal of the
gain in (3.2) multiplied by the blocking force of the PZT f block. Thus, using two
layers provides a mechanism that increases the PZT free displacement by a factor of
approximately 100 and reduces the blocking force by the same factor. This is shown
qualitatively in Fig. 3-3. As depicted in the figure, selecting two layers best meets the
demands of artificial muscle design (20% strain at the maximum achievable force).
Furthermore, it is desirable to minimize the number of layers in the overall amplifier
design in order to minimize performance loss due to the flexure compliance. Thus,
the design presented here uses N= 2.
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Figure 3-2: Kinematic principle of nested amplifiers.
3.3 Flexure Based Amplification
The idealized kinematic amplifiers described in 3.2 provide an upper bound on the
performance of nested transmission systems. The ideal characteristics of the trans-
mission mechanisms cannot be fully achieved due to structural compliance. Actual
mechanisms will inevitably have some structural compliance, which may then degrade
the aggregate force and displacement. Both the compliance of piezoelectric stack ac-
tuator as well as the compliance of the amplification structures must be taken into
account in designing the nested strain amplification mechanism. Furthermore, the
fabrication of free joints is difficult at small scales due to mechanical tolerance and
play. For the first amplification stage in particular, the displacements are extremely
small and thus the displacement created by the PZT is likely to diminish due to play
within revolute joints. Therefore, as in [26] [35] [58], flexural pivots and flexible beams
have been used for amplifying PZT displacement. Fig. 3-4 shows the components
involved in a dual layer, flexure-based assembly. The most fundamental unit is the
piezoelectric stack actuator. In the design shown in the figure, two stacks are used in
parallel to meet the desired dimensions. The piezoelectric stacks are first assembled
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Figure 3-3: Graphical representation of maximum or blocking force (BF) and strain
characteristics based on the as a function of layers in the motion amplifier.
into the first layer flexure (step (1) in the figure). The resulting unit is then placed
within the second layer flexure (step (2) in the figure).
Fig. 3-5 shows the planar views of the assembled actuator subunit design. From
the left portion of Fig. 3-5, observe that as a voltage is applied to the PZT stacks, the
first layer flexure is pushed outward along the Y direction, which results in an outward
amplified displacement in the Z direction provided that the undeformed beam angle
01 is small. The second layer flexure is then pushed outward in the Z direction by the
first layer, which results in a further amplified displacement in the inward X direction
when 02 < 1. Therefore, a contraction force is generated along the X-axis output as
the PZT stacks are activated, which is shown in the right portion of Fig. 3-5. This
contractile double-layer flexure design provides motion along the X-axis and allows
the connection of multiple units in series without buckling of the flexures.
A fully assembled two layer flexure system is shown in Fig. 3-6. Note that the
system in the figure consists of two piezoelectric stacks (n,t = 2) in parallel providing
input forces to the first layer mechanism. Although the equivalent design can be
carried out using only a single stack, the limitations on commercially available stack
dimensions require that two stacks be used to increase the blocking force of the base
layer without sacrificing an increased length (and therefore reduced strain) along the
output axis (X-axis in Fig. 3-5). The second layer inverting flexure is nested around
the first layer and provides the desired tensile output motion as shown in the flexure
realization of Fig. 3-5. The system exhibits small friction, natural axial compliance,
and backdriveability. Furthermore, all of the beam elements are under tension when
the PZT is activated. A detailed analysis of the design procedure for the flexure based
mechanisms is provided in Chapter 4.
Second layer,
inverting Piezoelectric Stack(s)
amplifier
First layer, non-inverting amplifier
Figure 3-4: Flexure assembly process for a dual layer, flexure-based amplification
design.
3.4 Pseudo-Rigid Body Model
The main goal in this section is to arrive at expressions for blocking force and free dis-
placement of the fully assembled flexure system. These expressions provided the basis
for assessing the effects of PZT stack size on actuator performance, which is examined
in Section 3.5. To achieve this modeling objective, a pseudo-rigid body model of the
flexure-based amplifiers is employed. This strategy of flexure modeling was first de-
veloped in [52], but is extended here to include nested flexures and a more systematic
treatment of kinematic analysis and input-output stiffness transformations.
Although accurate solid mechanics analysis and finite element modeling are em-
ployed in the detailed design of Chapter 4, these modeling methods lead to complex
equations that provide very little insight into the effects of changing the length scale
of piezoelectric actuators. Thus, in order to describe the flexure system with sufficient
accuracy to perform scaling analysis in the next section, the ideal kinematic model
described in 3.2 is augmented to account for the compliant beams and torsional stiff-
ness of the flexures. The modified kinematic model for two layers is shown in Fig.
3-7.
The two layer augmented kinematic model in Fig. 3-7 shows the model parameters
for the first and second layer amplifiers. First, the layer 1 and layer 2 joint space
parameters are defined as shown in the uppermost portion of Fig. 3-7. The stiffness
parameters in the joint space consist of the corner torsional stiffness Kci and kC2 ,
the apex torsional stiffness KA1 and KA2, and the first layer strut stiffness Ksi. The
apex and corner stiffness elements represent the stiffness of flexure hinges. The strut
stiffness accounts for the bending deformation of that member due to the large forces
applied by the PZT stack(s). The rest configuration of the system occurs when all
of the angular deviations 6b,1, Os,I, and 0 b,2 are zero. The equilibrium angles for the
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Figure 3-5: Working principle of nested flexure amplification mechanisms.
Figure 3-6: Fully assembled dual layer flexure system.
corresponding beams are 00,1, 0, and 0,2. The additional model parameters include
the beam lengths hsi, hs 2 , 10,1, and 10,2, which are shown in the middle portion
of Fig. 3-7. Based on the foregoing geometric parameters, the input and output
displacements may be computed, which are then referred to as task space parameters.
These parameters include Ax,2t, Ax 1 , and Ax 2.
Since a rigid connection between the first and second layer mechanisms is assumed,
only two of the three joint space displacements (Ob,1, 0,1, and 6b,2) are independent.
This also implies that only two of the three task space parameters (Ax,2t, Ax 1,
and Ax 2) are independent. For model development, the joint space configuration is
represented using 0b,1 and 0,1. In this case, the linearized relationship between 0 b,2
and 0 b,1 is
10,1 cos 60,1
Ob, 2 K 10,2 sin 60,2) Ob, (3.3)
If the task space parameters are then selected as Axpzt and Ax 2 , the following lin-
earized kinematic relationship is obtained:
Ax,2t
Ax 2
2lo,1 sin 00,1
2lo,1 cot 00,2 cos 00,1 6b,1 (3.4)
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Figure 3-7: Augmented kinematic model for a two-layer flexure system.
where the coefficient matrix in (3.4) is defined as the Jacobian Jex. Based on stored
potential energy, the stiffness matrix in the joint space is also readily computed:
81iS + 4 ci Ke =c
4Kc1
4Kci
4"ci + 8 KA1 +....( 1 Cos00i) 2 (4r'c2 + 8rA2)
In order to obtain expressions for the blocking force and free displacement of
the flexure, the joint space stiffness matrix is transformed into the task space. This
transformation uses the well known relation
Kx = JTxKeJ-1x. (3.6)
In this transformation, kinematic dependence of the force transmission is ignored
because sufficiently small deflections are assumed. Details of kinematic dependence
can be included using an extra term in (3.6) as described by [19). Considering the
maximum voltage applied to a PZT stack, defining kpzt,p - Erzthpztwpz, and denoting
the entries of the task space stiffness matrix in (3.6) as kni, k22 , and k12 = k21 leads
to the following expressions for blocking force and free displacement:
block k (p zt f blockfbl ) ( k1 (p) + kpzt) fbiOt (3.7)
(3.5)
and
xf ree( - k12 (P) f btock(38
X2 (P) = det(K) + kpzt,pk22 (P) ,z , -(
where p E R" is the parameter vector consisting of the PZT stack parameters, PZT
geometry and arrangement, ideal amplification gains, and flexure stiffness values. The
vector p may be more explicitly stated as
p- = pzt, Lpzt, npzt, 7,j hsi, lo,1, hs2, 1o,2, -.-.
00,1, 00,2, Cli, NA1, 6Si, NC2, NA2 ]T (3.9)
where the first two elements are dimensionless parameters related to the piezoelectric
stack characteristics defined in Section 2.4.2, -y is defined as
I - , (3.10)
Wpzt
and the remaining parameters remain as previously defined.
3.5 Cell Scaling
The ultimate goal of the scaling analysis is to understand how changing the size of
the PZT stack actuators will translate into an effect on the blocking force and free
displacement as well as other derived performance metrics. Equations (3.7) and (3.8)
provide the basis for assessing how best to scale the nested flexure actuator. In this
section, the conventional Buckingham Pi theorem is applied to these equations in or-
der to establish the number of parameters of an equivalent dimensionless model. The
hypothetical dimensionless model implied by the Pi Theorem is then reduced to an
even smaller dimensionless model by employing scaling assumptions that are consis-
tent with good flexure design practices and practical manufacturing considerations.
For the following analysis, the material design space is restricted to metallic materials
because metals have many desirable characteristics for flexure fabrication and avoid
stress relaxation and creep that is common in polymeric materials [51]. A thorough
discussion of material selection is deferred to Chapter 4, while designs utilizing more
advanced composites manufacturing are discussed in Chapter 8 as extensions of the
present work.
3.5.1 Pi Theorem
The first step in the scaling analysis is to establishing the minimum number of dimen-
sionless parameters used to fully describe the quantities of interest. In this analysis,
the quantities of interest will be the blocking force and free displacement of a nested-
flexure actuator unit. The fundamental tool in this analysis is the Buckingham Pi
Theorem, a description of which can be found in most introductory texts on fluid
mechanics (e.g. [117]).
The Pi Theorem first requires that both the blocking force and free displacement
may be written compactly as scalar functions of the form
4)block (P) 0 (3.11)
and
(Dfree(P) 0 (3.12)
respectively. From (3.9), the number of dimensional parameters in p is 9. Thus,
in (3.11) and (3.12), the number of dimensional parameters is 10 to account for the
incorporation of the blocking force and free displacement respectively. Using the
force (F), length (L), and time (T) unit system, (3.11) requires only force and length
to fully characterize the dimensions of the parameters (i.e. time is not involved).
Specifically, the torsional stiffness parameters are described with the units N-, while
the blocking force is described using N. Hence, F and L are the two required reference
dimensions. The number of dimensionless parameters to describe the blocking force
relation in (3.11) will be denoted by Nn,block and is computed as
Nn,bock 10 - 2
= 8. (3.13)
Similarly, (3.12) requires only force and length to fully characterize the dimen-
sions of the parameters since time is still not involved. Again, the torsional stiffness
parameters are described with the units N while the free displacement is described
using m. Hence, F and L are still the two required reference dimensions. The number
of dimensionless parameters to describe the blocking force relation in (3.12) will then
be denoted by Nn,free and computed as
Nr,free = 10 - 2
= 8. (3.14)
Since the models in (3.11) and (3.12) already contain 6 dimensionless parameters,
the total number of dimensionless parameters required to describe the blocking force
and free displacement is Nr,block + 6 = N,free + 6 = 14. The parameter space
provided by the dimensionless model is still far too large to provide insightful scaling
results. Thus, rather than utilize a 14 parameter dimensionless model, an analysis
more akin to that provided in [61] and [28] is employed in the next subsection, wherein
physical insight is used in place of the exhaustive enumeration method of establishing
dimensionless groups that follows application of the Pi Theorem.
3.5.2 Scaling Assumptions
In this section, certain simplifying assumptions allow the model parameter space
spanned by all possible p E R" to be restricted to the positive plane R2+. The
goal is then to utilize realistic design assumptions and manufacturing insight in order
to yield a model that depends only upon the PZT dimensionless geometry defined
by p' = [Lyzt apzt]T E R2+. This reduced parameter vector then implies that the
entire flexure design can be performed uniquely once a specific piezoelectric stack
arrangement is selected.
The flexure design can be carried out uniquely if suitable assumptions are made.
The first constraint is that the stack length must be consistent with the beam lengths
and angles on the first layer:
2lo,1 cos(60,1) = Lpzt. (3.15)
The second constraint is that the first layer strut length should be consistent with
the total height of the PZT stacks:
hs1 = npzthpzt + 21o,1 sin 60,1. (3.16)
Next, the first and second layers must have appropriate lengths to form a connec-
tion:
hsi - 2lo,1 sin 0o,1 = 210,2 cos 00,2. (3.17)
Finally, the strut height of the second layer mechanism (hs 2 )is set to be the width
of the first layer flexure (wi), which is then set to the width of the PZT stack:
hs2 = Wpzt . (3.18)
The remaining assumptions are as follows:
" The number of stacks (npzt) acting as inputs to the first layer is fixed and the
cross sectional aspect ratio -y = is approximately 1.Wpzt
" The gains of each flexure layer are set to be go so that 00,1 = 00,2 = arccot(go).
" The apex and corner torsional stiffness will be set equal so that rci = KAi and
KC2 = KA2-
" The torsional stiffness parameters Kci and KC2 are minimized while maximizing
isi using material selection and manufacturing constraints.
The final assumption in the above list is implemented using the general formula
for torsional stiffness of a beam subjected to pure bending:
K Emin/maxImin/max (3.19)
Lmin/max
where E is the metallic flexure elastic modulus, I is the moment of inertia of the cross
section, and L is the length of the bending zone under consideration. The subscript
mn/max is set such that the torsional stiffness parameter in question is minimized
(apex and corner stiffness) or maximized (strut stiffness). In computing the maximum
strut stiffness using (3.19), the assumed maximum strut thickness of the first layer
is given by tmax,Si = m . Overall, this list of assumptions provides an optimistic or3
best-case set of the resulting metallic flexure designs. Furthermore, the assumptions
may be relaxed if more explicit optimization is required.
With the foregoing assumptions, the blocking force and free displacement of the
multilayered system given only the dimensionless stack parameters I2,2 and a,2t,
which is consistent with the original scaling analysis goal. Thus, the new design
parameter vector is p' = [Ipzt apzt]T E R2+. The following subsection provides ad-
ditional performance metrics that can be readily computed using this two parameter
model.
3.5.3 Performance Metrics
The previously developed model is now used to compute the effects of PZT stack scale
on several performance metrics. The primary performance metrics are the blocking
force and free strain. The blocking force may be obtained directly from (3.7) while
the free strain is computed using (3.8) and the output length:
free Azfree ')
hsi + 210,2 sin 60,2 (3.20)
The corresponding dimensionless values normalize the blocking force and free strain
by the maximum theoretical values given by the ideal kinematic model in 3.2:
block - fblock (3.21)2j f locck1
f.c4c l =1 tan(Oo,j)
and
ree AX freep
E2 = H e cot (3.22)
To further understand the effects of the PZT stack scale parameters on the full
system performance, the specific work output may be computed as
SW =-2 f2f (3.23)
W pzt nzt hpzt (1 + lo2sin(9oi) + 10,2 sin(o,2)
The dimensionless analog of this metric is given by the product of the dimension-
less free strain, the dimensionless blocking force, and the packing efficiency (PE):
SW = if" ock PE (3.24)
where
wpzt~ z np thP~ I + 10,2 sin(Oo,) + _10, _______2
P E =+ p zth p zt + 
L (
hs1 (L,2t + 2tsi,max)(hs 2 + 21o,2 sin(O0, 2 ))
(3.25)
which is the ratio of the actual volume of the assembled system to the volume of
a bounding box. A final performance metric is the capacitance of the piezoelectric
stack, which can be computed from
Cpzt Nfjim (keonpzthpztwpzt
tfilm
(3.26)
where k is the relative dielectric permittivity for PZT and CO is the permittivity of
free space.
3.5.4 Numerical Results and Discussion
Table 3.1 shows the relevant parameters using in a numerical evaluation of the per-
formance metrics discussed above. Note that the values for Emin and Emax represent
the elastic moduli for metallic materials that can be made into flexures. Also, note
that tmin is the minimum flexure thickness that can be achieved using wire electrical
discharge machining (EDM) and W 2 ,min is the minimum width of a flexure required
to make connections between successive actuator cells.
Table 3.1: Numerical values used in the scaling analysis.
Parameter Value Units
00,1 8 deg
00,2 8 deg
Emin 70 GPa
Emax 207 GPa
Epzt 35 GPa
d33  150 PM
Vpzt,max 150 V
npzt 2 -
tmin 0.1 mm
W2,min 3 mm
tfilm 30 pm
k 1700 -
60 8.85 pE
Fig. 3-8 shows the results of the scaling analysis. In each of the plots, the circular
point shows the value on the predicted surface for the PZT stacks used in the design
shown in Fig. 3-6, which has L,2t = 1333 and apzt = 0.024. Also shown on each
plot is a square point indicating the maximum value of the surface on the domain
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Figure 3-8: (a) Free strain performance (b) Blocking force performance (c) Work
density performance (d) Free strain performance relative to ideal kinematic model
(e) Blocking force performance relative to ideal kinematic model (f) Work output
relative to ideal kinematic model having perfect packing efficiency.
considered: Ipt E (0, 2500) and azt E (0, 0.05) This domain contains far exceeds the
range of commercially available stacks.
Fig. 3-8 (a) shows the free strain performance. Note that the contours show
a monotonic increase in strain as L,2, and d,2 are simultaneously increased. This
means that as the stacks get longer and their cross sectional area becomes small
relative to the length, the free strain performance increases. The circular point on
the surface indicates the predicted value for the cell design shown in Fig. 3-6. The
actual measured strain for this design (described in Chapter 4) is 12% - 15%, which is
lower than the predicted model because the model does not account for the additional
output length that aries from the thickness of the tapped hole section on the second
layer (Fig. 3-6).
Fig. 3-8 (b) shows the blocking force performance contours as functions of Lp,
and azt. These contours show that the highest blocking force is possible when apzt
0.003 and I2,2 (i.e. the number of individual layers in the stack) is made as large
as possible. The predicted value of blocking force for the design in Fig. 3-6 is 23.54
N, which is very close to the measured value of 20 N for the design as described in
Chapter 4.
Fig. 3-8 (c) shows the specific work performance contours as functions of L,2t and
apzt. These contours follow a similar pattern to those in Fig. 3-8 (a). That is, an
increase in work density occurs when the stack aspect ratio is made large and the
number of layers is increased. The predicted work density of the design in Fig. 3-6 is
16.51 k, which is an order of magnitude higher than skeletal muscle and compares
favorably to the high work density of other artificial muscle materials [73].
Fig. 3-8 (d) shows the free strain output normalized by the upper bound on the
performance imposed by the ideal kinematic model. A value of unity indicates that the
upper bound on performance will be achieved with a design having the corresponding
values of Lpzt and apzt. For all but only the shortest PZT stacks, the upper bound
on performance can be achieved. The region near unity also implies that stacks in
this range will lead to designs whose free strain performance is accurately predicted
by the ideal kinematic model.
Fig. 3-8 (e) shows the blocking force output normalized by the upper bound on
the performance imposed by the ideal kinematic model. As in (d), a value of unity
indicates that the upper bound on performance will be achieved with a design having
the corresponding values of Ip,2 and dpzt. Also, as in (d), the regions near unity
imply that the ideal kinematic model is an accurate predictor of performance. For
blocking force, the upper bound on blocking force performance can only be achieved
when long stacks with a large aspect ratio are used. The design shown in Fig. 3-6
has a predicted normalized blocking force of 0.91. In other words, this design should
achieve a blocking force that is within 9% of the maximum theoretical value.
The final plot, Fig. 3-8 (f), shows the contours of the metric described by (3.24).
This metric is perhaps the most insightful since it represents the work output per-
formance of a cell relative to the maximum theoretical upper bound imposed by the
kinematic model and the maximum possible packing efficiency. In other words, if a
cell could produce the maximum theoretical strain and free displacement such that it
fit inside a box having the combined volume of the flexures and the PZT stacks, then
this metric has a value of unity. Over the domain considered, there exists a crest of
maximum performance that tapers off at high values of L~zt and apzt. The maximum
value is 0.3 and the present design achieves a predicted value of 0.29.
In each of the dimensionless plots (d) to (f), the regions of low performance in-
volve stacks having fewer than 500 layers and aspect ratios smaller than 0.01. These
regions are brought about because of the finite flexure stiffness and the manufactur-
ing constraints. Specifically, the lower bound on flexure stiffness is determined by the
minimum manufacturable thickness (where 0.1 mm is used for the EDM process) and
the minimum elastic modulus (where 70 GPa is used for aluminum). If one relaxes
the constraint on maximum strut thickness, and thereby removes the upper bound
on KUsi, the plot in (e) appears almost identical to the plot in_(d) where the ideal
kinematic performance can be achieved for nearly all values of Lpzt and dpzt. Taken
together, plots (d) and (e) indicate that the best designs are achieved when Lpzt and
apzt are made as large as possible. In (f), however, the performance loss due to im-
perfect packing is also accounted for. In this instance, the best designs occur in an
interior region that achieves its maximum at L,2t = 690 and dpzt = 0.0381. This
point may be considered optimum the values listed in Table 3.1 and likely close to
the optimum point for all metallic flexure designs. This point represents a cell that
has a volume that is 15% of the present design's volume and achieves a slightly higher
value of SW.
If SW is the primary metric, then the scaling analysis may also be used to estab-
lish an optimum length scale for a given cross sectional area. For this purpose, the
dimensionless aspect ratio may be rewritten using the stack cross sectional area At
o'pzt - pttz
Apzt
Lpztt2um (3.27)
Therefore, in the avzt-Lp2t plane, a given cross sectional area defines a line passing
through the origin. For example, the design shown in Fig. 3-6 uses stacks having
a cross sectional area of 50 mm 2. The line is shown in Fig. 3-9. Operating along
this line with the dimensionless length as a free parameter allows for constrained
optimization. Note that the constrained optimum for the 50 mm 2 is very close to the
actual flexure design.
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Figure 3-9: SW optimal scaling of the stack length for a given stack cross sectional
area.
An additional scaling consideration is the effect of Lpzt and dpzt on the piezo-
electric capacitance given in (3.26). The capacitance of a cell indirectly indicates its
power requirements as discussed in Chapter 4. Thus, smaller cell capacitance is more
desirable. Furthermore, higher drive amplifier bandwidth can be achieved for smaller
values of the capacitance (see e.g. [101]). Fig. 3-10 shows the base 10 logarithm
of the cell PZT capacitance versus the stack scaling parameters. The capacitance
spans several orders of magnitude and has contours that grow increasingly depen-
dent on aspect ratio as the number of stack layers increases. For the present design,
CPzt ~ 33pF whereas for the optimum design from Fig. 3-8 (f) gives 5.5puF.
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Figure 3-10: Base 10 logarithm of P
number of piezoelectric stack layers.
ZT capacitance vs. dimensionless aspect ratio of
3.6 Cellular Architecture
The scaling analysis of the previous section indicates that there is an optimal size
for motion amplified piezoelectric actuators. The best size for such actuator units is
close to the size of the unit shown in Fig. 3-6. Thus, in order to create actuators that
have a form factor similar to artificial muscles, a subdivided architecture consisting
of many units is required. In the remainder of the thesis, these actuator subunits
will be referred to as cells. The desired cellular architecture is depicted in Fig. 3-11.
The cellular architecture can exhibit other advantages such as robustness to individual
unit failures (for parallel assemblies), modularity and scalability to different force and
displacement needs, and tunability of stiffness and dynamics (discussed in Chapter
5).
For cellular systems, combination of cells connected in series and in parallel can
be described as a two dimensional array having force and displacement properties
that are aggregate effects of all of the cells. A generic cellular assembly made up of
N, parallel strands of N cells is shown in Fig. 3-12. This assembly is subject to an
external force FTOT and is undergoing a contraction of AXTOT. For this system, each
cell will be assumed to have the same rest length lo and therefore the overall free
strain (i.e. strain under zero force conditions) of the assembly may be expressed as
ZAXTOT
i= Nlo ,2
where AXTOT is the total contraction displacement of the assembly as viewed from
pF)
(3.28)
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Figure 3-11: Cellular architecture of an artificial muscle system designed using motion
amplified piezoelectric actuators.
the output. For identical cells each having a dual layer flexure structure with a free
displacement of AXfree the strain simply becomes
fAXree
NAx2
Nlo
Axfree
2 (3.29)10
which is the strain of a single cell. Hence, each cell must be designed to meet the
desired strain performance for the artificial muscle assembly.
j= 1 j= 2 j=N
i=2..
Actuator Cell
N i 0 - AXTOT
Figure 3-12: An array of cellular actuators with each cell contributing to the aggregate
force and displacement.
Similarly, the maximum force of a cellular assembly may be determined based on
the individual cell behaviors. For this analysis, the cell is modeled using the linear
model shown in Fig. 2-9 and adjusted by the appropriate gains. For the dual layer
flexure cell, the force versus displacement characteristic under maximum activation
is shown in Fig. 3-13.
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Figure 3-13: Force versus displacement
cell at maximal activation.
characteristic for a dual layer flexure based
The linear characteristic in Fig. 3-13 can be modeled using the static model shown
in Fig. 3-14. Fig. 3-14 (a) shows the second, or output, layer of a single cell under an
applied external force fext. The corresponding static model in Fig. 3-14 (b) consists
of a pure force generator element in parallel with a spring defined to have the value
fblock
Ax free|2
) 'ext
(a)
(3.30)
fext Pj-n j" fext
block
(b)
Figure 3-14: (a) Single cell subjected to
layer output. (b) Linear static model of
an externally applied force
cell behavior.
along the second
For most actuator assemblies considered in this thesis, a single strand of cells is
used so that N = 1 in Fig. 3-12. Under this condition, consider a strand of N = 2
cells. If the ends of the strand are rigidly fixed and the cells are maximally activated,
then the maximum total force generated (i.e. the blocking force) is given by
b -(k kp2 block,l
s~trad = kp1 + kp2 ) f + 
k1 k fblock,2
(kp1 + kp2 )
block, 1 block 2
where f" and fo 2  are the individual cell blocking forces and kp1 and kp2 are
the individual cell parallel stiffness elements. If the cells are identical, then (3.31)
Cell
Force
(3.31)
fext 
-W
shows that the blocking force generated at the output is equal to the blocking force
of the individual cells. Overall, the cellular architecture leads to several interesting
properties that are exploited throughout this work.
Chapter 4
Cell Design
This chapter addresses the major components of the design phase of this thesis. The
chapter begins with a description of the unified flexure design procedure used to syn-
thesize the cellular actuators. Material selection for the flexure design is discussed in
detail, followed by a complete description of the solid mechanical model used for rapid
assessment of flexure designs. The candidate flexure designs are then assessed based
on a sensitivity analysis, which provides the basis for the final design revisions made
using finite element modeling (FEM). The chapter also discusses the experimental
techniques used to assess the blocking force and free displacement of the individual
cell designs. The chapter concludes with additional analysis of the basic reliability
properties of cellular systems as well as the power requirements for individual cells
operating away from resonant frequencies.
4.1 A Unified Flexure Design Procedure for Static
Performance
The cell design procedure is outlined in Figure 4-1. The goal of the design procedure
is to create strain-amplified PZT cellular actuators that achieve functional require-
ments in terms of the static performance characteristics of maximum displacement
and maximum force. Dynamic behavior of cells and the associated assemblies is ad-
dressed in subsequent chapters. The force and displacement of each cell are governed
by the multiplicative nested flexure effect discussed in Chapter 3. Force and displace-
ment characteristics represent the key tradeoff the static design. Too large of a force
implies that the strain performance will be significantly lower than the target value of
20 %, while too small of a force limits the scope of the artificial muscle applications.
Each step of the design process in Fig. 4-1 is crucial to achieving the desired
cell performance. Note that in this process, the first and second layers are designed
together. The first step in the design process is to set maximum force f2lock and
displacement Axa requirements for an individual cell (see Figure 4-1). Based on
these performance targets, commercially available PZT stacks may be selected using
the simple kinematic models described in Section 3.2. These stacks are then used for
the subsequent design steps. The first shaded block in the Fig. 4-1 represents a solid
mechanics flexure model described in Section 4.3. Based on this analytical model, the
stack selection can be revisited, which is denoted in the figure by the dashed feed-
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Figure 4-1: Design procedure for developing cellular PZT actuators.
back line. The output of the first design step is a set of candidate designs that can
then be refined through a sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis is discussed in
Section 4.4. The sensitivity analysis also involves numerous iterations with the solid
mechanical model. Following the sensitivity analysis, the dimensions of the flexure
system are nominally set. Using these nominal dimensions as a starting point, a 3D
solid model for the flexure is created in SolidWorks. The solid model is then used
within the COSMOS linear FEM solver to assess the blocking force and free displace-
ment performance of the cell (see Section 4.5). Furthermore, sensitivity analysis is
performed again in order to make minor adjustments to the solid model. The final
output of the FEM is a completed solid model that is modified slightly to account
for the preload press fits and dimensional tolerances required for accommodating the
piezoelectric stacks. Upon completing the final dimensioning, the flexures are then
manufactured and assembled (see Section 4.6).
4.2 Flexure Material Selection
The first step in the design of flexure based mechanical amplifiers is material selection.
This step is considered as a prerequisite for the design procedure in Fig. 4-1. The
ideal kinematic model discussed in Section 3.2 sets an upper bound on amplification
performance. For realistic amplifiers, perfectly rigid beams and ideal revolute joints
cannot be achieved. Moreover, interfacing with the piezoelectric devices requires
a strong, compression preloaded coupling between the PZT stack and the first layer
amplifier (see Fig. 3-4). Material selection is crucial in order to approximate the ideal
kinematic amplification devices while meeting the other pragmatic requirements (e.g.
preload and manufactureability).
As a starting point for material selection, several material performance indices
are considered. These performance indices and the associated rationale are provided
in Table 4.1. Maximizing these indices will lead to the best performance for the
resulting flexures. In the table, E is Young's modulus, p is the material density, and
of is the failure strength (e.g. yield). All of the performance indices can be considered
effectively using the material mapping shown in Fig. 4-2 [9].
Table 4.1: Material indices used in the selection of candidate flexure materials.
Performance Index to Maximize Importance in Flexure Design
E Meet stiffness specifications at mini-
p
mum mass.
Avoid fracture in beam bending at min-
imum mass. The af- reflects that the
width of the flexures is a pre-specified
dimension.
Achieve large strain in the flexure zone
before yielding or fracture.
As noted in the Table 4.1, the width dimension (shown in Fig. 4-4 for both invert-
ing and non-inverting mechanisms) is assumed to be fixed for the flexures. Flexure
width for the first layer flexure is primarily dictated by PZT stack width and desired
to maximize strain. The second layer flexure width is determined by the minimiza-
tion of bending stiffness while maintaining a suitable width for inter-cell connections.
These fixed widths lead to the f- term in the Vaf index [9]. The result of the Va-p
term is to de-emphasize the failure strength.
Maximizing the first two performance indices in Table 4.1 is tantamount to oper-
ating in the far upper right corner of the material map in Fig. 4-2. This boxed corner
of the material map contains materials that can meet both stiffness and strength
constraints while minimizing mass. These classes of material include certain ceram-
ics, carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP), steels, and titanium, magnesium, and
certain aluminum alloys. The third performance index, O, indicates that suitable
materials should also have a high yield strain. Thus, ceramic materials are readily
eliminated from consideration. The remaining candidate materials include the pre-
viously mentioned metallic materials and composites. Although composite materials
show particular promise for flexure design, these materials involve the most manu-
facturing complexity and have a high internal damping that is undesirable for high
frequency applications. For the flexure designs in this thesis, metallic materials were
selected. Among the materials, steel was selected for low cost and readily manufac-
tured flexures. Composite materials are considered further in Chapter 8 as a possible
extension of the present design. The properties of the steel chosen are listed in Table
4.2.
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Figure 4-2: Material map showing specific modulus versus specific strength. Oblique
contours represent lines of constant - [9].
4.3 Analytical Flexure Modeling
Several models of the amplification method are used within the design process of Fig.
4-1. The four major model types are listed in Fig. 4-3. Each of the models are
be placed on a spectrum ranging from simplistic and approximate to complex and
accurate. The simplest model is the idealized kinematic model discussed in Section
3.2. This model is used in order of magnitude analysis and basic stack selection.
The next model is the augmented kinematic, or pseudo-rigid body, model discussed
in Section 3.4. This model is well suited to scaling analysis and basic design calcu-
lations, but is difficult to use for synthesizing realistic flexure dimensions. The next
model involves a complete strain energy analysis of the realistic flexure geometries.
This model incorporates all of the dimensions that must be determined to synthesize
both a first and second layer flexure. The advantage of this model is that it closely
approximates realistic flexure behavior. However, this model does not account for
the exact load distributions or additional features imposed on the flexures (e.g. fillets
and chamfers). Thus, to obtain the most accurate prediction of performance, finite
element modeling (FEM) is used, which is discussed in Section 4.5.
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Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of 1010 cold drawn carbon steel [29].
Mechanical Property Value Units
Young's Modulus, E 205 GPa
Poisson's Ratio, v 0.29 -
Yield Strength, oy 305 MPa
Ultimate Tensile Strength, oUTS 365 MPa
This remainder of this section focuses on the development of the strain energy,
or solid mechanics, model used extensively throughout the design procedure. The
assumptions of this model are that the flexures undergo small deflections, obey linear
elasticity, experience plane stress, and are isotropic. Fig. 4-4 and Table 4.3 show the
geometric parameters in both the first and second layers. Fig. 4-4 (a) shows the pa-
rameters that determine the geometry of a non-inverting flexure used as the first layer
amplification device. Fig. 4-5 (a) shows that the piezoelectric stack force f,2t applied
outward along the horizontal input dimension, produces a corresponding amplified
outward displacement Ax1 along the vertical direction. Fig. 4-4 (b) shows the pa-
rameters that determine the geometry of an inverting flexure while Fig. 4-5 (b) shows
that the first layer force f1 applied along the second layer flexure's input produces a
corresponding amplified contraction displacement AX2 in the vertical direction.
The first step in establishing the analytical flexure model is to formulate ex-
pressions for internal structure reactions and stress resultants (i.e. shear, bending
moments, and normal forces) under the'action of a force f,t applied at the input, a
force fi, and a force f2 applied at the output as shown in Fig. 4-5. These external
forces give rise to internal stress resultants that are shown explicitly in Fig. 4-6 for
the first layer flexure. Fig. 4-6 (a) shows a one-quarter model of the mechanism that
can be used to obtain all of the necessary stress resultants. Within this first layer
model, fpt appears as an external force and an internal normal force. The force fi
also appears as an external force and an internal normal force. The other internal
forces for the quarter model include a moment within the strut mechanism M, and a
moment within the top section Mt. Fig. 4-6 also shows the three section cuts required
to expose the stress resultants in the different portions of the flexure. Fig. 4-6 (b)
shows the resultants for a hypothetical cut made in the vertical strut. These internal
forces consist of a normal force N(y), an internal moment M(y), and a shear force
V(y), which are all functions of the coordinate y. Similarly, the hypothetical cuts
made at sections (2) and (3) reveal normal, moment, and shear internal forces that
are functions of x' and x respectively.
Having established the internal forces (i.e. stress resultants), the next step in
obtaining the flexure model is to compute the strain energy that arises from these
forces. The strain energy in the first flexure, U1, is obtained from the sum of the
shear, normal, and moment contributions:
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Figure 4-3: Accuracy versus tractability spectrum of the modeling techniques applied
to strain amplification flexures.
U1 = U1,v + U1,N + U1,M (4.1)
where U1,y is the shear contribution, U1,N is the normal contribution, and U1,M is
the moment contribution. The total shear energy may be written by assuming a
rectangular cross section through all of the members:
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(4.2)
where G is the shear modulus. Assuming a linearly elastic and isotropic material, the
shear modulus can be written as
2(1+v). (4.3)
Similar to the shear, the normal and bending moment contributions are given by
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The strain energy for the second layer U2 can be computed analogously.
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Figure 4-5: (a) External forces and displacements of a non-inverting flexure used for
the first layer amplification. (b) External forces and displacement of an inverting
flexure used for the second layer amplification.
To fully solve for the strain energy in an acceptable form, any unknown forces
other than fpzt and f2 must be eliminated. For example, (4.2) through (4.5) involve
the unknown internal moment Mb. This moment can be eliminated from the equations
by applying Castigliano's second theorem [96]:
=- 0, (4.6)
aMb
which states that there will be no angular deflection (although there will be linear
deflection) where the moment occurs. Equation (4.6) can be used to eliminate Mb.
Similarly, when examining the first and second layers as an assembled unit, the output
of the first layer and the input of the second layer will have identical deflections, Axi,
assuming a perfectly rigid point coupling. Thus, applying Castigliano's theorem yields
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Figure 4-6: (a) Static quarter model of flexure mechanism showing three distinct
sections for establishing internal forces. (b) Internal forces at section (1). (c) Internal
forces at section (2). (d) Internal forces at section (3).
which allows the force fi to be eliminated from the strain energy expressions.
For compact subsequent formulation, the flexure design parameters enumerated
in Table 4.3 for the first and second layer will be assembled into the vector pf. The
total strain energy in the flexures, U = U1 + U2, may then be written as a general
quadratic expression:
U = (X1 (pr)f2t + X2(Pf)f22) + X3(Pf)fpztf2. (4.8)
where the functions X1, X2, and X3 are nonlinear algebraic functions of the flexure pa-
rameters. The above equation gives rise to a two port compliance model of the flexure:
x = Cf, where x is vector of displacements at the input and output [Ax,2t Ax 2 )T,
f is the vector of forces at the input and output [fpzt f 2 ]T, and C is the compliance
matrix
f,
2
I
''
N(x)
V(x)
C = Xi(Pf) X3(Pf) (4.9X3(Pf) X2(Pf)
Additionally, neglecting hysteresis, the piezoelectric stacks obey the linear relation-
ship
fblock
pzt Axfbicck AX free) PZt . (4.10)
The remainder model derivation is similar to that found for the pseudo rigid body,
or augmented kinematic model, found in Chapter 3. The stiffness matrix for the two
port model is defined as K C- and, for convenience, the PZT parallel stiffness is
fblockdefined as k . Now, using the usual notation for 2 x 2 matrix elements,
pz t
the blocking force and free displacement expressions are found to be of the same form
as (3.7) and (3.8):
f2lock k12(P) bck (4.11)
2 (Pf) kn1( pf ) + kpt )fz
and
A f ree - k12 (Pf) fboC(.
2det(K) + kpzt,pk 2 2(Pf) pzt
Although (4.11) and (4.12) have the same functional form as discussed for the pseudo-
rigid body model, the coefficients are much more algebraically complex and the model
directly maps the true flexure design parameters pf to the blocking force and free
displacement. The closed form analytical expressions for blocking force and free
displacement were obtained using the symbolic manipulation capabilities of Mathe-
matica.
If it is required to find the specific operating point for the PZT stack(s), then the
input stiffness of the assembled two layer mechanism can be computed at a given
applied force f2 at the cell output. The stack static equilibrium operating points for
the two extreme cases of free displacement (zero force at the output) and blocked force
are shown in Fig. 4-7. Fig. 4-7 illustrates that there will be a loss in free displacement
performance due to parasitic stiffness kadm acting in an admissible motion space. An
example would be non-zero torsional stiffness of the flexure blades that deviates from
pure revolute joints. On the other hand, there will be a deviation from ideal blocking
force performance due to finite stiffness kcon acting in a constrained motion space.
An example would be finite bending stiffness of the strut where the PZT stack force
is applied. These performance deviations are clear justification for the foregoing
detailed analytical model development. The corresponding parasitic stiffness values
can be computed from
kadm = ___ (4.13)
afPjt f2=0
and
k _= 
_ (4.14)
OfPzt f 2 -flock
Thus, the operating point in the force-displacement plane for free cell output condi-
tions is ( block kadm
kam Pz kadm blofck 1kadm +kpzt,p 'kadm +kpztlp Pzt
while the operating point for blocking force output conditions is
fblock
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As kadm --+ 0 and kon - oo, these operating points move to their ideal extremes.
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Figure 4-7: PZT stack operating points under different output boundary conditions.
Eq. (4.11) and (4.12) form the basis for the flexure design. In applying the model,
a nominal set of flexure parameters pj,o is selected based on previous approximate
calculations with the ideal kinematic model and pseudo rigid body model as well
as consideration of PZT stack geometry, mechanical assembly, and manufacturing
constraints. Note that in the case of the second layer, the length lo is often insufficient
to allow for tb > tfr or tb > tft because the overall stiffness would be too high given
the practical manufacturing constraints on the minimum flexure blade thicknesses.
Thus, for the second layer flexures, tb - tfc = tft. Sensitivity analysis is then applied
to tune the parameters appropriately to improve performance as much as possible.
4.4 Sensitivity Analysis
This section describes tuning of the nominal flexure parameters pf,o using sensitivity
analysis to achieve a second layer output strain that is as close as possible to 20%
while maintaining a blocking force that is as large as possible. Although explicit
optimization of a single performance metric is possible using the analytical model,
sensitivity analysis is desirable because of the large number of parameters, complexity
associated with the analytical expressions, numerous practical constraints on flexure
parameters, and the desire to understand the design tradeoffs.
The sensitivity of blocking force (BF) and free displacement (FD) to a change
in the ith flexure parameter pf,i are readily obtained from the normalized partial
derivatives
#i,BF (flok f k (4.15)
and
(aAX free \ / i
Oi,FD 2 ) free (4.16)
where #i,BF and #i,FD are the blocking force and free displacement sensitivity co-
efficients. In computing sensitivities, only the independent flexure parameters are
considered. The dependent flexure parameters are the lengths 1 and h, for both the
first and second layers. For the first layer,
L It
10 = 2cosOi (4.17)2 cos 0
and
hs = np2 thp2t + 2lo sin 00 + c (4.18)
where n,2t is the number of PZT stacks used as an input to the first layer, h,2t is
the height of the stack within the plane of the first layer flexure, and c is a clearance
between the stacks and the output of the first layer. Similarly, for the second layer,
the constraints required that h, be no less than the width w of the first layer flexure.
Also, the oblique beam length of the second layer 10,2 must satisfy:
10,2 - hs,1 - 2lo,1 sin 00,1 + 2tt,1 - It,2 (4.19)
cos 60,2
where the subscripted numbers indicate the associated layer for the parameter.
A typical plot from a sensitivity analysis is shown in Fig. 4-8. The top portion
of Fig. 4-8 shows the ordered sensitivity coefficients for the free displacement of the
assembled two layer cell. The first element of coefficient subscripts indicates the layer
number to which the parameter belongs; the second part of each coefficient subscript
is the parameter designation. The bottom portion of Fig. 4-8 shows the ordered
sensitivity coefficients for the blocking force of the assembled two layer cell. For both
blocking force and free displacement, the beam angles 00,1 and 0,2 have the most pro-
found effect on the performance. This illustrates that the idealized kinematic model
is a meaningful starting point in predicting performance. Also, these beam angles
have opposite effects on blocking force and free displacement. For a small increase
in 00,1 or 00,2 from the nominal value, the free displacement will decrease, which is
reflected in the negative value for the free displacement sensitivity coefficients. With
regard to blocking force, a small increase in 00,1 or 00,2 from the nominal value leads
to an increase in blocking force. This is also predicted by the idealized kinematic
model. In addition to the beam angles, the other dominant parameters for this ex-
ample include the thickness of the first layer strut, the width of the first layer, and
the flexure blade thicknesses. The strut beam thickness t. for the first layer is an
example of a parameter that has a positive sensitivity coefficient for both free dis-
placement and blocking force. Hence, when t, increased for the first layer flexure, the
performance will invariably improve. Through parameter adjustments such as these,
the cell design refinement can be carried out quickly while satisfying manufacturing
constraints, avoiding unrealistic geometries, and recognizing design tradeoffs.
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Figure 4-8: Representative sensitivity coefficient plot for free displacement (top) and
blocking force (bottom).
4.5 Finite Element Analysis of Flexure Designs
This section provides a step-by-step methodology for analyzing the first and second
layer cell assembly using a linear FEM analysis. The starting point for the analysis
is a solid model that has the geometry specified after several iterations of analytical
model sensitivity analysis. All of the FEM computations are performed using the
COSMOSWorks 2007.
Step 1: Assign the appropriate material properties to the first and layer flexures.
For a majority of the flexures considered, the material of choice was plain carbon steel
with the properties listed in Table 4.2.
Step 2: Constrain the mechanism assembly and apply the appropriate boundary
conditions. Fig. 4-9 (a) shows the model setup. The specific setup shown in the
figure represents a blocking force analysis wherein both ends of the second layer
flexure output are spatially fixed. The two flexure layers are connected using a rigid
coupling and the PZT force is applied along the inner surface of the first layer strut.
Step 3: Create the finite element mesh. A typical element mesh for the cell is
shown in Fig. 4-9 (b). The FEM model was verified by checking solution convergence
upon mesh size refinement.
PZT
Force
Element
Fixed output Rigid interlayer mesh
condition coupling
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Figure 4-9: (a) Preliminary FEM model setup showing PZT force, boundary condi-
tions, and interlayer coupling. (b) Meshed model for an assembled cell flexure system.
Step 4: Apply a test load ftest and run an analysis to determine the input stiffness
and PZT stack operating point. The input stiffness under blocked conditions kon or
free conditions kadm can be determined from the analysis by averaging the element
node displacements at the center of the mechanism under the test load. This can be
performed using the sensor function in COSMOS. The resulting input displacements
measured at 6 sensors are shown in Fig. 4-10. These displacements can be averaged
to obtain the overall input displacement Axtest under the test load, which leads to an
input stiffness estimate of
kin ftest (4.20)
Altest
where kin represents kc,, if the ends of the cell are blocked and it represents kadm if
the ends of the mechanism are free. The appropriate PZT stack input force consistent
with the its operating characteristics is therefore
fpzt kin loc (4.21)kin + k pzt
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test force ft2.t is applied.
Step 5: Set the input force to be fpzt as computed from Step 4. The force in the
model shown in Fig. 4-9 (a) is adjusted to be fpz computed from the previous step.
The same mesh is then used for the subsequent analysis.
Step 6: Run the model and record the results. This final step will directly yield
the blocking force or free displacement of the mechanism. In the case of a blocking
force analysis, the result assessment is shown in Fig. 4-11. The results for a free
displacement analysis are shown in Fig. 4-12. For the free displacement case, the cell
displacement is concentrated in the second layer flexure while the first layer flexure
is translating uniformly.
Step 7: Assess the flexure stresses to check for yielding. Based on a Von-Mises
failure criterion for ductile materials, the safety factor is established throughout the
flexures for both blocking force and free displacement conditions. A typical stress
factor of safety distribution for a free displacement analysis is shown in Fig. 4-13.
The free displacement end conditions represent a more severe state of stress and
therefore is often the limiting case for design against yielding. As shown in Fig. 4-13,
the safety factor is the lowest in the second layer flexure and can drop below unity
slightly in a small localized region near the output of the mechanism. As discussed
in Section 4.9, this location requires the most examination for both fatigue and static
preload fractures.
Step 8: Repeat steps 1 to 7 and re-assess parameter sensitivity. Sensitivity anal-
ysis is performed using FEM to further refine the design. Each time a parameter is
changed, steps 1 to 7 must be repeated. This process, although time consuming, is
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Figure 4-11: FEM blocking force results that show the generated reaction forces.
valuable in making final minor adjustments to the geometry that improve free dis-
placement and blocking force performance. Upon completion, this step provides the
final geometry required before assessing manufacturing and preload press fits for the
PZT stacks.
4.6 Cell Manufacturing and Assembly
In the final stage of the design, the first layer flexure dimension Lin is adjusted so that
an appropriate preload is applied to the stacks. The preload acts to reduce the effects
of surface defects and provides a strong mechanical coupling between the PZT stacks
and the flexure. Furthermore, a compressive preload stress up to approximately 25
MPa is also known to increase the effective coupling constant d3 3 for PZT materials
[120]. To establish a compressive preload stress UPL in the stacks, the first layer
flexure is designed to have an interference o defined by
6 Lpzt - Lin. (4.22)
This interference can be computed based on the open circuit stiffness of the piezoelec-
tric stack kpzt,oc and the admissible motion space stiffness kadm (i.e. the equivalent
input stiffness under free output conditions for the cell):
6 = UPLnpZthPZtwPZt (kam +kzt'oc (4.23)
Skaamkki
The open circuit stiffness is a distinct quantity from the value kpzt,p because the value
of kpzt,p is implicitly determined by the maximum voltage excitation applied to the
stack. The interference 3 is typically on the order of 100 pm, which is well within the
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Figure 4-12: FEM free displacement results that show the generated reaction forces.
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Figure 4-13: FEM factor of safety results for a typical free displacement analysis.
tolerances of the flexure manufacturing process. Hence, prior to manufacturing, the
solid model first layer flexure dimension is adjusted to be Li" = L,2 - 6.
The primary manufacturing process for flexure fabrication is wire electrical dis-
charge machining (EDM). A concise description of the process is available in [59]. This
process was selected because it has high dimensional accuracy, produces a smooth sur-
face finish, and avoids tapering of the thickness dimensions through the width that
would be observed in water jet or laser cutting. Furthermore, EDM cutting does not
load the material and therefore can produce flexures having feature thicknesses down
to approximately 0.1 mm [59]. Once the first and second layer flexures have been
machined, the cell assembly process is carried out as illustrated in Fig. 3-4. The next
step in cell design is experimental performance validation.
4.7 Experimental Measurements of Static Perfor-
mance
The final step in the design process is experimental validation of the cell designs.
This section describes the associated experimental techniques for quantifying a cell's
static metrics of free displacement, free strain, and blocking force. The experimental
apparatus used for determining blocking force and free displacement is described
followed by a discussion on the effects of cell preload.
The schematic representation of the experimental testing apparatus is shown in
Fig. 4-14. The mechanical testing apparatus consists of a Mitutoyo micrometer-
driven translational stage for imposing a desired displacement onto the cell. These
displacements are constrained to provide only increases in the rest cell length so that
no compressive forces are applied to the cell. The resulting imposed displacement
is then measured manually using the micrometer and electronically using a Micro-
Epsilon ILD-1401 laser displacement sensor. The imposed displacement also gives
rise to a tensile force acting at the cell output points, which is then measured using a
Transducer Techniques MLP-25 load cell. The load cell signal is the output voltage
of a Wheatstone bridge, which is then conditioned using a custom designed instru-
mentation amplification circuit containing a 3rd order, 500 Hz cutoff, anti-aliasing,
Butterworth low-pass filter. Although ideally rigid, the stage, load cell, and connec-
tion brackets form a finite parasitic stiffness that is lumped into the element kpar.
The stiffness of the apparatus was estimated by connecting the load cell and the
stage using a rigid metallic rod and measuring the resulting forces at various levels
of displacement. The subsequent displacement measurements from the laser sensor
AXId, were then modified using the load cell force signal flc to correct for the stiffness
effect:
AXId, - Ax1d, - (4.24)kpar
The final component of the apparatus shown in Fig. 4-14 is the piezoelectric amplifier.
During the static evaluation tests, voltages were applied to the cell PZT stacks using
a Cedrat CA-45 Amplifier. The signal data acquisition was performed at 1 kHz using
the National Instruments PCI-6036E data acquisition card and a desktop PC running
LabVIEW 8.
There are two separate experimental procedures required to obtain the static
blocking force and free displacement. The procedure for obtaining blocking force was
to apply the desired preload fpl by adjusting the rigid stage and monitoring the load
cell force output. Once the desired preload was set, the maximum voltage of 150V
was then applied to the PZT stacks and the force rises to a peak force. The peak
force from the load cell fmax was recorded and the estimate of blocking force fbf at
the preload level was then computed using
bf - fmax - f4. (4.25)
The experimental procedure for obtaining free displacement was to first set the de-
sired preload as in the blocking force experiment. With the desired preload applied,
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Figure 4-14: Schematic overview of test
mance.
apparatus for assessing cell static perfor-
the associated displacement was recorded as AXd,,l. The maximum voltage is then
applied to the stacks, which causes the force to increase above the preload level. The
displacement is adjusted until the force returns to the original preload level and the
associated displacement is recorded as Axlds,2. The free displacement AXfd is then
estimated from
AXfd -AXIds,2 - Axlds,1| (4.26)
The primary effect of preload on the cell is to change the angle of the oblique
beams as shown in Fig. 4-15. In practical applications, preload is required in order
to avoid a serial connection of cells from going slack. A secondary effect of the cell
preload is to provide a better mechanical coupling between the PZT stacks and the
first layer. For increasing preload, the angle of the second layer flexure oblique beams
also increases. This increased angle has the effect of decreasing free displacement and
increasing blocking force over the modeling predictions. This effect is approximately
linear of the range of preloads considered in the practical cell design. A schematic plot
of free displacement versus preload is shown in Fig. 4-16 (a) with a plot of blocking
force versus preload shown in Fig. 4-16 (b). The maximum preload applied to the
cell, denoted by fpl,mnax, is established based on maintaining a factor of safety of 2 with
respect to flexure yielding. The factor of safety is established using the static failure
criterion discussed in Section 4.9. Data are gathered to estimate the curves shown
in Fig. 4-16 (a) and (b). Each data set is fit with a line that may be extrapolated
to zero preload. The median value of blocking force and free displacement from the
linear fit is then taken as the final experimental cell blocking force fblock and cell free
displacement Ax 'fe, respectively.
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Figure 4-15: The effects of cell preload tension on oblique beam angle.
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Figure 4-16: The effects of cell preload tension on blocking force and free displacement
measurements.
The free displacement measurements can be used to estimate each cell's strain
output under free end conditions. The strain is computed from (2.1), where Lo is taken
as the resting distance between the output surfaces of the cell under zero preload. The
following section provides the complete results for blocking force, free displacement,
and strain for multiple cell prototypes.
4.8 Summary of Cell Designs
The procedure shown in Fig. 4-1 and described in the preceding sections was used to
create multiple cell prototypes while the procedure in Fig. 4-14 was used to measure
their performance. The numbered prototypes are shown in Fig. 4-17 and are listed
in order of increasing size. Each cell was designed to achieve a strain as close as
possible to 20% while maintaining the largest possible blocking force for the chosen
PZT stacks. The dimensioned drawings of each cell's flexure designs can be found in
Appendix B. Table 4.4 lists the relevant performance and PZT stack information for
each cell.
Cell 3
Cell 1
Figure 4-17: Three primary cell design prototypes listed in order of increasing size.
4.9 Failure Modes and Reliability Analysis
Reliability is a key quantitative metric of the an assembled actuator. As noted in
Chapter 2, the reliability may be expressed as the integral of the reliability versus
time, leading to the MTTF:
MTTF = R(t)dt. (4.27)
which will be employed in this section to estimate mean failure times. This section
will first examine individual cell static failure and then examine fatigue properties as
they apply to the flexure based design. Using basic reliability theory, the mean failure
times of both serial and antagonistic cellular assemblies is obtained. The following
discussion will focus primarily on a methodology for estimating mean failure times,
but example numerical values will also be used.
4.9.1 Static Failure of a Single Cell
The cellular actuators are most often used with a tensile preload bias in order to elim-
inate slack in cell strands and to apply a preload to the piezoelectric stacks. Although
useful in practical applications, the preload has the potential to cause fracture of the
flexures as shown in Fig. 4-18. The figure shows a typical static failure of a single
cell under tensile loading.
For a tensile load of fext applied to the cell having second layer beam angles of
00,2, the maximum sustainable preload force (neglecting stress concentrations) is
fem ax = 2cywt sin 0, 2  (4.28)
where w is the width of the flexure, t is the flexure thickness, and a-, is the yield
strength of the flexure. As discussed in Chapter 4, the flexures are typically made
from plain carbon steel having the approximate mechanical properties listed in Table
4.2. Using o-, = 305 MPa, t = 0.1 mm, w = 4 mm, and 00,2 = 80, the maximum
preload force of a representative cell is approximately fxx = 34 N. For a preload
that greatly exceed the value computed from (4.28), static failure is extremely likely.
Fracture due to excessive preload tension
Figure 4-18: Fracture of the second layer flexure caused by excessive preload tension.
4.9.2 Fatigue Analysis
Another important factor in determining cellular assembly reliability is cell failure
due to fatigue. In particular, the individual cell flexures are subject to cyclic stress
that can lead to crack propagation and eventual failure of the second layer flexure.
Although the first layer flexures are also subject to alternating stresses, these flexures
involve larger beam thicknesses, leading to an extended fatigue life. Furthermore,
all experimentally observed fatigue failures have occurred in the second layer flexure.
In this subsection, simple probabilistic methods are applied to a fracture mechanics
expression for crack propagation rate. The resulting expression for fatigue life provides
a distribution of flexure lifetimes.
The assumed fatigue loading is shown in Fig. 4-19. Fig. 4-19 (a) shows the
assumed sinusoidal nature of the loading. The applied force f(t) has the form
f (t) = fext sin(27rFcyct) (4.29)
where fext is the amplitude of the applied force and Fcc is the frequency of the loading
in Hertz. Fig. 4-19 (b) shows the isolated flexure element that is subjected to the
highest cyclic stress. This region of the flexure is also the site of all observed flexure
failures. For model development, the cyclic stress amplitude is denoted by AU. The
instantaneous crack length within the flexure is denoted by a where its initial value is
ai and final value is af. The final length of the crack is the length at which complete
fracture occurs. This length will be given by
af = min t, -) (4.30)7r FAomax
where Kc is the critical plane strain fracture toughness of the flexure material, F is
a geometric parameter that is near unity, and Ao-max is the maximum stress observed
at the crack tip [34]. For all of the flexure designs considered in this thesis, the
expression in (4.30) evaluates to the flexure thickness t.
xtsin (2,rF ct)
Aot cy
ai-
fe sin(2,rFcyt) a
(a) (b)
Figure 4-19: (a) Fatigue crack location for cells under cyclic loading, (b) Schematic
of crack length and stress
To obtain a probabilistic model, the stress amplitude Au is assumed to be constant
over the flexure lifetime although stochastic in nature. For constant stress amplitude,
the fatigue life may be obtained from the integration of the Paris Power Law [34]:
1-2 1--
1_ af - a.
A1[ C(FAU#)m (i- _I
CF (4.31)
where m and C are empirically determined constants from the Paris Power Law
and all other terms remain as previously defined. Apart from Au all of the other
parameters are assumed to be known and therefore lumped into the constant CF-
An estimate of fatigue lifetime Tife is then given by
Nf
Tife = (4.32)
Feye
where Nf is the estimate of the number of cycles to failure obtained from (4.31) and
Fcyc is the frequency of operation, which is also stochastic in nature. Thus, Tife is a
random variable whose distribution T(tlife) depends upon the distributions for Nf and
Fcy,, which are denoted by v(nf) and #(fyc) respectively. Moreover, the distribution
of Nf depends upon the distribution of stress amplitudes, which will be denoted by
s(Ao). An a priori knowledge of the s(Ao) and #(fcy) distributions is assumed.
To determine the distribution v(nf), the following random variable transformation
is used:
v(nf ) =- s. (4.33)
Once v(nf) is obtain, the expression for the lifetime distribution is obtained from
the following multivariate random variable transformation:
00 anf angt &9lf &fl
= 0)# d< (4.34)
where ( is a dummy variable of integration and v(.) and #(-) are assumed to have
support on [0, oo).
For numerical evaluation, Weibull distributions are used for both s(Au) and
#(fcyc). In particular, mean and standard deviations of the stress and frequency
are set and the corresponding Weibull distribution parameters are then obtained us-
ing the appropriate inverse function in Matlab. Using nominal values for steel [34],
the distributions shown in Fig. 4-20 were obtained. Fig. 4-20 (a) and (b) show
the assumed stress and frequency distributions, while (c) and (d) show the resulting
distributions for the number of cycles to failure and the overall lifetime in days. For
this example, the mean lifetime, or MTTF, for the continuously operating cell is 33.6
days with a standard deviation of 14.4 days.
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Figure 4-20: (a) Distribution of stress amplitudes applied at flexure crack sites, (b)
Distribution of frequencies of cyclic loading, (c) Resulting distribution of the number
of cycles to failure, (d) Resulting distribution of the lifetime.
4.9.3 Reliability and System MTTF
Based on the preceding analysis, there are two primary failure modes for an individual
cell: static preload failures and fatigue failures. These two failure modes are linearly
superposed to create the overall cell reliability map shown in Fig. 4-21. The two
independent variable axes in Fig. 4-21 are the dimensionless ratios of cyclic operation
time to mean cell failure time t and preload to maximum preload -e' . The
f,mean fext
third axis is the reliability expressed as a percentage. If the cell has not been used
(t = 0) and the applied preload is zero (fet = 0), then the baseline reliability is
taken to be ro. In Fig. 4-21, a value of ro = 90% is used. Similarly, if the maximum
preload is reached so that ffe='= 1 or the mean cycle life is reached so that t ,Xt Tf mean
then the reliability of the cell is assumed to be 0% and a failure would be imminent.
Fig. 4-21 also shows an example cross-section slice for a constant preload ratio of 0.2.
For a constant preload, the reliability is then constant for < 0.2 and begins
Tf~ma
to decline linearly until fracture occurs from fatigue. Thus, the reliability of a single
cell r(t) is assumed to be the time function
ro (1- ra"
r, =ean
rc) =90%
t <fex.t
Tf,m ,eon et
t > fx
Tf,mea,-n 
- ta
. 00.2
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Figure 4-21: Model of a
cyclic loading.
reliability surface for a single cell subject to preload and
The analysis for single cells may now be extended to systems involving connections
of multiple cells. Two particular connection topologies will be considered: series and
antagonistic. These two topologies are shown in Fig. 4-22 (a) and (b) respectively.
In the case of serially connected cells, a failure occurs when one of the N serially
connected cells fractures. For the antagonistic connection in (b), failure occurs when
one cell from each of the strands fractures. From reliability theory [30], the overall
reliability Rot0 (t) for the serial connection of N identical cells can be obtained from
(4.36)
while the reliability versus time for the antagonistic connection is given by
Rtot(t) = 1 - (1 - r (t)N) 2 (4.37)
Plots of the overall system reliability versus time for (4.36) and (4.37) are provided
in Fig. 4-23(a) and (b) respectively. Values of N ranging from 1 to 5 are considered
(4.35)r (t) =
Rtot (t) = r (t) N
Fracture
Fracture
jN-;-"-Fracture
(b)
Figure 4-22: Reliability surface for a single cell subject to preload and cyclic loading.
at a preload level of 20%. These plots also indicate the MTTF as computed from
(4.27). For the computation of MTTF, the single cell mean failure time at zero
preload was taken to be Tf,mean= 33.6 days as computed in the example calculations
of Section 4.9.2. In Fig. 4-23 (a), the serial connection has a reliability characteristic
that reduces drastically for even two cells in series. With N = 5, the reliability of the
system, even for short times, can be below 20%. By contrast, the antagonistic system
reliability with N = 2 cells (i.e. four total active cells) has a higher reliability than
the single preloaded cell in (a). Furthermore, as illustrated by the curve for N = 1,
the reliability of antagonistic connections does not fall off as sharply as the case of
serial connections. In general, to improve the reliability of the overall system, parallel
or antagonistic arrangements are highly beneficial.
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Figure 4-23: (a) Reliability versus time for a serial connection having 1 < N < 5
(b) Reliability versus time for a antagonistic connection with each strand having
1 < N < 5.
4.10 Non-Resonant Power Analysis
Basic power analysis is often needed in evaluating the amplifier requirements for a
given cell connection topology. Although electromechanical coupling exists in the
piezoelectric actuator, this coupling is most clearly manifested at system resonant
frequencies. Below mechanical and electromechanical resonant frequencies, piezoelec-
tric stack actuators can be modeled as a purely capacitive elements [7]. The electrical
port behavior may include reflected stiffness from the mechanical domain, but is
typically dominated by the piezoelectric capacitance. Although a more detailed elec-
tromechanical power analysis will be provided in Chapter 6, a basic analysis assuming
purely capacitive behavior is provided here.
For a reactive element, such as a capacitor, subject to sinusoidal voltages, the
apparent power S is equal to the reactive power Q and is given by the product of the
RMS current into the element and RMS voltage across the element:
Q = VrmsIrms. (4.38)
The root mean square of a general sinusoid y(t) = Ymax sin(wt) is computed from the
integral
yrms T2 (Ymax sin(Wt) ) 2 dt (4.39)
- T2 - T1 T,
where T 2 -T is taken to be an integer number of periods, w is the angular frequency of
the signal and Ymax is its amplitude. For a sine wave voltage input into a capacitance,
both the RMS voltage and RMS current simplify to their maximum amplitudes di-
vided by a factor of v/2. The current into a capacitor with capacitance C may be more
explicitly computed from the voltage amplitude divided by the capacitive impedance
magnitude:
max 1
Cw
= VmaxCW (4.40)
Thus, applying (4.38) and (4.39), the reactive and apparent power into a capacitive
element subject to a voltage Vmax sin(wt) is
Q = V2 Co (4.41)2 max
or, replacing w with 27rf,
Q= Vxa Cf. (4.42)
For most applications in this thesis, a serial strand of N cells is used with each
cell wired electrically in parallel and driven with a single amplifier. If the capacitance
of a single cell is denoted by Cpt, then the equivalent capacitance is NCp,. If all of
the power transferred to the capacitance is returned to ground after each cycle, then
for a sine wave voltage excitation, the required amplifier power is
P = N7rVmax C f. (4.43)
Table 4.3: Flexure geometric parameter definitions.
Parameter Definition
ts Thickness of the flexure input strut
it Thickness of the top flexure output
tfc Thickness of the corner flexure blade
tft Thickness of the top flexure blade
tb Thickness of the oblique beam
w Width of the flexure
Lin Length along the flexure input
h, Height of the flexure input strut
it Length of the top flexure output
10 Length of the oblique beam
lfc Length of the corner flexure blade
ift Length of the top flexure blade
60 Oblique beam angle with respect to horizontal axis
Table 4.4: Summary of cell design specifications and performance.
Parameter Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3
NEC Tokin PZT Stack Model 0505D20 0505D44H40 1010D44H40
Number of stacks, nzt, 2 2 2
Width of stacks, wp, [mm] 5 5 10
Height of stacks, hp2t [mm] 5 5 10
Length of stacks, L,2t [mm] 20 40 40
Free disp. of stacks, Ax free [pm] 21 42 42
Blocking force of single stack, fck [N] 850 850 3500
Blocking force at f~, = 0 [N] 7.09 10.70 23.46
Blocking force at f~' =poa, fblock [N] 7.71 17.93 30.26
Blocking force at f19 = fpi,max [N] 8.32 25.15 37.07
R 2 for linear fit (n = 5) 0.90 0.98 1.0
Free disp. at fr, = 0 [mm] 0.57 1.33 1.81
Free dsp. atf~l -fpl,max X eFree disp. at f2 2 Az('e [mm] 0.45 1.09 1.44
Free disp. at f~i = fpl,max [mm] 0.34 0.85 1.07
R 2 for linear fit (n = 5) 0.97 0.98 0.98
Maximum preload, fprax [N] 15 25 40
Output length, to [mm] 10.3 11.3 18.1
Free strain at f~l = 0 [%] 6 12 10
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Chapter 5
Tunable Stiffness and Resonance in
Cellular Assemblies
The previous chapters have focused on piezoelectric technology and design of indi-
vidual cellular units. This chapter marks the transition into extended performance
of the design as a result of cellular assemblies. Cellular assemblies can exhibit several
interesting behaviors such as increased force through parallel connections, increased
displacement through serial connections. Beyond this, however, is the ability to in-
troduce additional design elements to each cell that enable the cellular actuators to
exhibit tunable stiffness and tunable resonant frequencies.
In this chapter, tunable stiffness cells are introduced and their properties are
then exploited using cellular assemblies. The particular assembly features of interest
are the structural resonant frequencies. Models of the dynamic behavior reveal that
stiffness and resonance can be tuned discretely and independently within a certain
range. The upper and lower bounds of this tunability are established theoretically
and proved rigorously. Both loaded and unloaded strands are considered and optimal
activation selection criteria are provided. The remainder of the chapter describes the
experimental validation of the theoretical concepts.
5.1 Introduction
Variable stiffness actuators have the capability to meet the increased demand for
safety, robust locomotion, and dynamic manipulation. In robots interacting with hu-
mans, variable stiffness actuators allow maximum forces to be held to acceptable levels
[91]. In mobile robots, joint compliance absorbs impulsive forces from the ground and
allows a vehicle to better negotiate with rough terrain. Actuator compliance is also
essential in manipulating objects in unstructured environments, where the proper-
ties of the manipulated object are not known a priori. Although feedback control
is one way of varying task space stiffness [50], the bandwidth of the control loop is
usually insufficient for rapid and highly dynamic physical interaction. Therefore, it is
desirable to have variable mechanical compliance inherent in the actuator's physical
construction.
Several groups have investigated both constant stiffness and variable stiffness ac-
tuators. In the early work on the elastic hand ([47],[48]), elastic elements were inserted
in an actuator drive train for stable grasping and dexterous manipulation. The sem-
inal work of Pratt [86] demonstrated the advantages of constant series elasticity to
increase shock tolerance, reduce reflected inertia, and improve force control. These
concepts are still employed in current systems such as advanced protheses that utilize
both series and parallel elasticity to enhance force bandwidth [10]. Although constant
stiffness in a drive train is beneficial, additional advantages are obtained when the
stiffness is allowed to vary. A majority of the work in variable stiffness actuators has
been directed at developing new variable stiffness rotary joints. For example, in [24],
the stiffness of a joint is varied by changing the overlapping area of two permanent
magnets. In [91], a combined spring and belt drive system achieves variable stiffness.
Contemporary designs using similar ideas were proposed by [106] and [10]. A theme
among these actuator designs is the requirement of two actuators for a single degree-
of-freedom. Moreover, the designs all employ standard electromechanical actuators:
one actuator allows for stiffness tunability and another for angular motion.
Apart from variable stiffness actuators is the use of resonance in robotics. Res-
onance is a condition exhibited by linear (and weakly nonlinear) systems and is a
manifestation of maximal potential and maximal kinetic energy oscillating 180' out
of phase. For multi degree-of-freedom systems, this condition can occur at multiple
frequencies. The frequencies where resonance occurs depend upon the distribution
of mass and stiffness within the oscillatory system. In robotics, resonance has been
recognized as an important phenomenon that can be used to increase power transmis-
sion to a load, reduce the effort of actuators, and achieve a large amplitude motion
for cyclic tasks such as running (e.g. [88], [55]), flapping (e.g. [57],[115]), or fin-based
swimming (e.g. [105}).
Variable stiffness and resonance can be intimately connected because the ability
to vary actuator stiffness provides the ability to tune a robotic system's resonant
frequencies. Indeed, some recent work has simulated tunable stiffness as a means
for tuning resonant-like frequencies in multi-DOF manipulators [104]. Other work in
actuator design has considered the constant resonant frequencies in certain material
systems such as piezoelectric beam actuators [71] and electrostrictive polymers [63].
Because of the great importance of both variable stiffness and tunable resonance,
there exists a need for an actuator that can provide both functions.
This chapter presents the design, analysis, and testing of a new linear artificial
muscle actuator that incorporates both variable stiffness and tunable resonant fre-
quencies by using a modular, cellular architecture. Artificial muscle actuator design
is considered because of its importance to many areas of biorobotics that require
smooth, natural motions that cannot be achieved with either linear or rotary elec-
tromechanical actuators. The basic principle of the actuator design is to connect a
plurality of actuator cells in series or parallel (as in natural muscle) and then control
stiffness and resonance by turning units ON to increase compliance and OFF to re-
duce compliance. The distribution of stiff versus compliant units within the actuator
also determines the mass distribution and thereby allows the resonance properties to
be tuned. The cellular architecture discussed in this chapter has been successfully
applied by the authors' group (e.g. [60], [83]), and is extended here to include variable
stiffness and resonance.
The early conference publications on this work ([93],[92]) had initial theoretical
results and only limited experimental validation. This chapter presents the complete
theoretical analysis on tunable resonant frequencies, new experiments using an im-
proved prototype, and new results from the application of the actuator to a single
degree-of-freedom leg.
This chapter first presents the conceptual design and method for varying stiffness
in a cellular actuator based on discrete, piezoelectric (PZT) actuator units. In the
following section, the effect of distributed mass in the actuator is then taken into
account, which leads to tunable resonant frequencies. The properties and ranges for
tuning resonant frequencies are rigorously established using an idealized analytical
model. For experimental comparison and design, the idealized model is extended
to include realistic parasitic effects such as damping. Finally, the actuator is tested
experimentally.
5.2 Variable Stiffness Cell Design
Fig. 5-1 shows a modification to the design in Fig. 3-5 to achieve variable stiffness.
This prototype was designed using Cell 2 as discussed in Section 4.8 because this
cell performs better than Cells 1 and 3 with respect to SW metric discussed in
3.5.3. Outside the second layer flexure is a rigid structure that limits the stroke of
the output displacement in the Y direction (see Fig. 3-5). When the PZT is not
activated, the output node of the second layer flexure rests on the stroke limiting
beam. The output node movement is also limited when an excessive tensile force acts
on the output node. As the applied PZT voltage increases, the output node is pulled
inward and is detached from the stroke limiting beam.
Inward motion of second layer flexure
away from stroke limiter
Stroke limiting beam
First layer flexure
Stroke limiting beam
Second layer flexure
Figure 5-1: Design of a variable stiffness PZT-based cell. The system consists of two
strain amplification layers. The second layer flexure incorporates a stroke limiting
beam.
Fig. 5-2 shows the displacement versus compliance characteristics for a single
cell and corresponding schematic representations of a cell at various points along the
operating curve. In the schematic representations (a), (b), and (c), the outermost thin
lines indicate the stroke limiter, while the vertical thick line represents the output
node of the flexure. The schematics show all of the stiffness within the cell lumped
into a single element with a constant value k. Similarly, all of the mass of a cell is
lumped into a single mass element m and damping effects are neglected to simplify
the initial analysis.
As the PZT-induced force f, increases, inward displacement also increases and
the thick vertical line detaches from the limiter. For the ideal cell, the equivalent
compliance seen at the output node is 1/k. The nonlinearity in the actual compliance
curve occurs because of the geometric nonlinearity of the flexure that becomes more
pronounced as the cell contracts. The nonlinearity is often negligible during typical
operation of the PZT-based system.
Note that it is also possible to design the stroke limiting system so that the stroke
is limited only after the maximum contraction is achieved. This would provide a
compliance characteristic that drops to zero upon achieving maximum contraction.
Such a cell would be actively OFF and passively ON rather than actively ON and
passively OFF. This chapter only consider cells that are actively ON and passively
OFF. However, passively OFF cells will be examined in the next chapter.
- Very high stiffness - Finite stiffness 
- Over-extension leading to
- Translating mass only - Translating mass and stiffness nonlinear regime
(a) (b) (c)
Inward Displacement
Figure 5-2: Compliance versus displacement characteristics and schematic represen-
tations for a variable stiffness, PZT-actuated cell. (a) Cell in the OFF state. (b) Cell
in the ON state and linear regime. (c) Cell in the ON state and nonlinear regime.
5.3 Variable Stiffness Cellular Assemblies
The above cellular units can be connected in series, parallel, or antagonistic con-
figurations, creating diverse stiffness characteristics as a collective sum. The most
fundamental VSCA is a serial connection of N units. This arrangement is referred to
as a strand. For simplicity, assume that the stiffness of an OFF state unit is infinitely
large, while stiffness in the ON state is a constant k. If n units are ON and the others
are OFF, then the resultant stiffness of an N-unit strand reduces to
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ks = 1 1 n N. (5.1)
n
Next, consider a parallel arrangement of strands. As shown in Fig. 5-3 (a), N,
strands of N serially connected units may be arranged in parallel. If the it" strand of
serially connected units has stiffness ks,j, the resultant stiffness of the entire system
is given by
Ny
k Z = ks,j. (5.2)
i=1
To accommodate the stiffness to a desired value, one can determine the number of
parallel strands, N,, and the number of ON units ni in each strand of serial units.
The N, strands can be divided into two sets of strands to form an agonist-
antagonist arrangement as shown in Fig. 5-3 (b). Both the agonist and antagonist
strands contribute to an output stiffness as a direct sum: kot = kpag+ kpan. The an-
tagonistic arrangement allows for varying stiffness independent of position, as in the
case of natural skeletal muscles [49]. However, unlike skeletal muscles, the stiffness
seen at the output of a VSCA will decrease as more cells are activated. Therefore, the
limitation of the VSCA technique is that large displacements and large stiffness can-
not be obtained simultaneously because many units must be in the ON (compliant)
state to accommodate large displacements.
j=1 j=N Agonist Antagonist
i=2 m m - m m- m m ~mM
i=Np mn M -Inm ~
(a) (b)
Figure 5-3: (a) Parallel arrangement of cellular units. Note that one end of the
actuator is shown connected to ground only for clarity, but myriad other boundary
conditions are possible. (b) Antagonistic pairing of actuator strands.
5.4 Tunable Resonance of Serial Strands
As demonstrated for varying stiffness, the resonant frequencies of a collection of cellu-
lar units can also be varied by exploiting the cellular architecture. The key behavior
is that turning on a specific number of units to achieve a desired static stiffness still
allows for numerous ON-OFF unit combinations, each of which exhibits different
vibration modes with different resonant frequencies. Although the total number of
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ON state units remains the same, the resonant frequencies may vary significantly
depending upon the location of the ON units within the actuator.
To illustrate the basic concept, recall the simplified dynamic model shown in Fig.
5-2. Consider three of these units connected serially. Suppose that two out of the three
units are turned ON so that the static stiffness of the serial connection is ks = k/2.
There are three unique ways of selecting two units to turn ON and they are shown in
the upper portion of Fig. 5-4. Depending upon which two units are ON, the assembly
dynamic behavior is different while the static behavior is the same.
ON ON
m ~ m M (1)mL
ON ON
m m W m (2)
ON ON
m m m i (3)
Dynamics Statics
(1) k
(2) ks k
(3) ks=k
Figure 5-4: Comparison of static and dynamic behavior for all possible ON-OFF
distributions for three serially connected units having two units activated.
Since all of the actuator configurations in Fig. 5-4 have two degrees of freedom,
each configuration has two distinct vibration modes with distinct resonant frequencies.
Table 5.1 shows the normalized resonant frequencies for each of the three ON-OFF
states having n = 2. The second mode of configuration (1), OFF-ON-ON, provides
the highest resonant frequency overall (1.62k/rm), while the lowest resonant fre-
quency (0.47Vk/m) occurs for the first mode of the ON-ON-OFF configuration. In
each case, the OFF unit mass creates a different dynamic system and thereby changes
the resonant frequencies.
Since all three cases have the same static stiffness ks but different resonance
properties, this example demonstrates that actuator stiffness and resonant frequen-
cies can be changed independently. Although the resonant frequencies do not vary
continuously, multiple choices are available for different task requirements and, as the
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Table 5.1: First and second natural frequencies of each of the three configurations.
Configuration k/r "r
1) OFF-ON-ON 0.62 1.62
2) ON-OFF-ON 0.54 1.31
3) ON-ON-OFF 0.47 1.51
lim
X1 X2
1nm
Xi Xn
Figure 5-5: Idealized dynamic model for an N-unit strand of cells having n units
activated.
number of cellular units increases, the number of possible stiffness levels and resonant
frequencies also increases. The next subsection establishes the model for determining
resonant frequency bounds of N serially connected units.
5.5 Theoretical Resonance Tuning Limits
5.5.1 Basic Model of Serial Connection Dynamics
Consider a single serially connected strand of N cellular units. Suppose that n units
are in ON state so that n springs are detached from the stroke limiters. This creates
an n degree-of-freedom system with each degree-of-freedom corresponding to a single
lumped mass that moves independently along a single axis. This means that (N - n)
OFF-state units are rigidly connected to other units as illustrated in Fig 5-5. Let xi
be the position of the ith combined masses and x be a vector collectively representing
the n lumped mass displacements: x = [x1, x2 , ... , Xn]T-
The ith lumped mass consists of 1i cellular units with total mass of lim with 1i E N.
From Fig. 5-5, the equations of unforced motion are obtained as
ljmzj = -2kxr + kxi_1 + kxi+1, 2 i < n - 1, (5.3)
and for i = l and i = n,
ljm., = -2kx 1 + kx 2, lnmi;n -kxn + kxn_1. (5.4)
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These equations can be arranged into vector-matrix form:
MK + Kx = 0, (5.5)
where M = m -diag(li, 12, - . . , 1n) A mL and
2 -1 0
K =k -1 2 -.
--. 2 -1
0 -1 1
A k S. (5.6)
One important assumption of the model is that the longitudinal vibrations in a strand
are the dominant dynamic behavior for the actuator. This assumption will be ad-
dressed in the practical system through an application of preload tension as discussed
in Section 5.9.
5.5.2 Maximum and Minimum Resonant Frequencies for a
Specified Static Stiffness
The model developed in the previous subsection can now be utilized to determine
how widely the resonant frequencies can be tuned while satisfying the static stiffness
requirement, i.e. a specified number of ON units n. For the model in (5.5), the
squared resonant frequencies of the n degree-of-freedom mass-spring system are given
by the eigenvalues of matrix product M-1 K:
k
2 = Aj(M- 1 K) = -Ai(L-S), 1 < i < n. (5.7)
m
The n eigenvalues of the matrix are ordered from the minimum to the maximum and
written as
Amin(M- 1K) < A2 (M--K) < ... Amax(M- 1K). (5.8)
For a fixed number of ON-state units n, the stiffness matrix, K, remains the same
regardless of the arrangement of ON-OFF units. The mass matrix, M, on the other
hand, varies depending on the ON-OFF arrangement within the strand. Therefore,
the above Amin(Amax) can be further decreased (increased) by changing the ON-OFF
unit configurations and thereby changing the mass matrix.
Given a specific static stiffness ks, which will uniquely determine n, consider the
set of all mass matrices associated with the possible distributions of N cells into n
clusters of masses:
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( n
9-n= M =_ m - diag(l1,..., In) Eli = N- p,
i=1
p =0, .. ., N-n; liGEN , n-=1, 2, ... ., N. (5.9)
The number of possible arrangements of n ON units within a strand is equivalent to
the cardinality of 9An and is (N).
If the first p units are turned OFF, then they become fixed to the base structure
and do not participate in the dynamics. With p units OFF at the base, the total
number of ON units is then (N - p) where p can take on values 1, 2,..., (N - n).
Thus, the subset of nn defined by p = 0 in (5.9) is the set of all possible mass
matrices assuming that the first unit in the strand is in the ON state so that all cell
masses are participating dynamically.
Let -min(n) be the minimum of the positive square root of Amin(M- 1 K) with
respect to all M E Mn:
olin(n) = min Amin(M- 1 K). (5.10)ME 9An
omin(n) provides the lowest resonant frequency among all the ON-OFF unit distribu-
tions having n ON-state units.
Recall that minimum eigenvalue of M 1 K is given by the minimum of the Rayleigh
quotient:
XTKx
Amin(M 'K) = min . (5.11)
xER" XTMx(
Similarly, the highest resonant frequency is given by
2
omax.(n) max Ama(M- 1 K)
MEDRn
X TKx
- max maxx . (5.12)MET( xERn XTMx}
Using (5.12), one can prove the following proposition concerning the highest res-
onant frequency o-ma(n) and the ON-OFF unit distribution that provides omax(n).
Proposition 1:
Let M = mL and K = kS be, respectively, the n x n mass and stiffness matrices of
N serially-connected cellular units among which n units are active (turned ON). The
highest resonant frequency occurs when the first N - n units are turned OFF. This
maximum frequency is given by
k
U-max(n) = Am. (S). (5.13)m
Proof:
Since xTMx > mxTIx VM E 9Mn and Vx E R"
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xTKx
Amax(M 1 K) max
xER" xTMx
kxTSx
< max
xER" M XTIX
k
= Amax(S).
Therefore,
arg max Amax(M- 1K) = diag(m,m,.. , m).
ME 9Rn
Hence, the arrangement where the first (N-n) units are turned OFF (i.e. p (N-n)
in (5.9)) yields omax(n). U
To address the lowest possible resonant frequency configuration, first consider the
following two lemmas:
Lemma 1:
The fundamental mode of a fix-free vibrating system as shown in Fig. 5-5 has nodal
displacements that satisfy 0 < x1 < x 2 < ... <xn.
Lemma 2:
Consider the scalar function defined by
J(li, 12, ... - In) - XT diag(li, 12, ... ,In)x, (5.14)
where the li satisfy the conditions in (5.9) and the vector x has elements that are
monotonically increasing
0 < X1 < X2 < ... < _n. (5.15)
The scalar function J is maximized when l1= 1, 12 = 1, . 1n-1 = 1, In= N-n+l.
A proof of Lemma 1 can be found in [42] while a proof of Lemma 2 is given in the
appendix; both may be used in the following proposition for o-min(n).
Proposition 2:
The arrangement having all the inactive units placed at the unconstrained end of the
serial connection gives the lowest un-damped resonant frequency c-min(n).
Proof:
By Lemma 1, the first mode shape can be considered positive and monotonically
increasing. Therefore,
kxTSx . kxTSx
mm = mm
ME9Rn XTMX MET4n XTMX
o$x1 --- xn
m. kxTSx
0-.-Xn XTMOX
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where Mo a m - diag(1, 1,..., N - n + 1) by Lemma 2. This represents the case
where all of the inactive units are placed at the unconstrained end. U
In many practical situations, the first (i.e. fundamental) mode is the most readily
excited. Therefore, to establish a range for the fundamental frequency tunability, the
highest value for the first resonant frequency will be given the notation -maxfirst(n)
and defined as
rmax,first(n) = max Amin(M 1 K)ME9Jn
- max min xTKx (5.16)
ME9Jn (xERn XTMx)
Corollary to Proposition 2:
The arrangement having the first (N - n) units turned OFF gives the highest possible
value for the first un-damped resonant frequency o-max,first(n).
Proof:
The proof follows from the proof of Proposition 1 since VM E 93, and Vx c R
xTMx > mxTIx. Hence,
XTKx
Amin(M- 1 K) minT
xER" XTMx
kxTSx
< min
xER" M XTIX
k
= Amin(S).
m
Therefore, the same configuration as Proposition 1 gives the highest resonant
frequency of the first mode. U
5.5.3 Global Maximum and Minimum Resonant Frequencies
The above analysis provides the highest and lowest resonant frequencies for a fixed n,
i.e. a given static stiffness. If instead the synthesis objective is to achieve the highest
or the lowest resonant frequency regardless of the static stiffness, then the highest
and lowest bounds can be further extended by considering all possible values of n
varying from 1 to N.
The global minimum Emin(N) is then defined with an additional minimization
over n:
Emin(N) = n{ mi {Amin(M-1K)}1<n<N Mrn
= minl {orin(n)} (5.17)
1<n<N
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A similar expression is obtained for the global maximum Em.(N). For the maximum,
the following definition and lemma are required.
Definition:
For the eigenvalue problem
Kx = AMx (5.18)
with M, K E RNxN, the associated rth reduced eigenvalue problem is
K(r)x(r) - A Mx r - 0, 1, ... , N - 1, (5.19)
where M(r) and K(r) are obtained by deleting the first r rows and first r columns in
M and K respectively.
Lemma 3:
The eigenvalues of the rth reduced eigenvalue problem A r, i = 1, 2, ... , (N - r) and
the eigenvalues of the (r + 1)'t reduced eigenvalue problem A+(r+, j= 1, 2, ... (N -
r - 1) satisfy the following relation
A(r) < A(r+1) < A(r) < A(r+1) <..
< A(r) < A(r+l) <A (r)_ (5.20)
Lemma 3 can be proved using the technique found in [13], while a proof for
the more general case of Jacobi matrices can be found in [41]. Now the following
proposition may be proved.
Proposition 3:
A serial strand of N units takes the globally maximum resonant frequency Em.(N)
at a configuration where all the N units are turned ON.
Proof:
From Proposition 1, the maximum resonant frequency for a given n, a .(n), occurs
when the first (N - n) units are turned OFF, i.e. fixed to the base structure. The
associated mass matrix is given by deleting the first (N - n) rows and the first (N - n)
columns of the N x N identity matrix multiplied by m: mIN. The stiffness matrix is
similarly obtained by deleting the first (N - n) rows and the first (N - n) columns
of the N x N stiffness matrix given in (5.6). Therefore, the global maximum of
the resonant frequency can be found by comparing the largest eigenvalues of all the
reduced eigenvalue problems in (5.19) with r = 1, 2, ... , N - 1.
Setting r = N-I in Lemma 3 gives A(N- 1) <A(N- 2). Repeatedly applying Lemma
3 for r = N - 2, N - 3, ... 1 yields
iN-1) < N-2) < . .. < A(_1 < A(O. (5.21)1 - 2 (5.21)
The final eigenvalue in (5.21), A( , is the maximum eigenvalue of M 1 K for the
original N x N matrices K = kS and M = mIN. Therefore,
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- Amax [(mIN) 1 K]
k
= Amax(S)
m
N
which concludes the proof.
Corollary to Proposition 3:
As N increases, the globally maximum resonant
creases monotonically:
frequency of an N unit strand in-
Emax(N) < Em,(N + 1). (5.23)
Proof:
Considering M and K of sufficiently large dimension and applying Lemma 3 imme-
diately proves the corollary. U
To obtain the global minimum Emin(N), recall Proposition 2. The lowest resonant
frequency for a given n occurs when the last (N - n) units are turned OFF, i.e.
creating a lumped mass of m(N - n + 1) at the free end. Therefore, the question is
how many units must be lumped together at the free end to minimize the resonant
frequency. This can be solved by comparing the lowest eigenvalue of a strand with
(N - n) OFF units at the free end to the case with (N - n - 1) OFF units. This
situation is depicted in Fig. 5-6.
k
m(N-n+1)
K
Xn
m(N - n)
.9
x11
K
xn+J
Figure 5-6: Comparison of the minimum resonant frequency for the case with n units
ON (top) and with (n + 1) units ON (bottom).
The lower portion of Fig. 5-6 shows the case with (n+ 1) units ON with a stiffness
of g connecting the n'h and the (n + 1)1h unit. The stiffness of g is assumed to have a
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E2 (N)
(5.22)
lower bound value of k so that k < g < oo. As g -- o, the vibrating system behaves
as if n units are ON and as g -- k, the vibrating system behaves as if n + 1 units are
ON. Using this definition of the stiffness g, it can be shown that -min(n) > umin(n+ 1),
which leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 4:
A serial strand of N units takes the global minimum resonant frequency Emin(N) at
a configuration where all the N units are turned ON.
Proof:
For the (n+1)th order system, define the mass matrix M m-diag(1, 1, ... , 1, N-n)
and define the stiffness matrix K' as
2k -k 0
-k
K' 2k -k (5.24)
-k k + g -g
0 
-g g
The quadratic form xTK'x can be written as two separate scalar functions:
XTK'x 4(x 1 , X2 , .. . , X, k) + g(xn+1 - Xn) 2 . (5.25)
where 1(xi, X2, ... , xu, k) is a positive function for any non-zero xi with i = 1, 2, ... , n.
Note that g is factored out in the second scalar function. Hence, Vx E Rn+1
xTK'x (X, X2, ... , Xn, k) + g(xn+1 - Xn) 2
xTMx xTMx
> 1(Xi, X2, ... , Xn, k) + k(x+1 - on)2
xTMx
XTKx
X Tx (5.26)
xTMx*
Now let x* denote the fundamental mode shape for the system having a stiffness
matrix K'. Then, using (5.26) and the properties of the Rayleigh quotient, it follows
that
A~IIV1 L(' X* TK'x*
Amin(M-K) X*TX*
x *TMX*
x *T Kx*
X *TMx*
> min xTKx
xERn+ 1 XTMx
- Amin(M- 1K). (5.27)
The above inequality shows that the case having only n units ON will have a
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higher fundamental frequency than the case with n + 1 units ON because the case
having only n units ON is a special case of the system with the stiffness matrix K'
when g -+ 00. Therefore, omin,(n) > u-mi(n + 1) for n 1, ... , N - 1, from which it
immediately follows that
Crmin( 1 ) > Umin(2) > ... > Umin(N)= Emin(N). (5.28)
This result shows that turning all units ON leads to the global minimum resonant
frequency. U
A numerical illustration of Propositions 1 to 4 is offered in Fig. 5-7 for N = 5. Fig.
5-7 shows the locations of all possible resonant frequencies as triangles. The maximum
and minimum bounds indicated by the uppermost and lowermost solid lines are the
resonant frequencies based on the configurations in Proposition 1 and 2, respectively.
That is, the uppermost points on the solid lines are achieved by placing all OFF
units next to the base structure while the lowermost points are achieved by placing
all OFF units at the free end. Note that as n increases toward the maximum value
of N = 5, the upper and lower resonant frequency bounds monotonically approach
the limits specified by Propositions 3 and 4 where all units are ON. As n increases,
the reduction in the absolute slope of the overall upper and lower resonance bounds
implies that including more than N ~ 5 units in a strand does not significantly
improve the range of attainable resonant frequencies although it would increase the
static stiffness tuning range.
The darker region in Fig. 5-7 indicates the tunable range of the first resonance
only. This region's upper bound is dictated by the Corollary to Proposition 2. As in
Proposition 1, the configurations for highest first resonance have all OFF units placed
at the base. The general trend of this first mode region is a downward and narrowing
behavior.
A further note regarding the theoretical resonance tunability is that there is a gap
between the first mode and higher modes for n > 2. For a given n, this spacing creates
a band of frequencies over which no resonance can occur. However, if all values of n
are considered, the overall modal density is fairly uniform between the global limits
Emin(N) and Emax(N).
5.5.4 Maximal Tuning for Long Strands
The previous propositions establish the conditions under which maximum and mini-
mum resonant frequencies are achieved for finite N. In this section, the case where
N -+ 00 is considered to establish the maximal tunability using the proposed actua-
tion method. Given an N, Propositions 3 and 4 indicate that Emin(N) and Emax(N)
are given by multiplied by the positive square root of the maximum and minimum
eigenvalues of S E RNxN having the form defined in (5.6).
Lemma 4:
The eigenvalues Ai (i = 1, 2, ... ,N) of SE R' are given by
A= 4 sin 2 ( 11)7). (5.29)
2(2N - 1)
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Figure 5-7: An illustration of the theoretical propositions for N 5. All possible
resonant frequencies are shown as well as numerical bounds on the minimum and
maximum achievable resonant frequencies for N = 5.
Proof:
The proof follows from [42] and is adapted here. Notice that the standard eigenvalue
problem for S can be written as a difference equation:
(5.30)
This difference equation has the general solution
xj = A cos(j0) + B sin(jO). (5.31)
Substituting the general solution into the difference equation (5.30) implies (after a
great deal of trigonometric simplification) that
2cosO = 2 - A. (5.32)
The end conditions for this difference equation are
xo = 0
XN+1 - XN = 0,
(5.33)
(5.34)
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and
-Xy _1 + (2 - A)xj -- Xj+1 = 0 (j'= 1, 2, . .. , N).
which reflect the fix-free nature of the system. Applying the end conditions implies
that
A = 0 (5.35)
and
(5.36)
which holds when
(2i - 1)7r
2N + 1' ( = 1, 2, .. (5.37)
Substitution of (5.37) into (5.32) provides the desired expression for the eigenvalues:
Ai = 2-2cosO6
4Sin2 ((2i - 1)7r
(2(2N - 1))
(5.38)
Thus, as described in [421, the eigenvalues for S can be written in closed form:
Ai(S ) = 4 sin2  ( (21 -_ )
2(2N + 1) i=1, 2,... N.
Therefore, the following two propositions bound Emax(N) and Emin(N) for all N.
Proposition 5:
The maximum un-damped resonant frequency Emax(N) has a least
Proof:
Applying (5.39) with i= N, yields
Emax(N) = 2 - sin 1  Fr.m 2
Letting N -* o gives an upper bound of 2 jm.
Proposition 6:
upper bound of
(5.40)
The minimum un-damped resonant frequency Emin(N) has a greatest lower bound of
Proof:
Applying (5.39) with i = 1, yields
Emin(N) = 2 -- sin
m
Letting N -~ oo gives a lower bound of 0.
I
(2(2N + 1)7)
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(5.39)
(5.41)
sin ((N + 1)60) = sin (NO) ,
(i = 1, 2, . .. , N ).
l1M 12M lim lnm kL
Xl X2  X. Xn
Figure 5-8: Idealized dynamic model for an N-unit strand of cells rigidly connected
to a spring-mass load and having n units activated.
5.6 Loading Effects
While the system shown in Fig. 5-5 possesses fixed-free boundary conditions, practi-
cal applications entail a load end condition. A simple extension of the model in Fig.
5-5 is provided in Fig. 5-8, which shows the addition of a mass and spring load con-
nected rigidly to the n'h node. The load mass and stiffness will dictate the following
dimensionless ratios:
AML
7m = , (5.42)
and
AkL
Yk - . (5.43)
As y, -+ 0 and Yk -+ 0, the system in Fig. 5-8 approaches the system of Fig. 5-5 and
the theoretical conclusions of the previous sections apply directly. In this section, the
effects of the load ratios on the static and dynamic tuning properties are considered.
The static behavior of a loaded cell strand can be classified by the tunability of
the output stiffness, which will be defined as
%Static Tunability (max(cs) - min(cs) X 100
mmn(cs)
= x 100, (5.44)
where cs is the equivalent compliance as viewed by forces applied at the nth node. A
plot of the static tunability as a function of N and yk is shown in Fig. 5-9. Beyond
7Yk ~ 1.5, the tunability drops below 50% even for the larger N values. In general, the
static tunability is reduced greatly if the load stiffness exceeds approximately 0.5k,
where the curvature of the tunability curves nears its maximum.
The dynamic behavior of a strand of cells is characterized by the ability to tune
resonant frequencies. The new dynamic model is the same as described previously but
with M = m -diag(11 , 12, .. -, n+y) and the (n, n) entry of K given by k(1+yk). In
practical applications, the first (i.e. fundamental) mode is the most readily excited.
Therefore, the tunability of the dynamic system's fundamental frequency will be
defined as
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Figure 5-9: Illustration of static tunability as a function of the load stiffness ratios
for N =2, N = 3, N =4, and N = 5.
%Dynamic Tunability ( omax,arst(1) - Emin x 100. (5.45)
Emin
A plot of (5.45) is provided in Fig. 5-10 for N = 2 to N = 5. Fig. 5-10 shows
that the tunability decreases as 'Yi and 7Yk increase. However, for low values of 'Yk,
increasing ym has a very weak effect on tunability. Likewise, for low 7m, the tunability
is only a weak function of '7k. The dynamic tunability also increases as N is increases.
Overall, the frequency spacing between possible fundamental modes decreases as the
stiffness and mass of the load increase or as N decreases.
Based on numerical evaluation, the propositions described previously remain valid
except under the condition when N = 2 and 7 = -ym + 1. In this case, the configu-
ration having n 1 unit ON with the first unit remaining OFF (i.e. grounded) and
the case having n = N = 2 (i.e. all units ON) both achieve a minimum fundamental
frequency of Emin = k. Overall, the loading effects illustrate that this cellular
tuning method is most effective when N is large and the actuator is scaled such that
Yk and ym remain within the high tunability regions of Fig. 5-10.
5.7 Activation Selection
For a strand of cells, Q(n, N) will denote the set of achievable resonant frequencies
at a given static compliance level (i.e. a given number of ON units n). The total set
of all possible resonant frequencies QT(N) is therefore
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For a robot to undergo periodic motion at a desired frequency, the cells are first
activated so that the activation vector, a, corresponds to the element of QT(N) closest
to the desired frequency. The ON cells are then excited using a sinusoidal voltage at
the desired frequency. From a basic combinatoric analysis, the cardinality of QT (N)
grows as N2N-1 and this provides a remarkable ability to tune resonant frequencies
over a large, albeit discrete, range.
5.8 Experimental Validation
The analysis in the previous part of the chapter provides useful insight into the
mechanism of variable resonant frequencies and the associated tunable range under
idealized conditions. This section will consider a specific implementation of the VSCA
and extend the previous analysis to account for parasitic dynamics including addi-
tional mass, damping, and compliance of the stroke limiter for the PZT-based cell
design.
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5.8.1 Single Cell Dynamic Model
A detailed lumped parameter model for the specific PZT-based VSCA cell is shown
in Fig. 5-11 for the ith cell in a strand. This model is a necessary extension of
the idealized model because it includes the parasitic effects of stroke limiter mass,
stroke limiter stiffness, and flexure damping that are present in the implemented
system. Moreover, the new detailed model allows for a straightforward translation
from the actual cell construction to the lumped parameter representation. The stroke
limiter mass is lumped in to the element m while the finite stroke limiter stiffness
is given by K. The flexure stiffness is spatially divided into two springs of equal
value 2k on each side of the large suspended mass M. The stiffness 2k does vary
slightly with displacement, but this variation is assumed to be small for the purpose
of model development. The damping effects of the flexures are assumed to be viscous
in nature and modeled using a dashpot with a constant value of b. The damping of
the flexures, as well as any damping in the load, will shift the resonant frequencies
away from their undamped counterparts. However, this shift is small provided that b
is relatively small. The PZT-generated force at the output of the second layer is now
denoted by fp,.
K/2
K12
Figure 5-11: Single cell model that includes the parasitic effects of the mass m and
stiffness K in the stroke limiting beam as well as flexure damping b.
Each cell requires three generalized coordinates to describe its configuration with
respect to an inertial reference frame. The first coordinate, xi, determines the position
of the stroke limiter mass. The second coordinate, Xi, determines the position of the
second layer unit suspended mass. The third coordinate, zgi determines the location
of the output node junction. Note that if another cell is connected to the output
node, then xj x_ 1.
5.8.2 Assembled System Behavior
Consider an arbitrary strand of cells having length N as shown in Fig. 5-12. The
strand is connected to a load mass, mL, which is further connected to ground through
a parallel arrangement of a spring and dashpot having values of kL and be. The
arrangement depicted in Fig. 5-12 represents the usage of the actuator described in
Section 5.9.
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Within the actuator, each cellular unit behaves according to the lumped model
in Fig. 5-11. For the low frequency or static behavior, mass and damping in the
dynamic model may be neglected yielding a series compliance of
cs (n, N) = - + , (5.47)k K +k
where the first term is consistent with the idealized model in (5.1) and the second
term accounts for the finite stiffness of the stroke limiting beams.
Simplified Load
Cell ] Cell 2 Cell N Dynamics
I ~ k....bL
Figure 5-12: Model of an assembled strand of PZT-driven cellular units connected to
a general spring-mass-damper load.
If the effects of mass and damping are included, then the dynamic model for a
serial chain of units, as well as the dynamic models presented in [93] and [923, can be
written in the standard vibratory form as
Mq + B4 + K(t)q = Q(t). (5.48)
The vector q contains the generalized coordinates of the strand while the vector Q(t)
contains the piezoelectrically generated forces, fp,i(t), acting within each cell. For
simplicity, these forces are taken as the voltage applied to the cell V,t,i, scaled by an
constant electromechanical transduction factor K.
The parameters of the physical system used in the theoretical model are given in
Table 5.2. The stiffness parameters were taken from finite element simulation while
the transduction constant i was obtained from the DC response of the assembled
system described in Section 5.9. As is standard practice in vibration models, the
damping b was used as a free parameter. Therefore, the damping constant b was
tuned to match the experimentally observed resonant peak amplitudes.
5.8.3 Cell Switching Conditions
One important requirement for the implementation of the PZT-based VSCA system
is that the combination of load and driving conditions allow the cells to turn ON or
OFF without making inadvertent state transitions. The condition for turning a cell
ON may be stated in terms of the applied voltage as
Vmin 5 Vzt 5 Vmax, (5.49)
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Parameter Value Units
k 16.2 Nmm
K 80.1 Nmm
b 0.62 N
m 2.5 g
M 26.0 g
15x10 3  C
mL 21.9 9
kL 0.23 N
bL b =0.62 N
where Vmax is the maximum voltage as specified by the material manufacturer and
Vmin is taken as the maximum value of the time-varying voltage Vs8 itch(t) where
switching from ON to OFF first occurs:
Vmin = max Vswitch(t). (5.50)
O<t<T
Note from (5.50) that the minimum voltage is selected for a given usage duration
T. Note also that Vwmitch(t) arises from the time varying forces at the cell-cell connec-
tion points. The minimum ON voltage is reduced when the transduction constant K
is increased or the overall preload tension in the strand is decreased.
5.9 Experimental Results
5.9.1 Static Stiffness Tunability
To demonstrate that the static tunability obeys (5.47), the stiffness of a serial chain
having N = 5 was measured using the experimental apparatus shown in Fig. 5-13.
With N = 5, there are 25 = 32 possible arrangements of ON-OFF units. As shown in
Fig. 5-13, the serial chain was connected to a voice coil actuator and preload tension
springs. Units were turned ON or OFF by applying voltages of 150 V and 0 V
respectively. Voltages were generated using a Cedrat CA-45 amplifier. The ON-OFF
switching was performed with a manual switchboard. With the voice coil actuator, a
1 N peak-peak sinusoidal force was applied at 0.5 Hz about the preload force of 8 N.
In general, some preload force is necessary to ensure that the units remain OFF when
they receive a zero voltage input and that non-longitudinal vibration modes remain
at high frequencies. Forces were measured using a Transducer Techniques load cell
while strand displacements were measured using a MicroEpsilon laser displacement
sensor. All measured signals were sampled at 1 kHz with a National Instruments data
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Table 5.2: Model parameters
acquisition board.
Figure 5-13: Experimental apparatus for measuring static and dynamic properties of
a 5-cell system.
The results for the static experiment are shown in Fig. 5-14. For each n there
were (') measured data points. Each compliance data point was generated from
a least squares fit to the force versus displacement data. According to (5.47), the
equivalent series compliance is constant for a fixed value of n. However, in the real
system, there are variations in the series compliance for a given n due to individual cell
differences. The mean and standard deviations of the measured data were computed
for each value of n. In Fig. 5-14, the mean is indicated by a circle while the vertical
bars represent one standard deviation about the mean. The solid staircase line is
the predicted compliance based on (5.47). The main cell-cell difference occurs in
the slight dimensional variation of the second layer flexure angle, which can have a
notable influence on the stiffness k. Other causes of stiffness variation are the slight
geometric nonlinearity of the flexure and the variation in ON versus OFF stiffness of
the PZT stacks. Despite these sources of variation, the model and the data agree well
over the entire range of ON-OFF cases and both illustrate the large tunable range for
static compliance. For the experimentally considered case of N = 5, the compliance
tunability computed from (5.44) is over 350%.
5.9.2 Resonant Frequency Tunability
This experimental section reinforces and illustrates the theoretical concepts developed
in this chapter. Frequency response tests were conducted for a VSCA with N = 3.
The case with N = 3 units provides 23 - 1 = 7 possible cases that can be clearly
illustrated on frequency response plots. The experimental apparatus is the same as
that shown in Fig. 5-13 only oriented so that gravity is acting along the strand.
A chirp voltage input was used to obtain the frequency response characteristics of
the actuator. The chirp signal ranged from 5 Hz to 150 Hz and contained a DC offset
of 145 V to assure that the conditions in (5.49) were satisfied. The peak-to-peak
voltage amplitude was 10 V.
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Figure 5-14: Experimentally measured compliance compared to the predicted values
based on theoretical stiffness.
The theoretical model and experimental model are compared in Fig. 5-15 for all
of the 7 possible cases. Each case is given a binary number where the most significant
bit denotes the unit connected to ground and the least significant bit denotes the
unit connected to the load. The gain in the frequency response is normalized with
respect to the DC displacement. Therefore, the vertical axes in Fig. 5-15 represent
the frequency dependent amplification of displacement. The average measured am-
plification at the fundamental resonance was 17.8 with a standard deviation of 4.4.
When comparing the fundamental frequency location between the model and the ex-
perimental results, the coefficient of determination is very high (R2 = 0.993) for the
entire tuning range of nearly 38 Hz.
For the loaded strand, the load mass and stiffness ratios can be computed from
the parameters in Table 5.2 as ym = 21.9/26.0 = 0.84 and -Yk = 0.23/16.2 = 0.014.
From Fig. 5-10 for the case with N = 3, the tunability as predicted by the idealized
model is over 100%. Furthermore, as indicated by theoretical propositions, the lowest
fundamental frequency (Emin = 37.5 Hz) was obtained in the [1 1 1] case while the
highest fundamental resonant frequency (omax,first(1) = 75.2 Hz) was obtained was in
the [0 0 1] case. Computing the dynamic tunability from (5.45) yields a value of over
100%, which agrees well with the idealized model.
5.9.3 Resonant Frequency Tunability for a Single DOF Leg
An extension of the previous experiment is the application of the VSCA to a single
degree of freedom leg shown in Fig 5-16. The leg is driven by a serial strand VSCA
with N = 5. Although the leg shape does not affect the experimental tunability
outcome for free rotation, the leg shape was chosen as an example of a locomotion
subsystem for use in a reduced scale humanoid robot. The actuator is opposed an-
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Figure 5-15: Experimental results demonstrating the variable resonance concept for
three serially connected cells. (a) Cases with one unit ON. (b) Cases with two units
ON. (c) All three units ON.
tagonistically by a passive linear spring because an antagonist actuator pair requires
displacement biasing away from the stroke limiters, which is beyond the scope of the
present work. The rightmost portion of Fig. 5-16 also shows the switchboard used
to turn cells ON or OFF according to the particular case under consideration. The
linearized model of this system is still given by (5.48). The equivalent load mass and
stiffness are now given by
mL,eq = (5.51)
and
kL,eq =ka cos #3 ~ , (5.52)
where Ileg is the mass moment of inertia of the leg about the joint axis, tg is the
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Figure 5-16: Single DOF leg and actuator switchboard used for dynamic experiments.
moment arm of the agonist actuator, ka is the stiffness of the antagonist spring, 3 is
the angle of the antagonist spring with respect to the vertical (Fig. 5-16), and la is
the moment arm of the antagonist spring. The computed values are mL,eq= 0.089 kg
and kL,eq= 5.2 N.
The experimentally identified and model predicted fundamental frequencies are
plotted together in Fig. 5-17 for 29 of the 31 possible ON-OFF combinations. The
cases of [0 0 0 1 1] and [0 0 1 1 11 are not included in the plot because of errors
introduced from improper alignment of the stroke limiting beam on cells 4 and 5. All
of the dynamic results were obtained using the same voltage driving conditions applied
previously. The angular displacement of the leg was measured using a rotational
potentiometer connected to the joint shaft.
The maximum experimental tunability range is 9.33 Hz or, using (5.45), 125%.
This agrees well with the tunability prediction in Fig. 5-10 for the idealized model
of a loaded strand having N = 5 and ym = 89/26 = 3.4 and -y = 0.0052/16.2 = 3 x
10-4. Also, as expected from Proposition 2 and its Corollary, the lowest fundamental
frequency (7.48 Hz) occurs when the activation is [1 1 1 1 1] (all units ON) and the
highest fundamental frequency (16.81 Hz) occurs when the activation is [0 0 0 0 1] (all
units grounded except the unit adjacent to the load). The data in Fig. 5-17 show an
even spread about the unity slope line and yield R2 = 0.89, which indicates that the
model agrees well with the physical system behavior for the numerous configurations
associated with N = 5. In all cases, the dynamic amplification was approximately 5.
The large dynamic amplification of rotational angle for small applied voltages again
illustrates a major advantage of the resonance system.
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Figure 5-17: Comparison of the model-predicted fundamental resonant frequencies
and experimentally obtained fundamental resonant frequencies for the single degree-
of-freedom leg system.
5.9.4 Discussion
The experimental results presented in this section illustrate three key features of the
VSCA approach.
1. The VSCA approach allows for a wide tunability of both the static stiffness
and the first resonant peak in an assembled system. For the experimental
system having only N = 3 units, the tunability exceeds 100% and for the leg
system with N = 5 the tunability is approximately 125%. The tunability is also
increased as N becomes larger and as higher modes are excited.
2. The results show the high degree of dynamic displacement amplification (>
5) when there is low damping in the system. Hence, the pre-existing large
static amplification produced by the nested flexures is augmented in the VSCA
approach such that resonant peaks occur over a wide range of frequencies useful
for robotic locomotion and manipulation.
3. The experimental results and the model prediction are in close agreement for
nearly all cases tested. The small model residuals, especially near resonance,
validate linearity assumptions and demonstrate a sound model for the dominant
energy storage and dissipation modes in the driven system.
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Chapter 6
Combined Energy Harvesting and
Actuation
The second major extension of the actuator design is to develop a system that is
capable of harvesting energy from the environment while maintaining the previously
established tunable resonance behavior. The design of the previous chapter is mod-
ified to have a normally compliant stiffness characteristic. These revised cells can
then used to create a system that can be used for actuation, sensing, and energy
harvesting. This unification of features in a single package represents a major advan-
tage over existing biorobotic systems that use separate components for each of these
functions. This chapter also discusses the optimal actuation strategies that account
for the bidirectional flow of energy between the electrical and mechanical domains of
the cellular systems. The chapter concludes with a discussion of impedance match-
ing as an additional optimization method for tunable energy harvesting systems. As
in previous chapters, experiments illustrate the theoretical concepts. Overall, the
content presented here provides a foundation for applying the cellular piezoelectric
technology to systems involving both actuation and energy harvesting.
6.1 Introduction
Traditional electromechanical actuators are rarely used for energy harvesting applica-
tions. One of the key drawbacks of motor-based actuators, for example, is that large
gear ratios are often needed in order to match the force-speed characteristics of the
motor to that of the load. These large gear ratios lead to reduced efficiency of the
motor to recover energy either from the environment or the robot's own kinetic and
potential energy.
This chapter presents a modular device that is capable of achieving energy har-
vesting and actuation in a unified package. Specifically, the subsequent sections will
examine the design of a cellular, piezoelectric device that produces linear motion
commensurate with natural muscle and also has the capability to effectively harvest
energy from the environment. These two separate modalities of the device emerge
from cellular architecture and revised cell design.
As shown in Chapter 5, cellular architecture provides unique functionality and
versatility that a single bulk actuator system cannot provide. For example, cellular
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architecture is beneficial for PZT stack actuators because the stacks cannot be scaled
arbitrarily; only certain aspect ratios are manufacturable and robust to buckling or
electrode failure. Another more general advantage of a cellular architecture is that the
cellular devices can be scaled to meet the demands of many different robotic systems.
For example, a robot requiring a large force actuator can be accommodated by using
several cellular units in parallel. Finally, similar to muscle, a cellular architecture can
simplify control by using local controllers that only need to switch a cell between an
ON or OFF state [22], while the collective behavior of the parallel and serial cellular
assembly is smooth and widely tunable.
One of the salient features of the cellular PZT device is that it exhibits mechanical
resonance. Mechanical resonance can be very useful for producing large amplitude
periodic motions such as flapping [115], [57], running [88], [551, hopping [106], or
swimming behavior [1051 in bio-robotic systems. As in the design of Chapter 5, the
proposed design modification not only exhibits the benefits of resonance but also
allows the cellular device to tune its resonance to match the frequency of an imposed
periodic forcing, which maximizes the energy harvested by the device.
This work extends the previous results in three main ways. First, a revised design
of the variable stiffness mechanism is presented. Second, the additional functionality
of energy harvesting is introduced. Third, the entire device is applied to a variable
resonance fin that can achieve both actuation and energy harvesting.
Variable stiffness actuators have been developed by several groups (e.g. [551, [106],
and [24]). However, a challenge in this development is to produce a large (i.e. >10)
ratio of maximum stiffness to minimum stiffness. With a minor change to the PZT
cell, a very large stiffness tuning ratio (i.e. >100) is obtained and the multi-cell
architecture allows the device stiffness to be adjusted to various levels.
6.2 Modified Cell Design
The existing design for tunable stiffness and tunable resonance is not suitable for
energy harvesting applications. To harvest energy by backdriving a cell, the cell must
be away from any stroke limiting device. In the case of the design from Chapter 5,
a non-zero voltage (i.e. an activation) is required to move the second layer flexure
output away from the stroke limiter as shown in Fig. 5-1. That is, the previous cell
design was normally stiff (nS). It is therefore desirable to have a normally compliant
(nC) cell that has a passive state away from any hard stop or stroke limiter. The
required design modification is to move the hard stop mechanism to the inside of the
second layer flexure. Fig. 6-1 shows a schematic interpretation of the design change.
In order to achieve a high stiffness with the nC design, the full voltage must be applied
to the PZT stacks in order to contact the stroke limiter and hold the second layer
flexure in place. Because PZT is a capacitive device, holding the cell against the
hard stop (i.e. holding the cell OFF) requires no power. This nC cell enables tunable
stiffness and tunable resonance in a single package.
A more detailed consideration of the nC design implementation and operation is
shown in Fig. 6-2. Fig 6-2 (a) shows how the stroke limiting beam is introduced to
create the compliance nonlinearity shown in Fig. 6-2 (b). When the second layer
flexures are not in contact with the stroke limiting beam, the cell is considered to be
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Actively pulled from stroke limiter Passively pulled from stroke limiter
Figure 6-1: Existing normally stiff (nS) design compared to a normally compliant
design (nC).
in its ON state and the equivalent compliance, c, of the flexures is c = 1/k, where k
is the equivalent stiffness of the flexures as viewed from the output node. As voltage
is applied to the PZT within the cell, the second layer flexure pulls in toward the
stroke limiter. When the stroke limiter is reached at an inward contraction distance
of xma. and additional voltage is applied, the compliance of the second layer flexures
becomes very low (ideally zero) and the cell is then in its OFF state. The additional
voltage is necessary to hold the flexure against the stroke limiter in the presence of
tensile forces acting on the cell in the OFF state. Due to the capacitive nature of
piezoelectric actuators, holding the device in the OFF state requires no current and
therefore no power. Using this stroke limiting technique, each cell may readily toggle
between a high compliance ON state and a low compliance OFF state. An image
of a cell prototype is shown in Fig. 6-3. In the prototype, the inward hardstop is
made from plain carbon steel identical to the flexure material. As in Chapter 5, the
prototype was designed using Cell 2 from Section 4.8 because this cell performs better
than Cells 1 and 3 with respect to SW metric discussed in Section 3.5.3.
In Fig. 6-2(b), notice that the main deviation of a real cell from the ideal case
arises from the finite compliance of the stroke limiting beam. Nevertheless, the ratio
of the highest stiffness to the lowest is very large due to the hard surface contact
nonlinearity. When cells are arranged in series or in parallel, the static stiffness of
the assembly can be tuned from very rigid to very compliant in small increments.
6.3 Bidirectional Driving Capability of PZT-Based
Cells
For the purposes of energy harvesting and actuation, the electromechanical coupling
becomes a central concern. Several models exist to describe both the direct and
converse piezoelectric effects [90]. A two-port model illustrating the PZT electrome-
chanical transduction through an ideal flexure amplifier system (no flexure stiffness
or inertia) is shown in Fig. 6-4 (a). The figure shows that the electrical domain
behavior for PZT is characterized by a capacitance C while the mechanical domain is
characterized by an inherent mechanical stiffness kp. The voltage-to-force coupling
constant between the domains is denoted by and the coupling between the second
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Figure 6-2: (a) Modified cell design for achieving normally compliant characteristics
with an internal stroke limiter. (b) Cell compliance characteristics as a function of
applied voltage.
layer and the first layer is a lever with a displacement amplification ratio Gf > 1.
Fig. 6-4(a) shows the converse effect of PZT when the device is used as an actua-
tor. For this case, a PZT voltage V,t is applied and the large displacement gain, Gf,
is used to amplify the PZT motion. For the harvesting case shown in Fig. 6-4 (b),
the high gain is again used advantageously because forces applied at the second layer
are transmitted back to the PZT stack through the same gain Gf. The generated
PZT voltage is then applied across the harvesting impedance Zh.
The principal advantages of the dual layer flexure energy harvesting approach are
1) compared to electromechanical actuators with large gear reducers, the frictional
loss in the flexures is negligibly small and 2) the large amplification gain from the
double-layer flexure cell, G = gig2 > 100, generates a high voltage, which is a critical
requirement for effective energy harvesting. In [38], a single layer amplification stage
is used with a gain of approximately 10. The design proposed here significantly
extends this gain while maintaining the advantages of a flexure-based system.
6.4 Actuation Driving Frequency Modification for
Power Optimization
In many cases, modeling the electrical behavior of piezoelectric stacks as a pure
capacitance will lead to erroneous results, particularly if the PZT system is operating
near a lightly damped resonance. This was first stated explicitly in [67], although
the resulting analysis did not provide convenient closed form expressions based on
lumped parameter models. The goal of this section is to provide a lumped model
interpretation of PZT electromechanical behavior.
As introduced in the previous section, the bidirectional nature of the electrome-
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Figure 6-3: Prototype of modified cell design for achieving normally compliant char-
acteristics with an internal stroke limiter.
chanical coupling in PZT is the foundation of its usefulness in energy harvesting
applications. Thus, the power analysis from Section 4.10 must now be extended to
include the bidirectional nature of the piezoelectric stack and cell system. This anal-
ysis will focus on actuation of a single stack coupled to a mass-damper load. This
analysis provides the simplest representation of the resonance-antiresonance behavior
that must be considered in selecting a driving frequency that is optimal with respect
to achieving large displacements at small currents. In particular, the goal of this
section is to find the frequency at which the displacement is amplified yet the current
required from the piezoelectric amplifier is a minimum for a given applied voltage.
For the analysis, the simplest model of a piezoelectric stack is shown in Fig. 6-5.
Fig. 6-5 (a) shows the bond graph interpretation of piezoelectric transduction. This
model represents an unloaded piezoelectric stack operating away from its resonant
frequencies in a static regime. In both the electrical and mechanical domains, the
piezoelectric behavior is capacitive. The electrical domain contains a common effort,
or 0, junction while the mechanical domain contains a common flow, or 1, junction.
Connected to these junctions are the electrical PZT capacitance C,2t and the internal
PZT stiffness k,2. Connecting the mechanical and electrical domains is a transformer
element indicated by TF whose coupling constant is 3. The bond graph model is
displayed as an equivalent circuit in Fig. 6-5 (b). The equivalent circuit building
block for piezoelectric transduction will be the foundation for considering a loaded
PZT stack.
The simplest, yet sufficiently general, model for dynamic excitation of a piezoelec-
tric stack is a viscously damped mass acting in the mechanical domain. The schematic
representation of this is shown in Fig. 6-6 (a). In this representation, the piezoelectric
stack is driven by a voltage source V(t). The force applied to the mass Mm is given
by #V2t, where V2t will be equal to the applied source voltage V5(t). The viscous
damping coefficient will be denoted by B. For consistent notation, the stiffness kp2t
in the mechanical domain will be denoted by Km. Fig. 6-6 shows an equivalent cir-
cuit model representation of this electromechanical system. In making the transition
to the purely electrical representation, the mass is replaced with an inductance, the
damping with a resistance, and the stiffness with a capacitance whose value is K.
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Figure 6-4: (a) PZT converse effect where an applied voltage source is used to produce
flexure displacements. (b) PZT direct effect where applied forces are used to generate
a potential difference across an impedance. In both figures, the arrows indicate the
primary direction of energy flow.
Fig. 6-6 (c) shows the circuit model after reflecting all of the mechanical elements
into the electrical branch of the circuit. The simplified circuit has three currents: the
source current is, the current in the PZT capacitance ii, and the current transmitted
to the mechanical elements i2 . These currents provide the foundation for a complete
AC power analysis of the loaded PZT stack.
The currents in the circuit in Fig. 6-6 (c) can be analyzed using a standard
impedance analysis. The resulting equations will indicate the frequency dependence
of the current magnitudes. The following transfer functions capture the current be-
havior:
= C ts (6.1)
V 5(s)-pt
12(8) GV(= G2 82+ 2(mwms + W2 (6.2)V (S) s22mos0
IS(s)= A(s)
VS7(s)
s(S2 + 2(emwems + Wm) 
(
= C,2 (6.3)z S2 +2(moms+O
where A(s) is the equivalent admittance, G2 = M, Wm MM ( = BemKmMm
1em+ P2t m Win and 1 - 2w. The mechanical displacement
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Figure 6-5: (a) Bond graph representation of piezoelectric transduction.
lent circuit model of piezoelectric transduction.
transfer function can be obtained by integrating the expression for i2.
(6.2),
H(s)
(b) Equiva-
Thus, from
X(s)
Vs(s)
(#) w 2
Km s2+ 2(moms+W2 (6.4)
To assess the best driving frequency for a given voltage amplitude, the frequency
dependent magnitudes of the transfer functions in (6.3) and (6.4) are of interest. The
salient feature of the admittance transfer function (6.3) is that there exists a pair of
complex poles and zeros. The natural frequency of the zeros is at a frequency higher
than that of the poles because Wm > wem for all /3 > 0 and all finite C,2t and Km.
Unlike A(s), however, the mechanical response transfer function H(s) has only the
pair of complex poles. A resulting magnitude frequency response plot of admittance
and mechanical displacement is shown in Fig. 6-7 for small Bm. Fig. 6-7 shows
that the mechanical resonant peak at wm coincides with the peak in overall system
admittance |A(jw)|. Hence, at the resonant peak, the maximum current is required.
At zero damping, the current becomes infinite. Proceeding higher in frequency, the
admittance of the system becomes minimized when w a wem. Referring to Fig. 6-6(c),
wem is the frequency at which there is an internal resonance between the piezoelectric
capacitance, the piezoelectric stiffness, and the mass or inductance. As viewed by
the voltage source, this is an antiresonance and the required current to sustain this
condition is therefore very low. The ratio of the mechanical gain at wem to the DC
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Figure 6-6: (a) Electromechanical model of PZT stack loaded with a mass and damp-
ing. (b) Equivalent electrical model showing the electrical domain and mechanical
domain on opposite sides of a transformer element. (c) Equivalent electrical model
with all elements reflected to the electrical domain side of the transformer.
mechanical gain is given by KmCpz. If this value is greater than unity, there will still032
be dynamic displacement amplification at w = wem. The overall goal in driving the
piezoelectric stacks is to achieve the largest displacement at the minimum current.
Equivalently, the goal is to maximize the value of
X(s) X(s)
Is(S)Is(s) Vs(s)
H(s)
A(s)
(Ki§P2 2 (6.5)KmCpz s + 2Cewems + we a
Eq. (6.5) shows that for dynamic operation, the largest displacement at smallest
current will occur when
W = Wemv1 - 2Qm. (6.6)
The foregoing antiresonance subtlety of piezoelectric power analysis is often omitted
from analysis in the literature, yet is crucial to biorobotics applications.
If the goal of actuation is maximize the power delivered to the damping element
Bm, then the appropriate metric is the power factor. The power factor is a concept
from AC circuit power analysis that is defined as the cosine of the angle between the
current and the voltage. For a completely reactive system (i.e. a pure capacitance or
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Figure 6-7: Admittance response (top) and mechanical response (bottom) of the
loaded PZT stack.
pure inductance), the power factor is zero because the current and voltage in these
systems is 900 out of phase. In a purely resistive load, the current and the voltage are
exactly in phase so the power factor becomes unity. For systems of mixed character,
the power factor will be frequency dependent. The power factor r/PF may equivalently
be expressed in terms of the angle of the complex impedance:
r|PF = cos (ZZeq(jw)). (6.7)
Zeq(s) is the inverse of A(s) as defined in (6.3). A representative plot of the impedance
and power factor for the system considered in this section is shown in Fig. 6-8.
This figure shows that the power factor will approach unity near both Wm and Wem.
Therefore, considering maximum power delivery at minimum current, the damped
antiresonance frequency in (6.6) should always be used.
6.5 Tunable Resonance for Energy Harvesting
Piezoelectric devices have been studied extensively as a means for harvesting energy
from mechanical excitation sources (e.g. walking, bridge vibrations, etc.). Sodono
et al. [98] provide a concise overview of existing designs, where they point out that
resonance is a key operating requirement for optimizing the power output of a har-
vesting device. Therefore, harvesting energy across a band of frequencies requires
tunable resonance. As a result, some tunable resonance designs have been recently
proposed. For example, Challa et al. [18] utilize a magnetically imposed stiffness
to tune the resonant frequencies of a cantilever while a similar effect is achieved in
[65] using a compressive axial preload on a vibrating piezoelectric bimorph. Purely
electrical methods for achieving tunable resonance have also been explored [112]. Al-
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Figure 6-8: Impedance and power factor versus frequency for the loaded PZT cell.
though existing designs are effective for their intended purpose, they operate only as
harvesters, require an additional actuator and drive circuitry, and are tunable only
within a narrow band of the structure's inherent fundamental resonant frequency.
The approach that is described in this section overcomes these difficulties using the
piezoelectric cellular architecture.
6.5.1 Two Cell Example
A simple two-cell connection for variable resonance energy harvesting is shown in Fig.
6-9(a). The corresponding schematic model is shown in Fig. 6-9(b). For simplicity,
it is assumed that energy is harvested across a purely resistive impedance Zh= Rh.
Using the PZT electromechanical transduction constant #, the electrical resistance
may be reflected into the mechanical domain as the dashpot element b shown in Fig.
6-9(b). The resulting constant is b = O2Rh. As before, the mass m represents the
combined flexure and PZT mass, while the stiffness k now accounts for the reflected
PZT capacitance as well as the flexure stiffness.
The dynamic equations governing the vibration of the structure include a damping
matrix that also depends upon the activation of the strand:
M(a)R + B(a)x + Kx = 0. (6.8)
Given full state knowledge of the system in (6.8), the internal damper displace-
ments Xbi can be computed. Then, for a given serial configuration with n ON units,
the instantaneous power harvested in the dashpot elements is given by summing the
power from all ON units:
n
P = bii (6.9)
i=1
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Figure 6-9: (a) Two cells connected in series with harvesting resistances across the
PZT electrodes. (b) Schematic model of the two cell harvesting system in (a).
Fig. 6-10 shows a plot of the harvested power computed from (6.9) versus fre-
quency and activation for the two cell example. The vertical power axis is scaled
by the peak power, Pmax.(N), over all possible configurations while the horizontal
frequency axis is scaled by the single cell resonant frequency . In Fig. 6-10, each
ON-OFF activation of the cells provides different resonance characteristics. The un-
damped normalized resonant frequencies for a two-cell system are 0.62, 0.71, 1.0, and
1.62. Provided that the damping introduced by the harvesting resistance is not too
large, the resonant peaks remain close to their undamped counterparts. The vertical
bands in Fig. 6-10 that surround each peak indicate where the power drops to half
of its maximum value for each resonance. If these four distinct ranges are taken to
be the effective harvesting frequency bands, then with only two cells the system is
expected to harvest energy over a 300% larger spectrum than would be possible with
a single, fixed-resonance harvesting device.
Fig. 6-10 also illustrates a more counter-intuitive aspect of the variable resonance
harvesting mode of the device. Specifically, considering a single frequency sinusoid,
it is possible to provide the most power to the resistance in the case where only the
second cell is ON (a = [0 I]T) and not the case with both cells ON (a = [1 I]T),
which indicates the importance of modeling for selecting a cellular activation.
6.5.2 Activation and Impedance Optimization
In general, the imposed forcing Fext (t) on a PZT-based harvester will not be a sinusoid
of a single frequency, but rather it will have power distributed across a band of
frequencies. In this instance, the magnitude of the frequency spectrum of Fext(t)
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Figure 6-10: Harvested power for various configurations of a two cell strand.
is denoted by IFext(jw)I and the transfer function from the applied force to relative
velocity of the ith dashpot (i.e. reflected electrical resistance) element is denoted as
Hi(s) = .s) These transfer functions will be dependent upon the activation a.
Under these conditions, the optimal activation is computed from
n 0o
a* =arg max S Hj(a,j) 2 Fex (jo)[do (6.10)
aCVN O
where the vector a belongs to the set Vn,N, which is the set of binary vectors having N
components, n of which are 1 and (N - n) of which are 0. Note that Vn,N C VN, which
is the set of all binary vectors having N components. Eq. (6.10) assures that the
maximum total power is harvested by the assembly considering all possible activations
in VN. This optimization search space is quite large and illustrates a major advantage
of the cellular approach over existing designs with limited mechanical tunability.
An additional technique to further optimize energy harvesting performance in-
volves electrical impedance matching. The preceding analysis has assumed a simple
resistive harvesting impedance as shown in Fig. 6-11 (a). As discussed in Section
6.4, the impedance seen at PZT's electrical terminals has a mixed reactive and re-
sistive nature. At low frequencies the terminal impedance is primarily capacitive,
near resonance the impedance becomes primarily resistive (damping dominated), and
at high frequencies the impedance is mass or inductance dominated. Thus, optimal
power transfer to the harvesting impedance requires that the harvesting impedance
be adjusted to match both the real and imaginary components of PZT's inherent
impedance. The matched impedance scheme is shown in Fig. 6-11 (b), where the
PZT has been represented as a Thevenin equivalent circuit. In this scheme, the
harvesting impedance Zh(jw) is at all times tuned to match the equivalent output
impedance Zeq(jw) such that
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Zh(jw) = Zeq(jW) (6.11)
where Zeq(jw) denotes the complex conjugate of the cell output impedance. For this
technique to be effective, however, the method of tuning the electrical impedance must
incur less power cost than the power gain associated with the impedance matching.
Moreover, for online optimization, the criterion in (6.10) should be extended to include
(6.11). Although the concept of impedance matching has been used in structural
damping literature (e.g. [75]) and single resonance energy harvesting devices (e.g.
[89]), the optimal impedance matching for tunable resonant frequencies is a subject
for further investigation.
Z,,qY) + Z,,q .) +
Rh Y Zh m V
(a) (b)
Figure 6-11: (a) Thevenin equivalent circuit for harvesting cell connected to a purely
resistive harvesting impedance. (b) Thevenin equivalent circuit for harvesting cell
connected to a tunable, complex harvesting impedance.
6.6 Experimental Results
There are three key elements required for tunable resonance actuation and energy
harvesting: 1) a functioning nC cell, 2) an understanding of a cell's electromechanical
coupling, and 3) the demonstrable ability to tune resonance using an assembly of nC
cells. This section addresses these three elements and thereby provides the foundation
for tunable resonance energy harvesting. A preliminary demonstration of tunable
resonance energy harvesting applied to an underwater fin system is then presented in
the final subsection.
6.6.1 Tunable Stiffness in Normally Compliant Cell
The experimental apparatus for measuring the properties of the nC cell is shown in
Fig. 6-12. The nC cell is mounted in a vertical test stand and connected to a load cell
and hanging preload mass. The preload mass is adjusted using calibrated laboratory
weights to provide a constant preload tensile force on the cell. At different levels of
preload, the voltage is applied to the PZT cells through the electrodes indicated in
the figure. The deflection of the second layer output AX2 versus applied voltage V,2,
is shown in Fig. 6-13. Fig. 6-13 shows that the device deflects linearly until the
internal hard stop is reached. At the point of contact, the deflection is thereafter
restricted by the stiffness of the hard stop. This reduction is slope is as predicted
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from the schematic curve in Fig. 6-2 (b). Three levels of preload are considered for
the prototype cell: 3.7 N, 9.8 N, and 16 N. Fig. 6-13 also illustrates the hysteresis
of the piezoelectric stack. For energy harvesting applications, this hysteresis has no
major deleterious effect. However, if precise positioning is needed in actuation mode,
then feed-forward hysteresis compensation may be indicated [27].
Mounting
Bracket
Load Cell
nC Cell
V+
GND
Preload Mass
Figure 6-12: Experimental apparatus for testing the stiffness characteristics of an nC
cell.
6.6.2 Electromechanical Coupling
The theoretical discussion of electromechanical coupling in Section 6.4 was demon-
strated experimentally under fixed-free conditions for a single cell. Using an experi-
mental apparatus in Fig. 6-12 with no attached mass, a chirp swept sine input was
applied to the PZT stacks. The current provided by the amplifier was measured
using the voltage difference across a series 1Q resistor. The voltage applied to the
PZT was measured using the output of a voltage divider connected to the National
Instruments data acquisition board discussed in Section 4.7. The displacement of
the second layer flexure output was measured using the Micro-Epsilon ILD-1401 laser
displacement sensor described in Section 4.7. The acquired signals were used in the
Matlab System Identification Toolbox to estimate the transfer function magnitudes
for (6.3) and (6.4). The estimation method is a frequency-dependent windowing
based on the Blackman-Tukey algorithm. The resulting admittance and mechanical
response transfer function gains are shown in Fig. 6-14. Note that this plot exhibits
the same qualitative behavior as the system described by (6.3) and (6.4) shown in
Fig. 6-7. A detailed examination of the experimental admittance and mechanical
gain near the first resonance is shown in Fig. 6-15. The resonant peak is located
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Figure 6-13: Displacement versus voltage of a nC cell under various levels of preload
tension.
at 36.9 Hz while the antiresonance is located at 38.0 Hz. The detailed plot shows
that for a 25% reduction in the current at the antiresonance, there is an associated
33% reduction in the displacement amplitude. Despite the reduction in displacement
amplitude, the system is still operating under a condition of dynamic amplification.
Specifically, the gain of the mechanical system still exceeds that of the DC value by a
factor of approximately 10. Thus, for energy savings, this frequency may be preferred
over the actual mechanical resonant frequency.
6.6.3 Tunable Resonance in Normally Compliant Cell
The nC cell should exhibit the same resonance tunability as the nS system described
in Section 5.9.2. The previously described apparatus for measuring tunable resonant
frequencies was modified slightly to allow for inactive cells (cells against their stroke
limiter) to be connected to a high voltage rail. The modified apparatus is shown
schematically in Fig. 6-16. As shown in the figure, there are three nC cells placed
in series and connected to the same spring-mass loading described in Section 5.9.2.
The PZT stacks of the ON cells were connected in parallel to the PZT amplifier via
a custom design switchboard. The PZT amplifier was then driven using an Agilent
33220A function generator. For each ON-OFF combination, a 10 V sinusoidal chirp
from 5 Hz to 150 Hz was applied. The inactive cells were connected to a 150 V
voltage rail to cause them to contract against their hard stop or stroke limiter. The
displacement of the load mass XL (t) was measuring using the laser displacement sensor
and the applied voltage V2 t(t) was measured using the output of a voltage divider
circuit.
The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 6-17. The figure also includes
the best fit model from Section 5.8.2. The tunable resonant frequencies follow the
behavior predicted by the analysis in Chapter 5. However, the resonant peaks for the
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Figure 6-14: Experimentally measured admittance and mechanical displacement gain
for a fixed-free nC cell.
nC system are shifted to a higher frequencies. This shift is likely the result of specific
cell-differences and differences in the applied preload. Recall that the preload can
effect the beam angles and therefore contribute to an increasing kinematic stiffness
at the output.
6.6.4 Tunable Resonance in an Underwater Flapping Fin
There are many sources of energy in aquatic environments, some of which include
ocean currents, wavy stream currents, and unsteady flow around objects. The pro-
posed PZT system may be used to harvest energy from any such flows.
The experimental apparatus for an underwater fin system is shown in Fig. 6-18.
The figure shows the fin supported by a gantry arm that is free to rotate inside of a
circular water tank. The fin itself is a NACA 0012 airfoil with a chord length of 150
mm and span of 76 mm. This fin is a reduced-scale version of the fin used in similar
underwater experiments [141. The fin is attached to a drive shaft, which extends out
of the water to the actuator mounting frame on the end of the gantry arm shown
in the inset of Fig. 6-18 and as a top view in Fig. 6-19. The actuators reside out
of the water to alleviate the need for an underwater encapsulating structure. For
the energy harvesting experiments, a drive motor was coupled the center shaft of the
gantry arm in Fig. 6-18 and sinusoidal voltages were applied to the motor (0 to 24V)
at frequencies ranging from 0.2 Hz to 3 Hz. The gantry arm drove the fin forward
resulting in fin deflection due to drag forces caused by the relative velocity of the fin
and the water. The fin deflection results in reaction forces borne by the actuators and
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Figure 6-15: Measured admittance and mechanical displacement gain for a fixed-free
nC cell showing the detail near the first mechanical resonance.
voltages generated at the PZT stacks. These voltages were then applied to purely
resistive harvesting impedances.
A 23.4 kQ resistor was placed across each of the cells and the output power across
the resistance at cell 4 (see Fig. 6-19) was acquired using a cRIO system (National
Instruments). The resistance value was based on modulus matching the piezoelectric
electrical capacitive impedance using
1
Rh = (6.12)
2,r faveC
where fave is the average frequency for the experiment (taken as 3 Hz), and C is
the electrical capacitance of the stack (measured using an impedance analyzer to be
9 pF). Such modulus matching is consistent with much of the piezoelectric energy
harvesting literature (e.g. [18], [65], [112]), but is known to be sub-optimal because it
does not account for reactive power effects. This was discussed previously in Section
6.5.2 and has recently been noted in the literature [15], [89].
The results of a representative harvesting experiment are shown in Fig. 6-20. The
top portion of the figure shows a time profile of the velocity imposed upon the fin
using the motor-driven gantry arm. The two experiments yielded nearly identical
velocity profiles. The power spectra of the fin velocity data reveal that the dominant
frequency components reside at 1.25 Hz and 8.75 Hz.
The lower portion of Fig. 6-20 shows the resulting instantaneous power at the
harvesting resistance as well as its integral (total energy) for the experiment. In
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Figure 6-16: Schematic of experimental apparatus for determining nC cell resonance
characteristics.
the case with all units ON, the instantaneous power was appreciably lower than the
case with the first two units grounded because the all-ON case is not excited as
effectively by the higher frequency component of the imposed velocity. Hence, as
in the example of described in Section 6.5.1, turning OFF units leads to a higher
resonance that is more effective for the given forcing condition. For this particular
example, the total energy for [0 0 11 ]T (0.2 mJ) is 25% greater than that of the all ON
case [1111]T (0.16 mJ) over the 5 s duration. However, if one assumes that all cells
harvest an identical amount of energy, then the all ON case is still preferable because
the all ON case would yield 0.64 mJ whereas the two OFF case would only yield 0.40
mJ. This example highlights the importance of the activation selection criteria given
in (6.10). Overall, the results throughout this chapter illustrate that the combined
cellular actuator and energy-harvesting device performs two ubiquitous functions in
a single package.
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Figure 6-17: Experimental results demonstrating the variable resonance concept for
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ON. (c) All three units ON.
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Figure 6-18: Experimental apparatus for an underwater flapping fin system. The
motor attached to the center shaft is used for the harvesting experiment.
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7
Figure 6-19: Top view of rigid fin system.
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Figure 6-20: Plot of the imposed fin velocity and instantaneous power across the
fourth cell's harvesting resistor for two representative 5 s experiments, one having an
activation of [1111]T and the other having [0011]T.
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Chapter 7
Application to an Underwater
Robot
The previous chapters have described the key characteristics of a new cellular, piezo-
electric, artificial muscle actuator. Starting with different cell designs allows the
cellular assembly to exhibit tunable static and dynamic characteristics as well as en-
ergy harvesting capability. Due to its inherent mass and output stiffness, this cellular
actuator technology is particularly well suited to applications where periodic motion
is the desired dominant behavior for a robot. Furthermore, the actuator cells can be
distributed throughout a robotic kinematic structure to provide a nearly continuous
force or moment distribution. It is this distributed architecture that is highlighted in
this chapter.
The advantages of piezoelectric technology are discussed in the context of under-
water robotics with an emphasis on locomotion using periodic flapping of fin struc-
tures. The design paradigm presented in this chapter involves utilizing distributed
actuators to achieve desired swimming kinematics. Specifically, the actuators will be
used to approximate the spatiotemporal moment distribution required to locomote
using traveling waves. The first portion of the chapter discusses the modifications of
resonance that are attendant with underwater operation of flapping fins. To achieve
the desired swimming kinematics, a theoretical model of a custom designed carangi-
form swimming robot is developed. Both simulation and experiments are provided to
illustrate methods of input synthesis for systems using distributed, cellular actuators.
7.1 Introduction
Researchers at the Office of Naval Research (ONR) describe three recent research
trends in underwater bio-robotics: 1) neuroscience-based control, 2) biologically-
inspired high-lift unsteady hydrodynamics, and 3) artificial muscle technology [11].
Research in neuroscience based control is revealing new ways to actuate control sur-
faces while research in biological hydrodynamics is directed toward understanding and
recreating the hydrodynamics of live animals. One of the foremost contributions in
this area has been the development of the RoboTuna [100]. Hydrodynamics research
continues to reveal insight into harnessing biological hydrodynamics in biorobotic
systems [99]. The final trend, artificial muscle design, has seen limited practical inte-
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gration into underwater bio-robotic systems and presents a large design opportunity.
PZT-based actuators are particularly well suited to underwater tasks because
PZT can operate at large depths underwater, produce high oscillatory frequencies
for fin-based propulsion, operate at low current anti-resonance frequencies, exhibit
inherent energy harvesting capability, and provide silent propulsion. These features
are illustrated in Fig. 7-1 as they pertain to fish robots. In a fish, for example, there
is an approximate correlation of body natural frequencies with locomotion frequencies[81, which makes the resonance-based actuator concept extremely appealing. Recent
underwater bio-inspired robots are achieving impressive performance (e.g. [105] and
[74]), but these systems use traditional motor-based actuation schemes that are not
ideally suited to the periodic nature of biological systems. Therefore, the robotic
design presented in this chapter uses a continuous and flexible fish body actuated by
numerous actuator cells distributed along a portion of the body length.
The proposed design in this chapter is meant to serve primarily as a case study in
applying the previously developed cellular actuators. However, certain novel aspects
of the distributed actuator design emerge and provide the basis for further research.
The proposed paradigm of the design is to combine biologically inspired fish geometry
with a muscle-like distribution of actuators along a backbone structure. This design
approach is unique because existing fish robot designs utilize motors located at dis-
crete point along a flexible structure (e.g. [105], [118]) or along a multi-link mechanism
([100], [77],) although some designs utilizing conducting ionic polymer metal compos-
ites ([84],[116]), shape memory alloys ([21]), and piezoelectric unimorph cantilevers
([81]) have emerged in the literature. A commercialized fish based on artificial muscles
is also available from the Eamex Corporation in Japan. The design presented here
will also examine the coupled dynamics of the flexible fish body and the actuators
to synthesize open-loop PZT driving voltages for achieving desired swimming kine-
matics. The resulting voltages will be applied in both numerical and experimental
models to illustrate the tradeoff between swimming velocity and actuator power re-
quirements. This is a contrast to most input synthesis schemes that involve producing
neural driving schemes (e.g. [64], [119]). Finally, the present design will incorporate
the sensing and energy harvesting features of the cells discussed in Chapter 6. An
overview of the proposed design paradigm is illustrated in Fig. 7-2.
7.2 Modifications of Resonance Underwater
The first step in applying the cellular actuators to an underwater robot is to assess
the feasibility of utilizing resonance in an underwater environment. Fig. 7-3 shows
the construction of a single degree of freedom rigid fin test apparatus for this purpose.
The test apparatus is to determine if the effects of added mass and drag on a simple
flapping fin will prevent mechanical resonance from occurring. The initial test setup
consisted of a 90 mm x 40 mm tapered fin that is mounted on a rigid stainless steel
shaft. The fin is placed inside of 45 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm water tank and the shaft was
supported on bearings mounted to an aluminum frame outside the tank. The shaft
was then driven using two antagonistically arranged actuators (also located outside
the tank and secured to the rigid frame).
An experiment was conducted for the case where one side of the fin is actuated
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Figure 7-1: Key facets of the cellular actuator robotic fish.
with 4 cells and the other is connected to a tension spring to provide preload and a
angular restoring torque. Using standard system identification techniques described
in previous chapters, a frequency response of the fin in water was obtained. The
magnitude and phase responses of the fin vibration in air and water is shown are Fig.
7-4. The vibration magnitude in air exhibits a large resonant peak (7 times the DC
gain) at 20 Hz while the vibration in water reduces the resonant peak to 8.5 Hz and
the normalized peak magnitude to 2. The results suggest that a resonant peak is
indeed achievable in an underwater environment and the behavior for a rigid fin can
be well approximated by a linear second order model. Therefore, added mass and
drag for an appropriate fin design fin do not prevent resonance from occurring and a
resonance based approach to actuation can still be valuable.
7.3 Underwater Robot Mechanical Design and Man-
ufacturing
This section describes the design of a biorobotic fish used for operations in water and
based on a trout body geometry. The trout belong to a class of swimmers known as
carangiform swimming fish [110], [951, [25]. Carangiform swimmers have been one of
the primary focal points of fish robotics literature because they are some of the fastest
and most efficient swimmers [95]. Within this class of fish, trout are also known to
be generalist cruisers and rely on long periods of periodic fin motion. Thus, a trout
designed to utilize the piezoelectric cell's stiffness and mass characteristics will exhibit
resonant frequencies and large tail beat amplitudes in the range of frequencies desired
for swimming.
The proposed design is shown in Fig. 7-5. For simplicity, the fish will not be
free swimming and will instead be supported on a low friction gantry system. This
allows the initial design focus to be on actuation rather than electronics design, pitch
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Figure 7-2: Design paradigm for the cellular actuator robotic fish.
stability, and neutral buoyancy. Ten of the actuator cells (Cell 2 in Table 4.4) are
installed in pairs on opposite sides of a flexible acrylic backbone structure. The ten
cells reside in the anterior section of the fish and transmit moments primarily in this
region of the backbone structure. Although, it is possible to extend the design to
include more cells, most biological fish generate a majority of their thrust using the
anterior muscles [107. The first actuator pair is secured to the actuator baseplate
and an acrylic rib while subsequent actuators are secured between two adjacent ribs.
After applying a preload tension to all of the actuators, each rib is secured in place.
The cells, backbone, and baseplate constitute the actuation module shown in Fig.
7-6 (a) to (c). Fig. 7-6 (c) shows the actuators sealed within a polyethylene bag in
order to prevent silicone from flowing into the actuator flexures and impeding their
motion. The completed actuation module is then attached to the gantry connector
block, which holds the baseplate and routes the PZT electrode wires up through the
aluminum gantry rod. The entire assembly is then placed within a custom designed
mold and cast in Silicone Rubber (Ecoflex 0010, Smooth-On, Inc.).
The overall manufacturing process for the fish robot is shown in Fig. 7-7. The two
major steps in the process are the actuator module assembly discussed previously and
mold machining. The molds cavities were fabricated within machineable wax blocks.
The geometry of the mold was designed to include the appropriate sprue and vents
for the required silicone casting operation. All CNC machining was performed using
a 0.25 inch ball end mill on an EZTrak Lathe (Bridgeport).
Fig. 7-8 shows a completed fish prototype. Fig. 7-8 (a) shows a model of the
fish after the casting operation while Fig. 7-8 (b) shows the physical prototype. In
Fig. 7-8, note that the tail section is covered by an additional polyethylene shrink
wrap to avoid any possible leaks into the actuator cavity. The total length L of the
fish body is 345 mm and the gantry rod is placed at 70 mm down the length of the
body. The length of the actively flapping body and caudal fin section is therefore
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Figure 7-3: Flapping fin system used to assess the modification of resonance under-
water.
Lyn = 345 mm - 70 mm = 275 mm. As discussed in Section 7.5.1, the fish centerline
overlays in the desired swimming kinematics has the minimal amplitude envelope in
the region of f = 0.2. Thus, it is not expected that the gantry rod appreciablyL
hinders the desired motion of the fin beyond this connection point. However, the rod
does prevent head motion, which can play a role in the formation of vortices and the
wake structure as found for a similar compliant fish robot [36].
The final component of the fish robot system is a drive amplifier for independently
driving each of the actuator cells. The amplifier is shown in Fig. 7-9. This amplifier
design is necessary in order to apply the synthesized voltage inputs to the actual
system. The primary design challenge in creating the amplifier is accounting for the
instability that results from a coupling of the amplifier output impedance and the
PZT stack capacitance. A detailed description of the design is provided in Appendix
C.
7.4 Theoretical Modeling of Body Vibratory Dy-
namics
7.4.1 Continuous Model
The fish body during steady swimming is first modeled as a continuous structure
using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [109] and Lighthill's elongated body theory [69].
This is consistent with much of the existing literature [20],[105]. The assumptions
associated with the Euler-Bernoulli theory are that the dominant dynamic effects
in the structure are due to translating mass kinetic energy and bending deformation
potential energy. Further assumptions include sufficient slenderness, sufficiently small
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Figure 7-4: Comparison of frequency response resonance characteristics for a flapping
fin in air and water.
beam deflections and deflection slope. A schematic representation of the cantilever
beam and the lateral deflection h(x, t) are shown in Fig. 7-10 (a). The assumptions
of Lighthill's theory include body symmetry, small surface slopes, zero cross sectional
area at both ends, small lateral perturbation velocity small in comparison to forward
velocity, and inviscid flow. The inviscid assumption allows the model to omit any
effects of drag on the skin of the fish because typical fish swimming speeds produce
high Reynolds numbers [95}.
The first goal of the analysis is to incorporate the effects of the actuator mass
and stiffness into equivalent structural properties or effects on the beam. The effects
of the actuator stiffness are shown in Fig. 7-10 (b). In this representation, each
actuator is modeled as a linear stiffness element having a stiffness k. This stiffness acts
between first rib and the base and between subsequent adjacent ribs. The actuator
line of action is at a distance a from the backbone and assumed to be parallel to
the neutral axis of bending. If each inter-rib section is approximated as having a
constant curvature taken as the average value over that section, then the passively
induced moments Mk,i acting at the ith rib attachment can be computed from
MV~kP 2ka2  dP dx X (x - ilsep) i 1, 2, . . . , N 1
(7.1)
where &2 - approximates the local curvature of the fin, N is the number of actuators
..................... ......................x2 ... ... .................... 
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Figure 7-5: Proposed design for a robotic fish driven by cellular PZT actuators.
on a single side of the fin, 6(-) is the Dirac delta function, and lep is the rib separation
distance. Note that when i = N,
Mk,N 2ka 2 ya dx 6(x - Nsep). (7.2)
((N-1)l sep OX
Thus, the total effect of the actuator passive stiffness is captured by the moment
distribution function
N
Mk(x, t) = 2ka2  Mk,6(x - ilSe). (7.3)
i=1
The mass of the actuators is assumed to act as translational mass the discrete locations
where the ribs attach as shown in Fig 7-10 (c). Mathematically, the mass acting at
the ith rib can be captured as a linear mass density given by
Am,i(x) = 2m6(x - ilsep) i = 1, 2, ... , N (7.4)
where m is the mass of a single cell. Therefore, the linear mass density function for
all of the actuators is given by
N
Am(x) = 2m [ 6(x - i1sep). (7.5)
i:=1
The actuator induced linear forces must also be accounted for in the model. The
pairing of actuator induced forces is grouped in terms of agonist forces fg,i and antag-
onist forces fa,i. At the ith rib, activation of the actuators give rise to a force couple
that exerts a total moment on the backbone of
Ma,i = a(fgi - fgi+1) + a(fai+1 - fai) (7.6)
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Figure 7-6: (a) Top view of actuation module on truncated backbone. (b) Side view
of actuation model on truncated backbone. (c) Top view of fully sealed actuation
module on gantry rod.
If the forces acting within these moments are assumed to be approximately propor-
tional to the applied voltage at the respective PZT stacks (see Section 5.8.2), then
Ma,i = a#i(Vi - Vgi+1) + a#1(Va+1 - Va) (7.7)
where V indicates the voltage applied to the PZT within the cell having the given
subscript designation and #1 is the proportionality constant. The constant #1 is given
by the approximation
f2block#1 ~2 (7.8)Vmax
where the numerator is the cell blocking force and the denominator is the maximum
voltage as previously defined. Eq. (7.7) can now be rearranged to the form
Ma,i= a#i(Vg - Va) - a# 1 (Vgi+ 1 - Vai+1)
1 Vdif f,i - a#1Vdiff,i+1 (7.9)
where Vdff,j represents the voltage difference between the ith corresponding agonist
and the antagonist cells. Note that when i = N,
Ma,N ao1VdiffN (7.10)
The actuator induced moments distribution is then given by
N
Ma (X, t) = Ma,i 6(X - ilsep). (7.11)
i=1
One additional consideration for the beam dynamics is the effects of polymer
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Figure 7-7: Manufacturing procedure for creating the robotic fish prototype.
viscosity. This can play a crucial role in creating the desired traveling wave kinematics
discussed in Section 7.5.1 [105]. The simplest linear model for the viscous dissipation
moment is given by
Ma(x,t) = a 2Mv (, I IIf b(X)taX2 (7.12)
where p is the polymer viscous damping coefficient [20] and [105] and I b(X) is the
cross sectional moment of inertia of the fish body.
The preceding relations can now be assembled into the governing equation for
beam vibration:
O2 Ma(X, t)
aX2
a2 / 2h a 92hEIq(x) - + Ifb(x) - + Mk(Xt)
aX2 ( X at aX2 /
PfbAfbx + pcsAcs(x) + Anm(x) %2 + LY(x)+ A~ )) 2h (7.13)
where LY is the lateral force induced from the momentum change of the water sur-
rounding the fin computed using Lighthill's elongated body theory [69]. The lateral
force can be derived by considering an infinitesimal slice of the fish body moving
forward at a velocity U as shown in Fig. 7-11. The material derivative of the lateral
momentum at the slice and the assumption that the vorticity occurs at contracting
points along the body will yield:
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Figure 7-8: (a) Fish robot in mold cavity following molding. (b) Final fish robot
showing the total length and the length to the gantry rod.
02 h 0 Oh+ u22 hL = Amx) + 2U -+ U2  (7.14)Y ( at2 at Ox Ox2
In (7.14), the term Aam (x) represents the equivalent added or apparent mass for the
surrounding water, which may be approximated as
1
Aam(X) ~ I#7Fs(x)2 p" (7.15)4
where 3 is a geometric factor close to unity, s(x) is the body depth at x, and p, is
the density of water [691.
The remaining terms in (7.13) must also be defined. First, the total equivalent
flexural rigidity is computed from
EIeq(x) =Efblfb(x) + EcsIcs(x). (7.16)
where the fb subscript denotes the parameters for the fish body and cs denotes the
center support or backbone. Second, the density of the fish body Pfb and the density
of the acrylic center support (backbone) pcs are assumed to be constant throughout
their respective material volumes. Thus, the equivalent linear density Acq (x) of the
fish beam model is given by,
Aeq(x) = pfb Afb(X) + pcs Aes(x) + Am(x). (7.17)
The position dependence flexural rigidity and mass density along the fin are shown
together in Fig. 7-12 for the parameter values in Table 7.1. Any of the required
geometric parameters were obtained directly from the solid model. The top portion
of the figure shows the flexural rigidity as a function of the normalized length x L-in.
The total flexural rigidity is dominated by the bending stiffness of the fish body with
relatively little contribution from the center support (backbone) structure. Because
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of the sealing method for the actuation module, the silicone does not flow into the
gaps between the ribs. This creates the large jump in bending stiffness near t = 0.3
which represents the location of the final rib. The lower portion of Fig. 7-12 shows
the equivalent mass density Acq(x) along the length of the fin. The mass density is
dominated primarily by the water added mass and the fish body mass. The mass
density of the fish body also has the discontinuous jump associated with the sealed
actuator section. Within Acq(X), the actuators contribute the localized delta functions
at each rib attachment point. As in the flexural rigidity, the center support structure
has a negligible contribution.
Table 7.1: Parameter values for fish robot materials.
Parameter Value Units References
Efb 97.84 kPa [113]
Ec 2.75 GPa
Pw 1.00 3
pfb 1.08 9C3 [113]
Pcs 1.20 3
m 26.0 g
p 92.3 N2 [113]
k 16.2 Nmm
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Figure 7-10: (a) Physical system showing beam centerline deflection. (b) Actuator
stiffness effects. (c) Actuator mass effects. (d) Actuator forces for moment to voltage
mapping.
7.4.2 Discrete Model
The continuous beam model presented in the previous section is useful for determining
the exact vibration response of the beam structure and can also be used to determine
a continuous actuator moment distribution Ma(x, t). However, for the purposes of
numerical simulation and for analytically tractable methods of vibration analysis, a
discrete model of the beam vibration will be described in this section. This model is
also advantageous for directly accounting for the discrete nature of the actuators and
for subsequent studies in control using reduced order models.
The discrete beam model is shown in Fig. 7-13. The model consists of n rigid links
of length 1. The ith link is connected to the (i i)th link with a torsional spring ri. The
horizontal deflection of each link is assumed to be small and therefore the generalized
coordinates of the discrete beam are the center of mass vertical displacements hi,
where the center of mass of the ith link is located a distance loi from the ith joint.
Thus, for small displacements, another suitable set of generalized coordinates is the
angular deflection of each link 0, with respect to the beam centerline reference. The
linearized change of coordinates between vertical deflections and joint rotations is
then given by
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where h = [hi h2  ... h,]T and 6 = [ 01 62 ... 6 ,]T. Applied at each joint
within the beam are the reaction forces fi. These reaction forces affect both the
linear momentum and angular momentum of each segment. Unlike the continuous
beam model, the present model can readily account for rotational inertia. The ith
link is assumed to have a rotational inertia Ji in addition to the translational mass
mi.
The next major component of the discrete model is the attachment of the actua-
tors to the appropriate individual beam segments. As in the continuous model, each
actuator is modeled as a lumped mass m rigidly connected to a rib and a stiffness k
connected between the ribs at a distance a from the backbone centerline. The specific
segments where the actuators are attached will be determined by the discretization
length 1. These segments will be denoted by the letter p and a number in the sub-
script. For example, 0,1 denotes the first actuator attachment segment and not the
first overall segment. The deflection of a passive stiffness k for an actuator is then
approximated using a(O6j+i - 6p,) where j = 1, 2,... N. For simplicity, the ribs will
be assumed to travel through the center of mass of the nearest link. To each actuator
mass, an actively generated force is applied as defined in the continuous model. Recall
that the resulting moments depend only on the voltage differences Vdiff,i between the
ith agonist cell and antagonist cell PZT voltages.
From the Newton-Euler equations of motion, the model of the discrete beam can
now be written compactly as
MSYS + BY8 li + KYSh = QVdiff (7.19)
where Vdiff = [Vdiff,1 Vdiff,2 . .. Vdiff,N ]T, Q is the input distribution matrix, My,
is the assembled system mass matrix, K.Y. is the system stiffness matrix, and B,8 , is
the damping matrix. The mass matrix in (7.19) may be written more explicitly as
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(7.20)MYS = S-T(J -+ JA)S- -- S-TLFD-l(MT + MA)
where JR is the rotational inertia matrix for the lumped segments:
(7.21)
J.
JA is the rotational inertia due to the actuators acting only at the pj segments:
2ma 2
(7.22)JA=
2ma 2
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Figure 7-13: Lumped parameter definitions for the discrete beam model of the fish
body.
LF is the matrix representing the moment arms of the internal revolute joint reactions:
10,
LF
1 - 1C1
1C2 1 - 1C2
(7.23)
l1 - cn-1
ICn/
D is the difference matrix arising from the linear momentum equation:
-1
-1 1
(7.24)
MT is the translational mass of each beam segment:
M1
MTrj
m
(7.25)
and MA is the translational inertia of the actuators acting only at the pj segments:
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2m
MA= (7.26)
2m
Similarly, the stiffness matrix in (7.19) may be written more explicitly as
Ksys = ST KRSl + 2ka 2 S-r TS-1
where KR is the tri-diagonal Toeplitz second difference matrix:
(7.27)
K2 +K 3 -K 3
(7.28)
/K + K2
-K2
KR =
.-.
and T is the matrix used to establish the equivalent torsional stiffness of the actuator
passive stiffness:
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(7.29)
Note that in T, the entries are placed at the appropriate p3 rows and columns. The
damping matrix in (7.19) can be written using a central difference scheme applied to
(7.12):
/3 1+32
-02
BSYS =
/32 +03 -- 33
(7.30)
-/3n
-)3n On
Finally, the matrix Q is given explicitly by
Q = aqS-T A (7.31)
where A is the n x N matrix with staggered elements at the pj rows:
A = 1 -1 (7.32)
1
From this model structure, the values of the lumped parameters must be assigned
based on the continuous beam parameter distributions discussed previously. The
appropriate integrals are listed below.
i f= - l xd - l(i - 1)
f(-1)I Aq(x)dx
1
1 3 (
(7.33)
(7.34)
If b(x)dx (7.35)
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pil
mi Aeq(x)dx (7.36)
J(i-1)1
JCj'. -mib. + -mil (-74 12
In (7.37), each segment of the fish body is approximated using elliptical cylinders
having a minor axis of bi which is the appropriate average of the continuous function
b(x) representing the half width of the fish body as taken directly from the solid
model:
1 P'bi = b(x)dx. (7.38)
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In subsequent analysis, it will at times be convenient to approximate the damping
matrix in (7.30) using Rayleigh, or proportional, damping:
B ~ c1Ksys + C2 Msys (7.39)
where ci and c2 are computed based on a knowledge of two modal damping ratios.
The damping ratios are typically for the first two modes ((1 and (2) and can be
computed by solving
c2 + ciwi = 2wi( i = 1, 2 (7.40)
simultaneously with wi as the natural frequency of the ith mode of the undamped
system [13]. This approximation will work quite well for systems with damping in
the tridiagonal form in (7.30). The convenience of this approximation is that the
resulting mode shapes of the damped system are identical to the undamped system
and the damping matrix is diagonalized by the mode shapes (eigenvectors) from the
associated generalized eigenvalue problem:
Koi = Wo2M i i = 1, 2, ... , n. (7.41)
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7.5 Creating Traveling Waves in Flexible Struc-
tures
A majority of biological fish species generate thrust by using distributed muscles to
bend their body into a backward-traveling propulsive wave. Although other swim-
ming mechanisms exist, the traveling wave propulsion is very dominant behavior in
carangiform swimmers such as trout [110], [95], [25]. The primary goal of this chap-
ter is to recreate, as closely as possible, the backwards propagating wave to generate
thrust with the biorobotic fish. The cellular actuators are a new and enabling tech-
nology that can be used approximate the localized effects of muscle within the fish
and can utilize structural resonant frequencies to increase tail beat amplitude.
This section aims to describe the methods by which desired swimming kinemat-
ics can be approximated in the robot by synthesizing the appropriate PZT voltage
inputs. The methods applied in this section may all be termed inverse dynamics.
In the subsequent analysis, a desired kinematic behavior (e.g. fin position, velocity,
and acceleration) is specified and inserted into the governing dynamic equation(s) to
obtain constraints on the forces or moments required to produce such kinematics.
The forces and moments can then be mapped to the required PZT voltage inputs.
The voltage solutions do not specify a unique voltage to each cell and therefore allow
for power optimization between cell pairs, which is another tremendous advantage of
applying the distributed cellular architecture.
This approach can be viewed as a logical compliment to that of Valdivia and
Youcef-Toumi [105] who used the desired swimming kinematics to synthesize material
property distributions and geometry. Their approach solved an infinite dimensional
inverse problem of obtaining parameter distributions that could be excited using a
single actuator. In their design implementation, the material parameters were ap-
proximated discretely [105] [113]. By contrast, the present approach uses the known
material property distributions of a pre-specified design to solve for the infinite di-
mensional (i.e. distributed) actuator inputs. These inputs are then approximated in
the prototype using discrete cellular actuators.
The remainder of this section examines desired kinematics and various related
input synthesis methods. The desired kinematics of carangiform swimmers are exam-
ined to develop a closed form expression for the spatiotemporal lateral fin deflection
for the specific robot design. Subsequent analysis will yield three methods of solving
the inverse dynamics for input synthesis: 1)Integrating the continuous model directly,
2) Employing a discrete modal decomposition, and 3) Applying a heuristic method.
The first method is viewed as the most dynamically accurate approach to construct-
ing the required actuator inputs and it uses all of the available information about
the system. The remaining methods, however, have advantages of simplicity and
real-time implementation capability and allow for established vibration results (e.g.
modal controllability) to be applied effectively. Although several other methods exist,
and indeed variations on the present methods also exist, it will be valuable to explore
these particular methods of input synthesis to guide future bio-robotic designs using
PZT cellular artificial muscle actuators.
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7.5.1 Desired Kinematics
Fish kinematics has been investigated and well characterized by many researchers in
both biology and engineering. For the particular carangiform swimmer considered
here, the desired kinematics may be expressed in the functional form:
ht (x, t)= (Io + 1X + q2 x2 ) sin( X - 2-rf t) (7.42)
where the term in parentheses that pre-multiplies the sine wave is the quadratic
amplitude envelope used by many investigators (e.g. [12], [105], [118]). Within the
sine argument, the constant K is referred to as the wave number for the traveling
wave computed using K =2 with A representing the wave length; f is the body wave
frequency.
Based on a survey of existing literature, Valdivia showed that the constants in the
quadratic envelope may be approximated for carangiform swimmers as follows [113]:
7I. ~ (7.43)L
7o - 0.004f L (7.44)
T1 ~ -0.02f (7.45)
and
0.04f
T12 r L (7.46)
Note that the expression in (7.43) provides a value of the wave number that is in
good agreement with the values described in [110] for trout of length L. In most cases,
approximately one wavelength resides on the body at any given time since (7.43) can
be equivalently expressed as A = 0.9L.
Using L = 345 mm and f = 3 Hz, an example of the desired traveling wave
kinematics is shown in Fig. 7-15 at several times throughout a single oscillation
period of length T. The corresponding amplitude envelope for the fish centerline
is shown in Fig. 7-16. Both of these plots indicate that most of the motion in
carangiform swimmers is concentrated in the caudal fin, which provides a sound
basis for anchoring the fish to the gantry as described in Section 7.3. In subsequent
calculations, the kinematic behavior anterior of the gantry attachment point will be
ignored and only the posterior motion will be considered across the length Lfj".
These desired kinematics serve as the basis for synthesizing actuator inputs. How-
ever, it will also be useful to note that biological carangiform swimmers have forward
velocities U that can be approximated using [108]:
U ~ 0.628L - f. (7.47)
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Figure 7-15: Desired kinematics for carangiform swimming fish at a 3 Hz tail beat
frequency.
The above expression will be particularly useful when considering the effects of lateral
forces in (7.13).
7.5.2 Direct Method
The direct method of PZT voltage synthesis computes actuator inputs based on the
governing equation for the motion in (7.13) and an approximate mapping back to
actuator voltages. For a forward solution, this equation will admit traveling waves
of the form h(x, t) = R(H(x)ewt). Moreover, closed form solutions for a simpli-
fied expression of (7.13) can also be stated in terms of Green's functions [113. For
computing the required moment distribution, the beam dynamics in (7.13) may be
written as
O 2Ma(x, t)_
02M a( 7 t)= G tm(x, t) (7.48)
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Figure 7-16: Superimposed centerline deflections of the fish body at various values
through a single period of motion.
where the right hand side of the above expression represents the entire right hand side
of (7.13) evaluated with h(x, t) = ht,(x, t) given by (7.42). Hence, (7.48) represents
a simple PDE that may be directly integrated to find admissible continuous actuator
moment distributions Ma(x, t). Performing the integration yields:
Ma(X, t) = Gt,(x, t)dxdx + Go(t)x + G1 (t) (7.49)
where Go (t) and G1 (t) are arbitrary time functions. In practical designs the actuator
moment and its first spatial derivative at the tail tip would necessarily be zero, which
could be enforced by solving for the second and third terms on the right hand side
of (7.49). However, because the actuators are only in the anterior section of the fish,
these terms will be taken as zero for simplicity. An example of an admissible moment
distribution is shown schematically in Fig 7-17 (a). This moment distribution is
spatially sampled at the actuator points as shown in (b). This step is required order
to reflect that the actuators only apply moments as described by (7.11). As the
number of actuators N increases along the length, a higher fidelity reconstruction of
the moment distribution will be achieved.
A numerical example of the required moment distribution for f = 3Hz and L = 345
mm is shown in Fig. 7-18. In the figure, the surface topology shows a rearward
'bending' of the moments in time at lengths near the gantry attachment point (shown
as a length of 0 in this plot). This bent shape represents a temporal phase lag of the
applied moments near the base and a simultaneous application of moments further
down the tail. Any particular cross section at a fixed length x will be found to oscillate
as a sine wave at f = 3Hz.
As shown in Fig. 7-10 (d), the forces applied at each rib are assumed to be parallel
to the neutral axis of bending. Therefore, using (7.9) and (7.10), yields a unique linear
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M(x,t)
( a)
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Figure 7-17: (a) Distributed moment that must satisfy governing partial differential
equation. (b) Spatially sampled moment used to estimate actuator voltages.
mapping from voltage differences to moments:
Ma(lsep, t)
Ma(2lsep, t)
Ma(Nsep, t)
= a#1
The inverse map is therefore
Vdiff,1
Vdiff,2
Vdif f,N
Now that the required PZT voltage differences are specified, there are two re-
maining steps in the synthesis procedure: 1) assure that the voltages are within a
range reasonable for application to the PZT and 2) derive a power-optimal method
for selecting the agonist and antagonist voltages within the desired difference. Step
1 is achieved by first identifying the maximum voltage during steady state as
Vdiff,max = (7.52)max Vdiff,i(t)
t< t < (tNs+T)
1< i < N
where t,, is the time required for the system to reach steady state given the synthesized
inputs and T = - is the oscillation period. The new scaled voltages are then givenf
by
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Ma(Nsep, t)
(7.51)
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Figure 7-18: Spatio-temporal moment distribution within the fish that satisfies the
required beam vibration equation. The surface shown is for a 3 Hz tail beat frequency.
Viff,i --- V4"-. (753)
Note that the nonlinear terms in (7.13) are typically very weak (e.g. U is typically
small so that L, ~ Aam (x) a, which makes the governing PDE linear). Therefore,
the system response before and after input scaling will look identical in morphology
because linear dynamical systems obey the well known scaling property. For the
results discussed in Section 7.6, the ratio Vdif/ga" is typically no greater than 1.5.
Therefore, the synthesized voltages at the frequencies considered are typically no
more than 50% higher than what the PZT manufacturer suggests for Vgox and the
moment requirements for the desired traveling waves are well matched to the PZT
actuators.
The final step for completing the voltage synthesis is to select a specific agonist
and antagonist voltage for each actuator pair:
Vdiff,4 =-,, - Va, i = 1, , 2, ... , N. (7.54)
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This freedom of choice in voltage selection allows for the optimization of power, which
is an advantage inherent in the antagonistic cellular architecture. For the ith actuator
pair, the power supplied to the actuator will be proportional to V'. + V'.. Hence,
power optimization is the constrained minimization of the paraboloid
p= V2 +V 2P a (7.55)
subject to the constraint that the voltage difference is the desired difference Vdiff,des
given by
Vdiff,des =Vg - Va Vg =Vdiff,des + Va. (7.56)
A graphical interpretation of this optimization is shown in Fig. 7-19 wherein the
constraint (7.56) appears as straight lines. First, note that the PZT cannot withstand
negative voltages (see Appendix A for a discussion). This limits the solutions to those
in the first quadrant where V E [0, VnzaX] and Va E [0, Vnta']. Therefore, Fig. 7-19
shows that smallest voltages that satisfy the constraint will always be
V = Vdif'f,des Vdiff,des ;> 0 (7.57){ 0 Vdiff,des < 0
and
Va = 0 Vdiff,des 0 (7.58)
Vdiff,des Vdif f,des < 0
The above voltage selection criterion is then applied to the voltage difference for each
actuator pair in order to minimize power and meet the desired voltage difference
constraint.
Contours of V 2 + V 2 oc Powerg a
V v, =V. + vd,,d..
gV. > diffd
Vif < 0
]Va
Figure 7-19: Selection of optimal agonist and antagonist voltages to minimize power.
Based on the previously defined desired kinematics and material parameters, the
synthesized voltages for 3 Hz are shown in Fig. 7-20. The bottom portion of the
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figure shows the voltage differences for each actuator pair. The voltages are phased
temporally and scaled in amplitude with respect to one another. Actuator pairs 1 and
2 closest to the baseplate (see Fig.7-5) are contracting almost simultaneously while
the remaining actuators receive phase delayed and reduced amplitude signals. The
upper portion of the figure shows how these voltages are split according to the opti-
mality conditions in (7.57) and (7.58). The synthesized voltages may be compactly
parameterized by defining the following amplitude scale ratio ar,i and phase delay
parameters 6 d,i:
Smax(Vif f,i)
ar,i = m V i = 1, 2, ... , N (7.59)
pt
and
6 d,i 27rf(tpeak,i - tpeak,i_1) i= 2, ... , N (7.60)
where tpeak,i is the time at which the ith actuator pair voltage difference reaches its
maximum within a given period. The values of these parameters for the continuous
synthesis method are shown in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Voltage parameters for continuous model input synthesis method
Amplitude Scale Parameter ar,i Phase Delay Parameter 6 d,i (rad)
1.00 -
0.98 0.023
0.90 0.047
0.72 0.094
0.42 0.165
7.5.3 Modal Method
The continuous model applied to synthesize voltages assures that the exact dynamics
of the structure are considered. However, there is no convenient means to establish
how the natural vibration characteristics of the beam are superposed in order to obtain
the response of the fin. Because of computational simplicity and conditions of overall
power consumption, there may be a desire to approximate the solution to the inverse
dynamics using a superposition of only the most controllable and most prevalent
vibration modes leading to the desired kinematics. Toward this end, the discrete beam
model will be employed as it captures the dynamics in a form convenient for modal
analysis. It will also allow for an investigation of model order on the performance of
the inverse dynamics algorithm. This will have particularly important implications
in online implementations.
Taken alone, the natural modes of vibration are not suitable to create the desired
kinematics because the natural mode shapes appear in the system as standing waves.
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Figure 7-20: Synthesized voltage waveforms for continuous beam model at 3 Hz tail
beat frequency.
However, [39] recently proposed a new methodology for input synthesis to create
traveling waves that is based on well established modal superposition techniques.
This method is applied and extended here to solve the inverse dynamics problem in
the vibrating fin structure.
The goal of the modal method is to select this moment function as a weighted
superposition of the natural modes of vibration. First, suppose that the right hand
side of (7.19) is replaced with a time-varying moment vector Ma(t) that may be chosen
arbitrarily. Next, proportional damping will be assumed so that the mode shapes
in the system are real valued and will diagonalize By, in (7.19). The undamped
eigenvalue problem for the discrete system is
K#k = o2M i i = 1, 2,..., n. (7.61)
where wi is the natural frequency of the ith vibration mode and #i is associated mode
shape. These frequencies and mode shapes will be assembled into the matrices
<D = [#1 #2 --- #n] (7.62)
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and
2 0
A =(7.63)
The desired traveling wave may be expressed in the discrete vibrating beam by sam-
pling the continuous kinematics function in (7.42):
htw~i(t) = htw(x, t) IG i = -1, 2,-.., n. (7.64)
The desired traveling wave vector can be written as a superposition of the mode
shapes:
ht (t) - 1 et (t) (7.65)
where ?ltw (t) is the vector of modal coordinates that achieve this decomposition.
Therefore,
?Iw(t) = P-htw(t) = [(<DTM Y8@)-l@M'YS]ht.(t) (7.66)
The moments can also be decomposed as a superposition of the natural modes premul-
tiplied by the system mass matrix MYS. The primary reason for this premultiplication
will be convenience. Thus, for another vector of coordinates a(t),
Ma(t) = Mys<Da(t). (7.67)
Given the proportional damping assumption of (7.39), the dynamic equations may
be written as the uncoupled system
<bMsys<D" +<DT(c1Kys + c2Msys)477 + <DTK Jys Tl= <DTMa(t). (7.68)
Substituting (7.67) into the above equation and letting q = qtw yields the required
vector a(t) for creating the desired traveling wave:
a(t) = jtw + (<DTMSYS<D)-4<T(c1Kays + c2 Msys)<Itw + Antw (7.69)
Therefore, using ijt = -(27rf) 2Tt W 2rt and using (7.66) for 77t, yields
Ma(t) = Gphtw(t) + Gvhet(t) (7.70)
where GP is the position gain matrix
GP = MSYS(b(A - IW2) (<rMSYS<D) 4Msys (7.71)
and Gv is the velocity gain matrix
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(7.72)
which completes the method for input synthesis using modal superposition. Note
that the position gain matrices will depend upon how closely the desired flapping
frequency w matches any of the existing natural frequencies in the matrix A while the
velocity gain matrix will depend upon the proportional damping coefficients.
There are two practical considerations required for applying the foregoing input
synthesis method. The first is that not all modes are controllable given the system's
actuator input distribution. Second, the system order needs to be considered in order
to accurately estimate the resonant frequencies and mode shapes.
To address the modal controllability, the measure proposed by [46] is used. The
controllability of the ith mode shape from the Jth input is given geometrically by the
cosine of the angle between the input vector qj which is the jth column of Q in (7.19)
and the mode shape 0p. The result is taken as the controllability coefficient cij.
cij = cos(Oig) =j~ qjI (7.73)
The overall controllability of the ith mode is denoted by Xi and taken as the norm
across all N inputs
Xi C + C1 +... + C . (7.74)
Once the most controllable modes have been selected from the entire set, then the
inverse dynamics may be approximated by replacing A and <D with A and _< where
W E Rrxr for the natural frequencies of the r most controllable modes and <1 E Rnxr
contains the mode shapes of the r most controllable modes.
Fig. 7-21 shows the mode contribution and controllability of the first 12 modes
for a system having n = 20. The mode contribution coefficient is established by
taking the absolute value of the associated modal coordinate computed using (7.66)
and the mode controllability coefficient is computed using (7.74). For both cases, the
coefficients were normalized to have a maximum value of unity. The plot shows that
the first modes contribute the most information to the traveling wave kinematics.
Furthermore, the controllability of the first modes is low because the portion of the
fish body closest to the gantry does not deflect appreciably in these modes and yet
the actuators exert all of their influence in that region. This is represented in Fig.
7-22 for the first four mode shapes. In Fig. 7-22, the arrows next to each mode
shape indicate the relative orthogonality between the input direction and the mode
shape. In situations of complete orthogonality, controllability of that mode shape is
lost completely. It is important to note that although the first mode shapes have
only small controllability, the actuators can still readily channel energy into these
modes leading to increased amplitude near the associated resonant frequencies. The
fundamental resonance for the discrete system is approximately f = 1.7 Hz. Because
the traveling wave decomposition does not possess information beyond approximately
mode 7, this is taken as the value of r for the truncated formulation. Although it is
possible to take r = N in order to create a discrete approximation to the continuous
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model inverse dynamics, this is not practically feasible when numerical conditioning
is considered.
inMode Controllability
1 iEMode Contribution in TW
0.8 -
4i 0.6 -
0.2'
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Mode Number
Figure 7-21: Modal decomposition of traveling wave and mode controllability based
on input directions.
The numerical conditioning of a discrete system resonant frequency (i.e. eigen-
value) may be computed in terms of the condition number of the eigenvalue. This
condition number is typically computed as the angle between the left and the right
eigenvectors in the eigenvalue problem shown in (7.61). The condition numbers for
the first several eigenvalues using different discretization lengths I = are considered
in Fig. 7-23. As shown, if the mesh length I becomes too large, then the numerical
conditioning becomes poor. However, this is not viewed negatively because lower or-
der models can suitably capture the natural frequency locations, particularly at lower
frequencies. Thus, to maintain good numerical conditions with as much accuracy as
possible a value of n = 20 was used in all of the subsequent simulations.
The modal method described here provides the required moment vector Ma(t)=
[Ma,1(t), Ma,2 (t), . .. , Ma,n(t)}T using (7.70). The final step is to then map the
moments to the corresponding PZT voltages. Eq. (7.51) is for mapping a sampled
continuous moment distribution to a set of actuator inputs. However, in the case
of the discrete model, the same idea is employed, but the mapping is modified to
the expression in the right hand side of (7.19). Thus, the voltages and moments are
related according to
Ma(t) = QVdf f(t) (7.75)
which has no unique inverse because Q E RnxN. As in the continuous model, increas-
ing the number of actuators N yields a higher fidelity match between the voltage
induced moments and the desired moments from the inverse dynamics. The closest
solution in a least squares sense is
Vdf f(t) = (QTQ) QT Ma(t). (7.76)
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Figure 7-22: First four mode shapes of the fin based on the discrete beam model.
To the right of each mode shape is a conceptual representation of the overall mode
controllability; perpendicular arrows indicates low controllability.
which has been used to generate the voltages shown in Fig. 7-24 for f 5 3Hz. In
the figure, the same optimization techniques described in the continuous formulation
were used. The modal scaling and phase parameters for this are shown in Table 7.3
7.5.4 Heuristic Method
As a final method for approaching the input synthesis, a heuristic technique is used.
The technique assumes that the ith actuator pair should be maximally activated in
phase with the local lateral deflection htw(ilsep, t) computed at the location corre-
sponding to the actuator attachment. The resulting voltages are shown in Fig. 7-25
and the associated parametrization is listed in Table 7.4.
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Figure 7-23: Eigenvalue condition numbers for different discretization levels.
7.6 Forward Simulation Results
This section provides the simulation results for the proposed synthesis methods. For
each method, the fin response was obtained by forward simulating (i.e. numerically
integrating) the discrete beam model in (7.19) with n = 20 and Vdiff determined by
one of the synthesis methods. Note that at this level of discretization, the tail shape
appears approximately continuous.
The tail deflection shapes achieved using synthesis based on the continuous model
are shown in Fig. 7-26 for three frequencies across the total 1 Hz to 3.5 Hz range
considered. In this figure, the deflected tail shapes are overlaid at the point when the
end of the tail reaches its maximum deflection. The largest simulated tip deflection of
14.46 mm is shown in the center plot and occurs when f - 1.75 Hz, which corresponds
to the first natural frequency of vibration. However, note that in the top and the
Table 7.3: Voltage parameters for modal input synthesis method for r = 7 and n = 20.
Amplitude Scale Parameter cr,i Phase Delay Parameter od,i (rad)
0.81
0.93 0.031
1.00 0.132
0.78 0.236
0.40 0.310
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Figure 7-24: Synthesized voltage waveforms for modal decomposition method at 3 Hz
tail beat frequency.
center plots, the tail centerline crosses itself, which is an indication that higher modes
of vibration are also present.
Fig. 7-27 shows the simulated tail deflection for the modal decomposition method
of voltage synthesis. As in the previous case, the deflected tail shapes are overlaid
at the point when the end of the tail reaches its maximum deflection. The largest
simulated tip deflection of 13.98 mm is shown in the center plot and again occurs
when f = 1.75 Hz. Similarly, Fig. 7-28 shows the simulated tail deflection for the
heuristic decomposition method of voltage synthesis wherein the maximum tail beat
amplitude is 14.27 mm.
The complete simulation results of both tail beat amplitude and tail maximum
caudal curvature are shown in Fig. 7-29. The curvature is included as an additional
metric that could be correlated to swimming performance [110]. The results indicate
that, with respect to tail beat amplitude, the fish will achieve the highest amplitude
using the voltages synthesized with the continuous method. The next highest ampli-
tude result is achieved using the heuristic method. The modal method provides the
smallest amplitude of displacement.
Although these results seem to suggest that the continuous method should be
universally employed, followed by the heuristic method, it is insightful to consider
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Figure 7-25: Voltage waveforms for a at 3 Hz tail
activation method.
beat frequency based on a heuristic
the power requirements for each method. The reactive (i.e. capacitive charging)
power PVAR for each method can be approximated by using the non resonant power
analysis in Section 4.10.
(7.77)PVAR = 2,f (Vmax) 2 C 0,2
i=1
The results of power versus frequency for each method are shown in Fig. 7-30. Note
that the listed power values represent reactive power requirements only for conditions
where the charge on the capacitor must be sourced from an amplifier on each cycle.
In reality, this power requirement can be drastically reduced using the techniques
outlined in Chapter 8. From the figure, note that the heuristic method performs
very poorly in terms of power consumption. Furthermore, the continuous method
and modal methods compare favorably. Thus, if the power budget is a strict design
constraint, either the modal method or heuristic methods may be expected to perform
similarly. The remaining question is how each of the inputs performs in the physical
prototype. This question will occupy the next section.
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Figure 7-26: Comparison of simulated extreme tail beat shape at various frequencies
for the continuous beam synthesis method.
Table 7.4: Voltage parameters for a heuristic input synthesis method
Amplitude Scale Parameter 0,,i Phase Delay Parameter 6 di (rad)
1.00 -
1.00 0.353
1.00 0.504
1.00 0.856
1.00 1.058
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Figure 7-27: Comparison of simulated extreme tail beat shape at various frequencies
for the modal decomposition method.
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Figure 7-28: Comparison of simulated extreme tail beat shape at various frequencies
for the heuristic method.
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Figure 7-29: Simulation results for the frequency dependence of tail beat amplitude
and curvature.
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Figure 7-30: Simulation results for the power required to drive the robot at a given
frequency using the different input synthesis methods.
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7.7 Experimental Validation of the Fish Robot
The prototype fish described in Section 7.3 was used to test each of the input syn-
thesis methods. The methods were assessed based on swimming velocity and power
requirements. The results of the experiments are compared to the expected results
from the numerical analysis in the preceding section.
The apparatus for these experiments is shown in Fig. 7-31. The test setup is
composed of a cylindrical tank having a diameter of 1.52 m. The tank was filled
with water to a height of 0.56 m. A LabVIEW program was used to convert user-
defined amplitude ratios, phase lags, and frequency into analog output waveforms
that matched the synthesized waveforms from the preceding section. These analog
waveforms were then sent to the digital to analog output modules in a cRIO system
(National Instruments). The voltage waveforms were then sent to the custom design
amplifiers and then to the PZT electrodes extending out of the gantry rod. The
gantry rod that supported the fish was connected to the aluminum gantry arm. The
gantry arm was supported on two low friction roller bearings and was free to rotate
throughout the tank. The gantry arm rotation was recorded using a non-contacting
magnetic encoder. The angular position from the encoder was sampled at 500 Hz and
converted to the tangential velocity at the attachment point of the fish using a least
squares fit to the steady state slope.
Vdil Desktop computer with
Amplitude data acquisition software
Valgf,2 Ratios
Phase lags
Vdaf, Frequency
Encoder signal
PZT wiring
D/A A/D
Voltage /-
Amplifica ion
Cylindrical tank
Figure 7-31: Schematic representation of robotic fish testing system.
7.7.1 Swimming Performance
The swimming velocity was measured at 7 frequencies ranging from 1 Hz to 4 Hz
for all three input synthesis methods. Each experiment was repeated three times
and the results were averaged. The complete experimental results are summarized in
Fig. 7-32, which shows the swimming velocity in body lengths/second (BL/s) versus
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the driving frequency. Note that for each experiment, the velocities at 1 Hz and 4
Hz were below the noise floor of the encoder and were therefore taken to be zero.
The complete results are in agreement with what would be expected based on the
ranking of peak tail beat amplitudes from the numerical simulation. That is, the
continuous method performed the best with regard to amplitude and also performed
the best with respect to swimming velocity. The heuristic method was the next
best performing method, while the modal method achieved the slowest velocities.
One notable difference between the simulation and the experiments is that the first
fundamental frequency of the fin system appears to reside near 2.5 Hz, while the
theoretical model predicted 1.7 Hz. This discrepancy is likely due to errors in the
added mass approximation in (7.15) as well as uncertainty in the stiffness system
parameters.
Swimming Velocity vs. Frequency
0.04
- Continuous
0.035 -A-Modal -
0+Heuristic
0.03
0.025
0.015
0.01
0.005 -
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Flapping Frequency (Hz)
Figure 7-32: Robotic fish velocity versus frequency using three different input syn-
thesis methods.
In order to more completely assess the swimming performance, video of each
swimming method was captured from above the tank. The fastest swimming segments
were used to examine tail beat amplitudes using a frame overlay technique. For each
input driving method, the maximum tail deformation was found in one direction. A
semi-transparent frame one half period later was then overlaid on the first deflected
shape. Based on a calibration of the pixel size to distance in the plane of the fin,
the tail beat amplitudes were computed. The results for each method are shown in
Figures 7-33 to 7-35. The modal method achieved a maximum tail beat amplitude
of 22 mm while the modal and heuristic methods achieved approximate tail beat
amplitudes of 19 mm. These amplitudes were higher than that predicted by the
model. This discrepancy is believed to arise from the large uncertainty in the effects
of viscous dissipation in the polymer material that may overestimate the internal
energy dissipation.
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Figure 7-33: Video frame overlays showing 2.5 Hz tail beat amplitude using the
continuous beam synthesis method.
Several dimensionless parameters can be used to characterize fish swimming per-
formance. Some of the key parameters include the Reynolds number:
Re = (7.78)
which establishes the ratio of inertial and viscous forces. In (7.78), v is the kinematic
viscosity of water and the other terms remain as previously defined. Typically this
number is greater than 103 for fish swimming [95]. The Strouhal number, St, is also
an important parameter in fish swimming. This parameter is computed using
St =_ (7.79)U
where A is the tail beat amplitude. This parameter has been shown to indicate how
often vortices are created in the wake and how close together they are. The most
efficient swimmers have values of this number in the range of 0.25 to 0.35 [12]. The
final parameter is the tail beat amplitude A normalized by the body length. This
parameter is typically near 0.1 for most carangiform fish [95]. Based on the swimming
performance at 2.5 Hz, the values of these numbers were computed and are listed in
Table 7.5.
7.7.2 Actuation Power Comparison
The relative merits of each driving method are best established by considering not
only swimming velocity but also the power required to achieve a given velocity. For
the ascending part of each curve in Fig. 7-32, the power at a given velocity was
estimated using (7.77). The results are plotted in Fig. 7-36 as required power versus
swimming velocity. For a given method, the resulting data points were fit using
a linear regression. The best fit line is also included as part of Fig. 7-36. The
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Figure 7-34: Video frame overlays showing 2.5 Hz tail beat amplitude using the modal
decomposition synthesis method.
power results shown that the continuous method performed the best with respect to
achieving a given swimming velocity at low power. The modal method performed
similarly as predicted based on the amplitude of displacement obtained from the
numerical simulations. The heuristic method is shown to be vastly inferior to the
model-based synthesis methods.
Some of the sources of error and confounding factors in this section include stand-
ing waves in the tank caused by the fin motion, friction in the gantry system, loading
imposed by the wires, vibrations in the gantry, and gravitational effects in the gantry.
Of these effects, it is believed that the wire loading had the most profound effect on
swimming velocity. The velocity data is likely to underestimate the actual velocity
that would be achieved in a lower friction gantry or completely tetherless system.
Furthermore, the results are not expected to compete with existing robotic fish, but
rather to provide a starting point for using cellular actuators in underwater robotics.
One of the additional features of this technology for underwater robotics is the ability
to harvest energy and sense flow conditions, which is discussed in the next section.
Table 7.5: Key dimensionless parameters used to quantify swimming performance.
Dimensionless Number Continuous Modal Heuristic Typical for Fish
Reynolds Number 2.81 x 103 1.88 x 103 2.34 x 103 103 - 108
Strouhal Number 6.1 7.9 6.3 0.25 - 0.35
A/L 0.088 0.076 0.076 ~ 0.1
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Figure 7-35: Video frame overlays showing 2.5 Hz tail beat amplitude using the
heuristic synthesis method.
7.7.3 Energy Harvesting and Sensing
Chapter 6 first illustrated that the piezoelectric cells may be thought of as bidi-
rectional actuation and energy generation devices. The nature of the flexure-based
coupling is particularly well suited to creating large forces at the PZT stacks for rela-
tively small forces applied at the output. To illustrate that the fish robot is capable of
this bidirectional driving, the experimental setup shown in Fig. 7-37 was constructed.
The experimental apparatus consists of Minn Kota Endura electric motor capable of
generating 40 lbf thrust at maximum voltage. The motor was pulsed using square
waves in order to create a time varying flow condition within the tank discussed pre-
viously. The pulsed flow is then routed around the tank to the back drive the fish
caudal fin and thereby backdrive the actuators attached to the backbone structure.
Each of the 5 cells on the agonist side of the fin were connected to a pure resistance
Rh. The voltage drop across each resistor was measured and sampled at 500 Hz in
order to estimate the instantaneous current flow. The product of the voltage and
current provided an estimate of the instantaneous power in the resistor. The results
from an experiment at 2.0 Hz and various values of Rh are shown in Fig. 7-38. The
peak in this figure occurs when the resistance is set according to (6.12), which is the
closest possible impedance match using a pure resistance. Although this power level is
on the order of pW, it would be sufficient to indefinitely power certain computational
circuits. Furthermore, by utilizing an storage element such as an external capacitor,
periodic data transmission could be readily achieved.
An additional function of the actuators is to serve as a flow sensor. As discussed,
the flexure based cells are very sensitive to small changes in the externally applied
forces. These external forces, if acting dynamically, can be estimated very accurately
using the PZT voltage signals. The voltage signals acquired across the harvesting
resistors have a high signal to noise ratio and can be used to estimate aspects of the
flow such as velocity or frequency content. An example of power spectrum estimation
is shown Fig. 7-39 for a motor drive frequency of 1.5 Hz. The power spectrum in
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Figure 7-36: Linear regression to describe computed input power as a function of
swimming velocity for each of the different input synthesis methods.
Fig. 7-39 was computed from 10 seconds of resistor voltage data acquired at the first
agonist cell. Prior to computing the power spectrum, the signal was high pass filtered
to remove any DC component. The resulting frequency content has a very clear peak
near 1.5 Hz, which represents the frequency of the motor. Thus, with simple FFT
algorithms, the flow frequency content can be ascertained accurately and used as the
basis for future research in underwater adaptive energy harvesting.
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Pulsed motor
actuators
Figure 7-37: Apparatus for testing flow sensing and energy harvesting using the
robotic system.
Total Harvested Energy vs. Harvesting Impedance
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Figure 7-38: Change in harvested energy performance for changes in the harvesting
resistance. Flow conditions were created using a 2 Hz square wave applied to the
motor.
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Fixed gantry
Power Spectrum of Voltage Signal From R = 15.4 10, Agonist Cell 1
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Figure 7-39: Power spectrum of high pass filtered voltage signal across the first agonist
cell's harvesting resistance with motor driven at 1.5 Hz.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Extensions of the
Research
Actuators are devices that fundamentally influence the motion of any robotic or
mechatronic system. The importance of a suitable actuator is especially apparent in
biorobotics where the required motions are often periodic (e.g. walking, running, hop-
ping, swimming, flapping). Furthermore, biorobotic systems are required to interact
with external environment and, in doing so, must exhibit smooth motion, backdrive-
ability, elastic energy storage, and scalability. All of these competing performance
requirements have not yet been addressed existing artificial muscle technology.
The purpose of this thesis is to address as many of the existing performance hur-
dles as possible using a novel, yet reliable, technology. The three primary performance
objectives in this thesis are classified as modularity and scaling, tunable stiffness and
dynamics, and friction and backdriveability. These performance objectives are met
using a subdivided, cellular architecture inspired by natural muscle. The primary
contributions of this work stem from three sequential aims. The first aim is to de-
velop the operating principles and design of the actuator cellular units. The basic
operating principle of the actuator involves nested flexural amplifiers applied to piezo-
electric stacks thereby creating an output length strain commensurate with natural
muscle. The second aim is to further improve performance of the actuator design
by imparting tunable stiffness and resonance capabilities. This work demonstrates a
previously unavailable level of tunability in both stiffness and resonance. The final
aim is to showcase the capabilities of the actuator design by developing an underwater
biorobotic fish that utilizes the actuators for resonance-based periodic locomotion.
8.1 Summary of Contributions
8.1.1 Design
Contributed to the development of the nested rhombus, amplification
mechanism concept for PZT-based artificial muscle design.
The concept of nested amplification is central to the design of the cells and represents
a major innovation for converting the small expansion displacement of piezoelectric
stack actuators into a tensile displacement needed for artificial muscle.
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Developed general static and dynamic analysis methods for multilayer
and cellular flexure systems.
These models are sufficiently general to be applied to any multilayer flexure systems
at all levels of required detail, ranging from simple kinematic analysis to detailed
finite element modeling.
Defined scaling properties of various cell performance metrics and
defined optimum scale with respect to work density.
The models for the nested amplification mechanism were successfully applied to de-
termine the best scale for a single actuator building block or cell. The results of the
analysis indicate that displacement amplification flexures should be produced in a
compact package at a scale that favors and further justifies the cellular approach.
Developed cell design procedure and best practices for manufacturing
and assembly.
Chapter 4 discusses the detailed design procedure, manufacturing techniques, and
reliability analysis associated with rigorously characterizing the properties of each
cell design.
Created several functioning actuator cell prototypes.
In addition to the rigorous design analysis, several different cell prototypes were
constructed and tested extensively. These cells were found to produce strain com-
mensurate with the 20% natural muscle benchmark.
8.1.2 Extended Design
Utilized cellular architecture to obtain widely tunable resonance and tun-
able stiffness properties.
The idea of using a cellular architecture applied to the flexure based cells gives rise to
two unique and useful properties of tunable stiffness and tunable resonance. The con-
cept of using simple ON-OFF control to independently tune stiffness and resonance
characteristics is broadly applicable to many other smart material systems.
Established general theory for resonance extrema in binary tunable
vibration systems.
The proposed method of tuning stiffness and resonance was thoroughly quantified
using the theory of generalized eigenvalue problems. The maximum and minimum
resonant frequencies for serial strands are found and the associated ON-OFF configu-
rations are provably unique. The analysis is also extended to include systems driving
a general mass and stiffness load.
Demonstrated tunable stiffness and resonance experimentally.
The concepts of tunable stiffness and resonance were demonstrated to be highly ef-
fective and yielded wide range tunability in the respective properties. The partial
decoupling of static stiffness from resonant frequencies is also demonstrated exper-
imentally. Two separate designs for tunable stiffness and resonance are proposed:
a normally compliant design (nC) and a normally stiff design (nS). These designs
are shown to perform similarly, but with different advantages with respect to passive
backdriveability.
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8.1.3 Application Demonstration
Created a swimming robot utilizing distributed cellular artificial muscles.
The paradigm of using distributed cellular actuators within a fish robot is unique and
leads to several interesting properties such as approximation of continuous muscle mo-
ment distributions, modal excitation, internal power optimization, energy harvesting,
and flow sensing.
Extended and applied modal decomposition methods to solve the in-
verse dynamics problem in single wavelength vibrating structures.
This approach to inverse dynamics is shown to be a promising, low power, computa-
tionally favorable technique for producing desired structural vibrations.
Demonstrated that continuous model and modal decomposition meth-
ods are energetically favorable to heuristic approaches.
Although a simple heuristic can be shown to produce a faster velocity that modal
methods, it is energetically unfavorable. The methods based on dynamic modeling are
shown to perform much better with respect to achieving a given swimming velocity
at lower power.
Demonstrated multifunctional actuation, harvesting, and sensing prop-
erties of the actuator technology.
In addition to the actuation property of the robot, the robot is also capable of pas-
sively harvesting energy from a surrounding flow. The conditions of the flow may also
be monitored using, for example, Fourier analysis.
Provided technology platform for several robotics and mechatronics
applications
The technology from the first two parts of this thesis provides a solid foundation for
many future applications. Furthermore, many opportunities exist to refine both the
cell technology and the underwater robotic system. Certain possible refinements and
applications are discussed briefly in the following section.
8.2 Future Research Directions
8.2.1 Technology Refinement
The scaling analysis in Chapter 4 revealed that composite materials could possibly
outperform metallic flexures and lead to reduced scale cells. Therefore, one possi-
ble future research direction would involve developing new composite structures and
manufacturing processes for reducing the cell scale while increasing reliability. Once
miniaturized, the cells would then have a much broader range of applications within
biorobotics.
Several opportunities also exist in electronics design for piezoelectric systems. The
most prevalent design paradigm for actuator amplifiers is centered on inductive elec-
tromagnetic actuators, which require substantially different circuit topologies than
amplifiers for driving capacitive piezoelectric systems. For example, pulse-width-
modulation techniques are not suitable for piezoelectric systems. For two cells op-
erating at voltages that are perfectly anti-phased, the energy stored in one cell's
capacitance can be effectively transferred to the other cell's capacitance by means of
a circuit similar to that shown in Fig. 8-1 [17]. This technique can be explored for
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vast connections of cellular systems. Another possible design challenge would involve
creating individual on-board cell electronics. The cells could then be interconnected
on a modular and reconfigurable bus network. Algorithms for time sharing, sensing
and actuation, and energy recovery would all be required.
Figure 8-1: Possible transfer circuit used to transfer charge from anti-phased capaci-
tors.
As discussed in Chapter 7, the back-driven actuator cells can be used as a dis-
tributed sensor network to sense the ambient conditions (e.g. local fluid flow). When
combined with the tunable resonance energy harvesting techniques in Chapter 6, the
sensing provides the basis for adaptive energy harvesting. The system could tune its
structural resonant frequencies online in order to match that of the ambient condi-
tions. A closed loop control scheme would require a complete examination of sensing
calibration, ON-OFF activation and impedance tuning, and harvesting performance.
In the context of underwater systems, it may also be possible to add acoustic data
transfer as a function in the system. It is well known that ultrasonic transducers can
transmit data at great distances underwater. Many existing transceivers are based
on piezoelectric technology. One possible realization of an underwater transmitter is
shown in Fig. 8-2.
uR:: High frequency
communication
1. / ON --- ---- signal
Figure 8-2: Possible design strategy for using PZT-cells as underwater communication
devices. A high frequency communication signal is added to the low frequency, large
amplitude actuation signal.
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A more theoretical combinatoric analysis would also be required if non-uniform
cell distributions were considered in the context of tunable stiffness and resonance.
There is undoubtedly rich vibrations theory to be explored with regard to non-uniform
cell distributions and parallel connection topologies for tunable resonance. For such
systems, it is expected that a much more uniform spacing between the resonant peaks
could be achieved throughout the entire tunable range.
8.2.2 Example Applications
Underwater robotics is one particularly exciting area of application for the piezoelec-
tric technology for the reasons discussed in Chapter 7. Two example systems are
shown in Fig. 8-3. Fig. 8-3 (a) shows the design of a stingray robot that can be used
to create traveling waves along a flexible fin body. Fig. 8-3 (b) shows the design of a
small robot that could be used for inspection of water-filled piping in offline nuclear
reactors. In this design, single piezoelectric cells could be used to rapidly actuate
valves for directing flow out of ports in the robot.
(a)
Camera Port
Water Intake
Recessed Actuator Steering outlet
(b)
Figure 8-3: (a) Basic prototype illustrating muscle-like actuation in a robotic stingray.
(b) Rendering of a nuclear power plant inspection robot that uses PZT actuators for
high bandwidth valve control.
In aircraft manufacturing, a major research challenge is to automate fastener
installation operations inside of an airplane wing box. In the operation, a sleeve must
placed over a fastener pin that may have a certain degree of misalignment with respect
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to the plane of the wing skin. Therefore, a precise positioning system is needed to
adjust for angular alignment errors. An example two degree of freedom stage system
designed using the PZT cells is shown in Fig. 8-4.
Figure 8-4: Two degree of freedom angular positioning stage.
One of the long-standing challenge in robotics is to develop an anthropomorphic
hand that contains all of the necessary actuation within the hand itself. Such a self-
contained design obviates the need for complex wrist systems. A related challenge is
to achieve slow gross motions and fine rapid motions with the same actuators. To
achieve self-containment of the actuators and handle the tradeoff in bandwidth and
amplitude, the hybrid actuation design in Fig. 8-5 is proposed. This hand uses a
single motor to drive the four primary fingers and two motors to drive the thumb.
The motors achieve the desired gross motions of the hand In order to improve speed,
agility, and compliance in the grasps, the index and middle fingers are actuated using
PZT cells. The construction and analysis of this design would also be an exciting
application for the PZT technology.
Rehabilitation robotics is also an exciting area to apply the PZT actuator technol-
ogy developed in this thesis. An example of a stroke rehabilitation robot that guides
patient arm motions is shown in Fig. 8-6. The advantages of the PZT actuators
in this scenario would be zero backlash and tunable output compliance. Further-
more, by adding or removing cells the system could be scaled to meet the demands
of rehabilitation for different patients.
Surgical robotics is another area where current systems may be limited by actuator
technology. Despite certain initial successes, surgical robot technology still requires
many fundamental technological improvements. In particular, the most commonly
selected actuator for surgical applications is the rotary electric motor because of its
predictability and commercial availability. Introducing these conventional motors into
the operating room has many drawbacks including lack of backdriveability, limited ca-
pability for creating haptic (touch sense) feedback loops, poor sterilization properties,
and limited accuracy due to backlash in gearing or transmission mechanisms. Fur-
thermore, many surgical tasks require translational motion and compliant contact,
which are difficult to provide with conventional actuators yet are two of the main
features the present cellular actuator design. Other research opportunities include
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Figure 8-5: Example of a self-contained anthropomorphic hybrid hand using DC
motors and piezoelectric cellular actuators.
active heart stabilization devices for minimally invasive bypass surgery and actuators
for catheter steering devices. Overall, piezoelectric actuators could greatly expand
the capabilities of current surgical robots by providing robustness, precision linear
motion, large control bandwidths, and scalability to different force and displacement
needs.
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Figure 8-6: Example of a PZT-based stroke rehabilitation robot.
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Appendix A
Review of Electrostatics and
Piezoelectric Constitutive Behavior
A.1 Physics Preliminaries
To fully understand piezoelectric materials, one must first understand the underlying
physics. As described in Chapter 2, piezoelectric materials respond to electric fields.
Therefore, a review of some basic concepts from electrostatics is presented in this
appendix. First, the basic concepts of electric fields are considered. This appendix
then discusses charge distributions where Gauss's law for electrostatics plays a central
role in determining electric fields. With a solid understanding of electric fields, the
concepts of electrical potential, electrostatic energy, and capacitance are then consid-
ered. The following treatment of electrostatics parallels that of conventional physics
texts (e.g. [45]).
A.1.1 Electric Fields due to Continuous Charge Distribu-
tions
The computation of electric fields due to continuous distributions of charge is often
required for computing the response of piezoelectric materials. To derive expressions
for electric fields due to continuous distributions of charge, one only needs to consider
Coulomb's law and integral calculus. One can derive electric field distributions using
integrals along lines, over surfaces, and throughout volumes. One useful relation-
ship for calculating E due to a charge distribution is Gauss's Law for Electric Flux.
Gauss's Law for Electric Flux can be derived from Coulomb's Law. Or, perhaps more
fundamentally, Coulomb's law can be derived from Gauss's law.
The central idea when finding the electric field due to a continuous charge distri-
bution is to choose an appropriate charge density: A = AQ/L for linear distributions,
o- AQ/A for area distributions, and p = AQ/V for volume distributions and apply
Gauss's law. For use in Gauss's law, flux can be defined for a closed surface as
<DE = E - dA. (A.1)
Gauss's law states that the flux through a closed surface is proportional to the
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net charged enclosed by the surface. The closed surfaces are referred to as Gaussian
surfaces. Gauss's law can be stated mathematically as
o J E -dA = qnet,enci (A.2)
Gaussian surfaces are chosen so that calculation of the integral in Equation A.2 is as
simple as possible.
A.1.2 Electrostatic Potential and Capacitance
The electric field can not only be defined by the vector field E, but can also be de-
scribed by the scalar quantity called the electric potential, V. To define the electrical
potential difference, consider moving a test charge q0 from position A to position B
always keeping the charge in equilibrium. Then the potential difference is the work
done by the agent moving the charge divided by the charge.
V -VA WAR (A-3)VB - VA " A
q0
If the potential difference is considered at a point, the potential difference is typically
taken as zero at infinity. Or, in many circuit problems, the earth is taken as the zero
reference. From the fundamental definition of work (dW = F - dl),
V =- E - dl (A.4)
where in the line integral the integral is taken from the point of negative charge (or
oo) to the point of interest. The line integral is path independent. For example, to
find the potential difference between two parallel conducting plates where the field is
E and the separation distance is d, one can consider the simplest path between the
plates: a straight line. For this example, Equation (A.4) then yields V = Ed.
What if, instead of finding V from a know E, an expression for E from a known
V is required? In this instance, the following relation is used:
E= -VV (A.5)
ax ay vz
In words, E points in the direction of the greatest decrease in potential. From the
above definition, equipotential surfaces will lie at right angles to the electric field.
The previous discussion now allows electrical capacitance to be defined as
C A - (A.6)
-V
Any two nearby conductors carrying equal and opposite charges are a capacitor. V
is the potential difference between the conductors. The potential goes down as the
plates get closer together since the positive charges on an isolated object raise its
potential whereas negative charges reduce it. Thus, the negative charges reduce the
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potential difference between the conductors in a capacitor due to their proximity
to the positive charges. The capacitance C is determined by the geometry of the
conductors, their spatial relationship to one another, and the medium between the
conductors.
For piezoelectric materials, the foremost capacitor geometry consists of parallel
plate conductors. For a parallel plate configuration with a vacuum in between plates
separated by a distance d, the potential difference is V = Ed. Using Gauss's law, the
magnitude of the charge on one plate is q = c0EA where A is the area of the plates.
Thus, from the definition in Equation (A.6), the parallel plate equation emerges:
C 0A (A.7)d
By placing a nonconducting material (i.e. a dielectric) between the plates of the
capacitor, the capacitance is greatly increased. When a dielectric is placed between
the plates of a capacitor, the slab becomes polarized and surface charges arise. These
surface charges set up a field that opposes the original field and reduces it. Since
V = Ed and C = q/V, C increases with a dielectric present. Therefore the dielectric
constant r, is defined as
Vw/o dielectric (A.8)
Vw dielectric
where , > 1. So, for a parallel plate capacitor,
rco0AC = . (A.9)
d
Using Gauss's law, the induced surface charge q' on the dielectric is given by
q q 1 - - (A.10)
For a parallel plate capacitor,
= CO _ q' (A.11)A neo A A
where the term in parentheses is the electric field strength in the dielectric and the
second term is the free charge per unit area of the plate. A preferable way to view
the second term in Eq. (A.11) is the induced dipole moment per unit volume. One
can see this by noting ! = ! is the induced dipole divided by the volume betweenA Ad
the plates. Formally, this term is called the polarization P. Thus,
= oE + P (A.12)
This sum occurs so often in electrostatic problems that is given the name electric
displacement, D. More generally, these quantities are vectors and therefore
D = coE + P. (A.13)
The name, electric displacement has historical significance and is related to the
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idea of displacement current. Note that D is connected with the free charge only, E
is connected with both the polarization and free charges, and P is connected with
the polarization charge only. For an isotropic material with a single scalar dielectric
constant K,
D KeoE. (A.14)
Thus, Gauss's law when a dielectric media are present can be written as
D -dA = q (A.15)
where q represents the free charge only. Ultimately, D accounts for the effects of
bound charges within materials.
Another important concept is that of energy storage in an electric field. The
electrical potential energy U stored on a capacitor is given by
U = -CV2 (A.16)2
On a per unit volume basis in an electric field the electrical energy density u is given
by
- eE2. (A.17)2
A.2 Piezoelectric Static Constitutive Behavior
A.2.1 Basic Tensor Equations
For piezoelectric and electrostrictive behavior in the absence of stress, the following
tensor equation applies.
Si= dinkEi + MijklEiEj (A.18)
which could also be written as
Ski = giklPi + QijklP2Pj, (A.19)
where Ski is a second rank tensor representing strain, diek and giki are third rank
tensors containing the piezoelectric coefficients, Mijkl and Qijkl are fourth rank ten-
sors that contain the electrostrictive coefficients, and E and P are the electric field
and polarization. The above equations can be simplified by considering the crystallo-
graphic planar symmetry of PZT. With this simplification, matrix, rather than tensor,
notation can be employed. In converting to matrix notation, the matrices are not sec-
ond rank tensors because they do not obey the appropriate rules of transformation.
However, the matrix representation is generally preferred for most simplified piezo-
electric actuator geometries. The matrix notation will be discussed in the following
subsection.
Considering now piezoelectric effects and effects of a mechanically applied stress
tensor Tjk, the following represents the most common form for the piezoelectric system
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of equations:
Sij = dijk TE. + Sijkl ETik
Di = eij? Ej + dijkTjk.
where dijkT is the third rank tensor containing the piezoelectric coefficients (the un-
derline represents transposition), sigklE is the compliance tensor measured at constant
electric field, and eijT is the permittivity tensor.
A.3 Simplified Matrix Representations
PZT possesses crystallographic symmetry which therefore greatly simplifies the gov-
erning equations. The coordinate system shown in Figure A-1 defines the numbered
directions used in the representations.
3 (Poling Direction)
6
52
4
1
Figure A-1: Coordinate system used to establish matrix equations.
By convention, 3 is taken as the poling direction. In matrix notation, the first
subscript gives the "electrical" direction (field or electric displacement) while the
second gives the "mechanical" direction (deformation or stress). There is planar
isotropy in poled ceramics and thus d32 = d31 and d24 = d15. The piezoelectric matrix
equations are thus
S = SE T+dtE
D=dT+eTE
(A.22)
(A.23)
where the terms follow from previous definitions, however the superscript t refers to
matrix transpose. These equations can be referred to as the strain-charge piezoelectric
constitutive equation. More explicitly, the relationships of interest can be written in
matrix form as follows:
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(A.20)
(A.21)
S2 s
S 3  _ si
S4  ~ 0
S5  0
S6 0
ES 1 2
S 1 2
S12
0
0
0
0 E
~13
SE
~13
E
13
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
si 0
0 S E
0 0
D1 0 0 0
D2 0 0 0
D3 d31 d31 d33
0 T1
0 T2
0 T3
0 T4
0 T5
2(SE -s_ /S \ T6/
/0 0 d31
0 0 d31 Ei
0 0 d33 E0 d15  0 Ed15  0 0
\0 0 0/
/T1
0 d15 0 2
d15 0 0 T3 +~~ 4 
0 0 0
\TT6 /
eT 0 0 E1
0 T[ 0 E2
0 0 Ti E3
The four state variables S, T, D, and E can be rearranged to give an additional
3 forms for the piezoelectric constitutive equation. Upon rearrangement, e, g or q
coupling matrices arise, which are defined in the following paragraphs.
The other forms for the piezoelectric constitutive equations are shown in Equations
(A.26) to (A.31). First, the stress-charge form is considered:
T CES + tE
D =eS + eSE
(A.26)
(A.27)
Similarly, the strain voltage form is written as follows:
S = sD T+gtD (A.28)
(A.29)E = -gT + (e -1D
Finally, stress-voltage form is expressed as:
T - cDS - qtD (A.30)
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and
(A.24)
(A.25)
Table A.1: Definition of terms in piezoelectric matrix equations.
Symbol Type Size Units Meaning
T Vector 6 x1 Stress components
S Vector 6 x 1 m Strain components
E Vector 3 x N Electric Field components
D Vector 3 x 1 C Electric charge density displacement components
s Matrix 6 x 6 compliance coefficients
c Matrix 6 x 6 N stiffness coefficients
C Matrix 3 x 3 F electric permittivitym
d Matrix 3 x 6 piezo coupling coeff. for the strain-charge form
e Matrix 3 x 6 C piezo coupling coeff. for the stress-charge form
g Matrix 3 x 6 m 2  piezo coupling coeff. for the strain-voltage form
q Matrix 3x6 N piezo coupling coeff. for the stress-voltage form
E = -qS + (cs)-lD (A.31)
The parameters in the above matrix equations are defined in Table A.1.
A.4 Further Simplification
Equations (A.24) and (A.25), can be distilled for use in describing practical actuator
behavior. In stack actuators, the electric field is applied along the 3 axis and, in the
absence of stress,
S3 d33E3. (A.32)
In the absence of an applied electrical field, the corresponding d33 coupling when a
stress is applied along the 3 axis is
D3 = d33T3. (A.33)
Hence, the d coupling constant can be viewed in two equivalent ways: strain per unit
electric field or charge density per unit stress. A related constant g is used to express
similar relationships. In the absence of stress,
S3 g33D3.
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(A.34)
In the absence of an applied electrical field, the corresponding g33 coupling when a
stress is applied along the 3 axis is
E3 = g33 T3. (A.35)
Hence, the g coupling constant can be viewed in two equivalent ways: strain per unit
applied charge density or electric field per unit stress. These two constants are related
through the dielectric properties of the ceramic. To make this more explicit consider
Equation (A.33). First, rewrite the electric displacement as D3 = where A is the
area of the ceramic perpendicular to the 3 axis and Q is the induced charge from the
applied stress. Then, using Q = CV and C =E 3 A (where d is the thickness of the
ceramic), one finds that
T V
D3 = (A.36)d
=d33T3
where V is the voltage difference between the ceramic surfaces. Thus, using E3 =
E 3 = d3T3. (A.37)633
Comparing (A.35) and (A.37), it follows that d33 = E3933.
When viewed from the electrical input perspective, d is the most direct indication
of how well the ceramic will work as an actuator because d dictates the length change
in for a given applied voltage. Similarly, when a piezoelectric ceramic is viewed from
the mechanical input perspective, g directly indicates how well the ceramic will work
as a sensor because g dictates the voltage resulting from an applied stress. The d
constants are referred to as the piezoelectric charge constants while the g constants
are referred to as the piezoelectric voltage constants.
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Appendix B
Cellular Actuator Design Drawings
Figure B-1: Cell 1 Layer 1.
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Appendix C
Drive Amplifier Design and
Analysis
The drive amplifier shown in Fig. 7-9 in Chapter 7 was designed to have five channels,
each with a nominal voltage gain of 30. The board was designed using Eagle layout
software and the schematic is shown in Fig. C-1. The core of the design is a standard
non-inverting amplifier topology based on resistive feedback. This topology by itself,
however, is inherently unstable when the load is capacitive. To appreciate this insta-
bility, consider removing the 100 Q resistance (RD) and the 22 pF capacitance (CD).
Removing these compensating elements from the input terminals greatly reduces the
stability as discussed below.
A model of the op-amp that includes its output impedance, but does not include
the input terminal compensation elements RD and CD, leads to the following transfer
function from input voltage Vi,, to output voltage V2t:
VZt(s) GoK
Vi(s) Go(Ts +1)(RtCs +1)+ K
where Go is the gain that is set by the feedback resistors (nominally 30), K is the
open loop gain of the Apex PA240 high voltage amplifier, T is the time constant
of the dominant pole in the open loop response of the op-amp, R., is the output
resistance of the op-amp, and C is the capacitance of the PZT load. The dominant
pole locations for this system are close to the imaginary axis because the high value
of the gain K acts in closed loop to move the real axis open loop poles at s = 1
and s = - to values at a high natural frequency and with a small damping ratio.
A frequency response plot of this system is shown in Fig. C-2. The resonant peak in
the kilohertz range leads to an audible ring in the circuit where small noise signals at
this frequency are amplified immensely.
Reintroducing the input terminal resistance and capacitance lead to the compen-
sated system shown in Fig. C-3. Note that there is a severe reduction in the band-
width of the amplifier, but the resulting bandwidth is still well above the required
frequency range for any of the target applications considered for this thesis.
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Figure C-2: Frequency response of the uncompensated PZT amplifier that has a
lightly damped resonance in the kHz range when loaded with typical values of C.
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